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Abstract

Classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms do not perform very well in dynamic environments. On the other hand, the reinforcement learning of animals is quite flexible: they can adapt to dynamic environments very quickly and deal with noisy inputs very effectively. One feature that may contribute to animals’ good performance in dynamic environments is that they learn and perceive the time to reward.

In this research, we attempt to learn and perceive the time to reward and explore situations where the learned time information can be used to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments. The type of dynamic environments that we are interested in is that type of switching environment which stays the same for a long time, then changes abruptly, and then holds for a long time before another change. The type of dynamics that we mainly focus on is the time to reward, though we also extend the ideas to learning and perceiving other criteria of optimality, e.g. the discounted return, so that they can still work even when the amount of reward may also change.

Specifically, both the mean and variance of the time to reward are learned and then used to detect changes in the environment and to decide whether the agent should give up a suboptimal action. When a change in the environment is detected, the learning agent responds specifically to the change in order to recover quickly from it. When it is found that the current action is still worse than the optimal one, the agent gives up this time’s exploration of the action and then remakes its decision in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration.

The results of our experiments using two real-world problems show that they have effectively sped up learning, reduced the time taken to recover from environmental changes, and improved the performance of the agent after the learning converges in most of the test cases compared with classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms. In addition, we have successfully used spiking
neurons to implement various phenomena of classical conditioning, the simplest form of animal reinforcement learning in dynamic environments, and also pointed out a possible implementation of instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning using similar models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) \([1,2]\) is learning from interaction with a dynamic environment and from the consequences of the learning agent’s own actions, rather than from explicit teaching. It is intended to address one prediction, learning and decision making problem that animals and humans have to face in their everyday lives. In addition, it has found a great number of applications in the real world, such as game playing, robotics and industrial manufacturing.

This research attempts to learn and monitor the time to reward and explore situations where the learned time information can be used to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments. The motivation for our research is discussed in section 1.1. Section 1.2 presents our research aims. Section 1.3 explains the meaning of time perception in the context of this research. In section 1.4 the novelty of our research is discussed. The last section outlines the whole thesis.

1.1 Research motivation

Classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g. Monte Carlo methods \([3-5]\), dynamic programming algorithms \([6]\), Q learning \([7]\), SARSA learning \([8]\), and Prioritized Sweeping \([9]\), only learn the value of reward but use a discount factor to distinguish two reward with the same value but received at different times (a reward received in the future would become smaller after the discount). In effect, they use a single value for two things, viz. the value of reward and the time to reward.

This method, however, suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly, it cannot
distinguish a small reward $r_1$ received in a shorter time $t_1$ from a big reward $r_2$ received in a longer time $t_2$ as long as $r_1\gamma^{t_1} = r_2\gamma^{t_2}$ where $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$ is the discount factor. Although this is probably a favourable behaviour in general cases, it may not be desirable in some restrictive cases. For instance, a robot with limited battery tries to find a charging point (reward). Suppose the battery is enough to support the robot for $t_1$ but not for $t_2$. The optimal decision in this case should go for the first charging point rather than the second one. In addition, it cannot distinguish a reward with constant value or constant time to reward and the other one with variable value or variable time to reward as long as the mean of the discounted values of the two rewards is the same. Animal experiments [10, 11], however, showed that even when the expected value of the rewards is the same, some animals may be risk-prone (choose the one with variable value or variable time to reward) [12,13], while others are risk-averse (choose the one with constant value or constant time to reward) [14,15], or sometimes indifferent to risk (the variability of the value or the variability of the time to reward) [16,17]. Furthermore, some studies [18,19] also suggested that the preference depends on the energy budget of the animals.

Furthermore, although continuous exploration is needed in nonstationary environments, it is not necessary to continue this time’s exploration of the current action or the current state-action pair beyond the time when the learning agent has found that the action or the state-action pair is still worse than the optimal one. It is worth noting, however, that this does not affect future exploration of the action or the state-action pair. For simplicity, we consider a deterministic environment with only one state and two actions. Suppose that the value of reward for both actions is the same and does not change but the time to reward for both actions may change. Suppose that the agent has learned that it takes 1 minute to get a reward if it chooses the first action or 1 year to get the same amount of reward if it selects the second action. Even though the first action is apparently the optimal action at present, the agent still needs to explore/select the second action occasionally just in case the environment has changed and the time to reward for the second action has become even shorter than that for the first action, e.g. 1 second. This is the classical trade-off between exploration and exploitation. On the other hand, however, does the agent need to wait (1 year) until receiving a reward after it takes the second action? Fortunately, this is not
necessary. If the reward has not arrived 1 minute after the second action is selected, the agent can conclude that the second action is still worse than the first one, so the purpose of this time’s exploration has been fulfilled and therefore the agent does not need to wait any longer. By giving up the second action 1 minute after it is taken and then choosing the first action instead, the agent can get a reward in only 2 minutes in this episode, whereas it may take the agent 1 year to get a reward if it chooses to continue its wait until receiving a reward after it takes the second action. Even if the time to reward is not deterministic or the amount of reward for actions in one state is not the same, it is still possible to find a time after which the current action is still worse than the optimal one and therefore longer exploration beyond the time is not necessary. Unfortunately, however, the learned discounted reward alone cannot be used to decide when the agent should give up this time’s exploration of a suboptimal action because it may expect a bigger reward in a longer time which would have the same value of discounted reward. In contrast, animal experiments [20, 22] showed that animals maintain the average foraging rate. When the foraging rate in the current patch is below the average one, they give up the patch and then choose other patches instead.

Similarly, if the agent knows the expected time to a reward after taking an action, it can deduce that something wrong must have happened, e.g. the environment has changed, it has made a bad decision or it has taken a different action from what it had intended to take, when it has not received the reward long after the expected time. Being able to discover that something is wrong enables the agent to change its policy accordingly and therefore can potentially improve its performance. For example, suppose that it usually takes a person 30 minutes to drive home from work. One day, however, he has not yet arrived home after more than one hour’s driving or he finds himself in a completely unfamiliar place. If everything is as usual, e.g. traffic free-flowing, weather good and no road closure, he would realise that he had made a wrong turn at one junction. If he goes back to the junction or some familiar place, it will not take him very long to reach his destination if he does not make another wrong turn afterwards. On the other hand, however, if he continues his journey, he may be further away from his home and may never even arrive. Animal experiments also found that animals have the ability to learn and perceive the time to reward [23-25] and can also
use this ability to detect if something is wrong and then adjust its policy accordingly [10]. Specifically, the experiment by Brunner et al. [26] on starlings showed that the rate of their pecking (active search of foods) peaked when the time was close to the time of the reward; the starlings stopped pecking about 1.5 times the inter-prey interval if they had not received any reward, and then abandoned the current patch and flew to other patches 13s later. In addition, the hungry feeling of animals also serves a similar purpose. When animals feel hungry, they know that their energy level is low and they need to eat something in order to top up its energy. In contrast, if animals had no feeling of hunger, they would not be able to know that their energy is low and would have no incentive to top up its energy. Instead, they may continue consuming their energy and would eventually run out of energy and die.

Next, in a dynamic environment, although these classical value estimation algorithms can forget past experience (weight recent rewards more heavily) through a fixed learning rate $\alpha$, keep exploring through $\epsilon$-greedy or other non-greedy decision making strategies, and change their policies by updating their value functions when the environment changes, the learning process is usually quite slow after the environment changes because it takes the learning agent a long time to unlearn the previous optimal policy [27]. Thus, it may take them a long time to recover from an environmental change. Experiments by Anderson et al. [28][29] further showed that in some cases it is even better to throw away the existing policy and start over than to continue learning with the existing policy. In addition, in order to keep tracking nonstationary environments, the learning rate cannot be reduced to a very small number. For this reason, the learned value cannot converge to its true value even in a stationary but stochastic environment. If there is a method that can detect changes in the environment, the learning rate can be increased to learn the change quickly when an environmental change has been detected and can be decreased for the estimated value to converge to its true value when an environmental change has not been detected. Studies in neuroscience [30][31] found that animals can detect environmental changes, and then boost their learning rate when an environmental change is detected, and reduce their learning rate otherwise. Specifically, when the consequence of a stimulus is uncertain and the uncertainty is expected (e.g. stochastic environments), the activity of neocortical acetylcholine (ACh) increases [32]; when the consequence of a stimulus is not expected (e.g. nonstationary environments), the activity of
neocortical norepinephrine (NE) increases \[33\]. Although ACh reports on uncertainties in internal estimates whereas NE reports on dramatic changes, the increased level of both ACh and NE will increase the learning rate, boost learning about the environment and enhance bottom-up processing in inference \[30][31\].

For these reasons, we attempt to incorporate some of the above features of animal learning into reinforcement learning in order to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments. Specifically, we attempt to learn and monitor the time to reward and then use it to detect changes in the environment. When a change is detected, the learning agent responds specifically to it in order to recover from it quickly. In addition, the learned time information is also used to find out when the agent should give up the current action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. Our long term research plan is to implement reinforcement learning together with the above features of animal learning using biologically plausible neuron models which are the foundations of animal learning and behaviour.

1.2 Research aims

This PhD research aims to learn and perceive the time to reward and explore situations where the learned time information can be used to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments. The type of dynamic environments that we are interested in is that type of switching environment which stays the same for a long time, then changes abruptly, and then holds for a long time before another change. The type of dynamics that we mainly focus on is the time to reward.

In addition, as part of ongoing research, which attempts to build a biologically plausible neuron model that is capable of implementing reinforcement learning and of adapting to dynamic environments quickly, this PhD research also explores the possibilities of using biologically plausible neuron models to implement reinforcement learning.

1.3 What is time perception?

The definition of time perception from Encyclopædia Britannica \[34\] is

“experience or awareness of the passage of time”. 
For animals, the ability to perceive time serves at least four purposes. Firstly, they learn the timing of an event if the event is regular. The event may be the arrival of prey or the arrival of winter. Secondly, they use the learned time to predict the approach of the event so that they can prepare for it in advance (e.g. in classical conditioning, the salivation of dogs prepares them for digesting food). Thirdly, they compare the learned timing of the event with the actual timing of the event to find out if the timing of the event has changed. If it has changed, they respond quickly to the change. In Pavlov’s experiments, for instance, if both the timing when the bell sounds and the timing when the food is given are delayed, dogs will also delay their salivation. Finally, if the event does not happen some time after the predicted time, they know that the event will not come or the action choice they made is not a good choice and therefore need not wait for it forever. Therefore, in this research, the term time perception not only means perceiving time but also means the behaviours associated with it, viz. learning, predicting, monitoring and comparing time.

1.4 What is novel in this research?

1. We have successfully implemented various phenomena of classical conditioning using spiking neurons [35] and also pointed out a possible implementation of instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning using similar models. Traditionally, classical conditioning is mainly modelled by connectionist neural networks, e.g. the Rescorla-Wagner model [36] and the Sutton-Barto model [37]. These models use high-level abstractions of neurons which ignore the temporal dynamics of real neurons. Classical conditioning, however, is dynamic in essence because it mainly learns and predicts the dynamic environment. The Sutton-Barto model solves this problem by using a temporal learning rule. Here we attempt to use the temporal dynamics of biological neurons directly to model the dynamic nature of classical conditioning.

2. We have designed a method that detects changes in the environment by comparing the actual value of a state-action pair \((s, a)\) in the current trial with the estimated mean \((Q(s, a))\) and variance \((Q_{\text{var}}(s, a))\) of the value of \((s, a)\). When the actual value of \((s, a)\) is outside \(Q(s, a) \pm k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(s, a)}\) where \(k \geq 0\), the method deems that the value of \((s, a)\) has changed. This
method has the potential to detect changes in the environment with only one trial even in a stochastic environment. On the other hand, if only the mean of the value is learned, many trials are needed to detect changes in a stochastic environment because it has to compare the mean of the values in recent several trials with the mean of the values in several trials before recent several trials. Furthermore, this method is much easier than to learn the full distribution of the values, which is a non-trivial task in its own right.

3. We have designed a method to adjust the value of the learning rate to different situations. The learning rate is increased to learn the change quickly when an environmental change has been detected and the learning rate is decreased towards 0 for the estimated value to converge to its true value when an environmental change has not been detected. Traditionally, a fixed learning rate is usually used. The value of the fixed learning rate cannot be either too small or too big because it has to balance the nonstationary stages of the environment and the stationary stages of the environment. When the environment changes, the learning rate is not big enough to respond quickly to the change. On the other hand, when the environment does not change, the learning rate is not small enough for the estimated value to converge to its true value if the environment is stochastic.

4. We have used two methods to balance exploration and exploitation. Firstly, the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is increased in order to increase the chance that suboptimal actions are visited if it is found that a suboptimal action in one state has improved and may potentially become the optimal action; otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. Secondly, if the learning agent has found that the current action in one state is still worse than the optimal one in the state some time after taking the action, it will give up this time's exploration of the action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. It is worth mentioning that it is impossible to completely avoid exploration in nonstationary environments because only when the learning agent has explored the state-action pairs can it know whether their values have changed or not. However, with our methods, the cost of exploration can be dramatically reduced in certain
5. The learning rate is associated with each state-action pair. Traditionally, a single learning rate is used for all state-action pairs. When the environment changes, it makes sense to increase the learning rate in order to respond quickly to the environmental change. However, not all state-action pairs may have been affected by the change. It may lead to instability if the learning rates of the state-action pairs, whose values have not changed, are increased in a stochastic environment. Therefore, we use a different learning rate for each state-action pair so that only the learning rates of the pairs, whose values have changed, are increased when the environment changes.

6. The exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is associated with each state. Traditionally, a single $\epsilon$ is used for all states. When the environment changes, $\epsilon$ is usually increased to explore suboptimal actions. However, only when the suboptimal actions have improved does increasing $\epsilon$ help. In some cases, for example, when the optimal action has improved or the suboptimal actions have worsened, the result is even worse if $\epsilon$ is increased. In addition, some states may satisfy the condition of increasing $\epsilon$ whereas others are not. Therefore, we use a different $\epsilon$ for each state so that only the $\epsilon$ of the states satisfying the conditions is increased when the environment changes.

1.5 Thesis outline

A brief introduction to this research has been provided in this chapter. The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:

**Chapter 2** provides some preliminary knowledge about reinforcement learning including problems that reinforcement learning addresses, challenges for reinforcement learning and classical algorithms for reinforcement learning.

**Chapter 3** discusses recent research on reinforcement learning which is related with this research and compares this research with them.

**Chapter 4** introduces spiking neuron models and presents our work implementing classical conditioning using spiking neurons. In addition, it points out a possible implementation of instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning using similar models.
Chapter 5 and the next chapter, introduce two real-world problems and related algorithms. This chapter introduces a simple problem which has only one state but multiple actions with delayed reward. In this chapter, we also investigate possible implementations of the ideas of learning and monitoring the time to reward and then design simple algorithms for this kind of reinforcement learning problem with only one state. In addition, we also extend the idea of learning and perceiving the time to reward to learning and monitoring other criteria of optimality, e.g. the discounted reward, so that it can work even when the amount of reward is not the same and may also change. Finally, we compare the standard reinforcement learning algorithms without time/value perception with the algorithms with time/value perception in various experimental scenarios.

Chapter 6 introduces a route finder problem which naturally extends the time delayed n-armed bandit problem to multiple states and extends the algorithms introduced in last chapter to work with multiple states. In addition, this chapter also compares standard Monte Carlo methods without time perception with Monte Carlo methods with time perception in various experimental scenarios.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the motivation, fundamental ideas, justifications for key decisions, and the main results, contributions and limitations of this research as well as ideas for future work.
Chapter 2

Background on reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) [1,2] concerns a fundamental type of learning: a learning agent learns from interaction with a dynamic environment and the consequences of its own actions rather than from explicit teaching. It is intended to address the prediction, learning and decision making problems that animals and humans have to face in their everyday lives.

Reinforcement learning is also relevant to robotics. The real world is so complex that it is impossible to hard-wire controllers for robots that can cope with every situation. In addition, it is also not realistic for humans to instruct robots all the time. They must be able to learn and behave properly and independently in different situations on the basis of the rewards or penalties they have received.

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 2.1, we introduce reinforcement learning in detail and discuss its various features. Then the challenges faced by reinforcement learning are present in section 2.2. In the last section, various methods for solving reinforcement learning problems are discussed.

2.1 Elements of reinforcement learning

In the reinforcement learning paradigm, an agent, e.g. an animal or a robot, gathers information from the environment in which it is situated, and then takes an action according to the information. After that, it will receive either a reward or a penalty immediately or later from the environment for what it has done. In the future, it will modify its strategy (or policy) to behave satisfactorily or
optimally in the environment in terms of its criteria of optimality.

2.1.1 The agent

The agent in the reinforcement learning paradigm is an entity that has sensors to perceive the state of the environment, a "brain" to make decisions based on its observations, and effectors to take actions based on its decisions.

From the above definition of the agent, it is straightforward to model the agent as \((M_S, \pi, M_A)\) where \(M_S\) models the sensors of the agent and is a mapping from the set of all possible states \(S\) of the environment to the set of all possible observations \(S'\) of the states of the environment made by the agent. \(\pi\) models the "brain" of the agent and is a mapping from the set of all possible observations \(S'\) to the set of probability distributions across all possible intended actions. It is usually called the policy of the agent, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. \(M_A\) models the effectors of the agent and is a mapping from the set of all possible intended actions \(A'\) of the agent to the set of all possible actual actions \(A\) of the agent.

It is worth noting that the observation of one state of the environment made by the agent may not be exactly the same with the actual state of the environment because the agent may not have complete and perfect perception of the state of the environment. It may cause serious problems for the agent if two quite different states of the environment are mapped to the same observation (the many-to-one relation), viz. the agent can not distinguish two states of the environment. In addition, the agent with a faulty sensor may also perceive the same state of the environment differently on different occasions (the one-to-many relation). This case, however, does not pose a big problem to the agent. It only increases the state space perceived by the agent and therefore slows down its learning. If both situations happen, the relationship between the states of the environment and the observations made by the agent will become many-to-many. This will cause the problems arisen both in the many-to-one situation and in the one-to-many situation.

Likewise, the intended action of the agent is not necessarily the same with the actual action it takes. One classic example is that a language learner may intend to pronounce one sound but has actually pronounced another sound instead (the many-to-one relation). This case, however, similar to the one-to-many relation of the sensor, does not cause great trouble for the agent because the agent can
distinguish these two situations and therefore is able to only adjust the pronunciation/action leading to a low reward whereas leaving the pronunciation/action leading to a high reward unchanged. In addition, the agent with a faulty effector may also perform different actions on different occasions even though the agent intends to perform the same action (the one-to-many relation). Its net effect is similar to that of the many-to-one relation of the sensor. In fact, they are equivalent in some cases. For instance, suppose that an agent is in one state of an environment where it will receive a reward if it moves left whereas it will receive a penalty if it moves right. The agent has a perfect sensor but has an equal probability of moving left and of moving right when it chooses to move either left or right. This situation is equivalent to where an agent has perfect effectors but cannot distinguish between a state in which it will receive a reward if it moves left and a penalty if it moves right and another state in which it will receive a penalty if it moves left and a reward if it moves right. Similarly, many-to-many relations will also appear if both situations occur, which will cause the problems arisen both in the many-to-one situation and in the one-to-many situation.

In this thesis, however, we are only concerned with the situation where the observation of one state of the environment made by the agent is exactly the same with the state of the environment (the one-to-one relation) and the intended action of the agent is exactly the same with its actual action (the one-to-one relation).

### 2.1.2 The policy

In general, a policy defines the agent’s way of making decisions at a given time or in a certain state/situation. In the reinforcement learning paradigm, it is a mapping from perceived states of the environment to actions taken by the agent in those states. Roughly speaking, the policy of a learning agent is just what action it chooses to do in a certain state. The learning process of the agent involves improving its policy. As for stochastic policies, the policy \( \pi(s,a) \) defines the probability that action \( a, a \in A(s) \), is chosen in state \( s \), viz.

\[
\pi(s,a) = Pr(a_c = a|s_c = s)
\] 

(2.1)

where \( s_c \) is the state in which the agent finds itself and \( a_c \) is the action that the agent will take in \( s_c \).
2.1.3 The environment

The environment is a closed system where the agent is situated. Basically, everything outside the agent is considered as part of the environment. The goal of the agent is to behave optimally or properly in the environment in terms of its criteria of optimality. In addition, the action of the learning agent may influence the environment’s state in which it finds itself. For instance, if a lion forages in a place today, it may cause fewer prey to go to the place in the near future.

The environment can be modelled as \((S, M, R)\) where \(S\) is the set of all possible states of the environment, \(M : (S, A) \rightarrow S\) is the mapping from the current state of the environment and the action of the agent to the next state of the environment, \(R\) is the set of all possible rewards offered by the environment.

2.1.4 Rewards and returns

A reward, \(r\), is defined as what an agent can receive by taking a certain action in a particular state of the environment in which it is situated.

The return, \(R_i\), is a measure of long-term rewards and is the sum of some function of the reward sequence received after step \(i\) but before step \(j\).

\[
R_i = \sum_{k=i+1}^{j} f_k(r_k).
\] (2.2)

The step \(j\) and the function \(f_k\) depend on the agent’s criteria of optimality, which will be discussed in subsection 2.1.9.

2.1.5 Markov property and Markov processes

In general, the outcome of a discrete stochastic process \(X = (X_i, i \in I)\) at the \((i + 1)^{th}\) stage is dependent on the prior sequence of outcomes, viz.

\[
Pr(X_{i+1} = x_{i+1}|X_i = x_i, X_{i-1} = x_{i-1}, \ldots, X_0 = x_0).
\] (2.3)

A discrete stochastic process is said to have the Markov property if the outcome of the process at any step \(i + 1\) where \(i, i + 1 \in I\) is only dependent on the outcome of the process at step \(i\), that is, independent on all the outcomes of the process before step \(i\). A discrete stochastic process possessing the Markov property is called a Markov process. If the process \(X\) mentioned above possesses
the Markov property, the conditional probability can be simplified as

\[
Pr(X_{i+1} = x_{i+1}|X_i = x_i, X_{i-1} = x_{i-1}, \ldots, X_0 = x_0) = Pr(X_{i+1} = x_{i+1}|X_i = x_i).
\] (2.4)

It is worth noting that the Markov property relaxes the requirement for an independent process, where the outcome of the process at any step is independent on all the prior sequence of outcomes. If the process \(X\) mentioned above is an independent process, the conditional probability can be further simplified as

\[
Pr(X_{i+1} = x_{i+1}|X_i = x_i) = Pr(X_{i+1} = x_{i+1}).
\] (2.5)

2.1.6 Markov decision processes

The Markov decision process (MDP) extends the Markov process by making the transition depend on the decision or the action of an agent. Suppose that an agent in one state of an environment makes a decision (takes an action), and then enters another state of the environment and receives a reward in one discrete time step. The environment is a Markov decision process if the probability of transition from the current state \((s_i)\) to the next state \((s_{i+1})\) and receipt of the reward \((r_{i+1})\) depends only on the current state of the environment and the current action of the agent, not on the previous states, actions taken and rewards received, viz. the Markov property. The Markov property for MDPs can be expressed mathematically as:

\[
Pr(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}|s_i, a_i, r_i, s_{i-1}, a_{i-1}, r_{i-1}, \ldots, r_1, s_0, a_0) = Pr(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}|s_i, a_i).
\] (2.6)

If the state and action spaces are finite, the Markov decision process is called a finite Markov decision process. MDPs have largely simplified reinforcement learning problems, and most reinforcement learning algorithms and theories assume that the environment is a finite MDP. In real-world problems, though the Markov property is rarely strictly satisfied, many problems can be approximated by MDPs when the states are carefully constructed and represented.

2.1.7 Semi-Markov decision processes

In MDPs, the time spent in any transition is the same. This assumption, however, is not the case for many real-world problems. Semi-MDPs (SMDPs) extend
MDPs by allowing transitions to have different duration \((t)\). The Markov property for semi-MDPs can be expressed mathematically as:

\[
P(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}, t_{i+1} \leq t | s_i, a_i, r_i, t_i, s_{i-1}, a_{i-1}, r_{i-1}, t_{i-1}, \ldots, r_1, t_1, s_0, a_0) = P(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}, t_{i+1} \leq t | s_i, a_i)
\]

(2.7)

where \(t_{i+1}\) is the time taken by the transition from \(s_i\) to \(s_{i+1}\) and \(t \geq 0\) is a period of time. \(P(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}, t_{i+1} \leq t | s_i, a_i)\) represents the probability that the next state is \(s_{i+1}\), the transition from \(s_i\) to \(s_{i+1}\) takes no more than \(t\) and the agent receives reward \(r_{i+1}\) when the current state is \(s_i\) and it takes action \(a_i\). Or it can be expressed separately by

\[
P(t_{i+1} \leq t | s_i, a_i, r_i, t_i, s_{i-1}, a_{i-1}, r_{i-1}, t_{i-1}, \ldots, r_1, t_1, s_0, a_0) = P(t_{i+1} \leq t | s_i, a_i)
\]

(2.8)

and

\[
P(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}|t_{i+1}, s_i, a_i, r_i, t_i, s_{i-1}, a_{i-1}, r_{i-1}, t_{i-1}, \ldots, r_1, t_1, s_0, a_0) = P(s_{i+1}, r_{i+1}|t_{i+1}, s_i, a_i).
\]

(2.9)

### 2.1.8 Types of tasks

In some tasks, the interaction between the agent and the environment can be broken into subsequences or episodes with each episode ending in a special terminal state. Such tasks are called *episodic tasks*. Examples of episodic tasks include playing a game, cooking a dish and travelling home after work.

On the other hand, there are tasks that cannot be broken into episodes, such as the lifelong learning of an animal or a robot. These tasks are called *continual tasks*.

### 2.1.9 Criteria of optimality

In general, we want the agent to behave optimally in the environment where it is situated. Depending on what kind of optimal behaviour we want the learning agent to achieve, there are mainly three criteria of optimality in the reinforcement learning paradigm. The first one is the finite-horizon model which aims to maximise the expected return in a finite number \((n)\) of steps. If there are infinite
steps, the agent always looks ahead  for every step. Suppose that the agent
is in the $i^{th}$ step and the reward sequence at step $k$ is $r_k$. Under this criterion,
the target of the agent is to maximise
\[ E(R_i) = E(\sum_{k=i+1}^{i+n} f_k(r_k)) \]  
(2.10)
where $f_k(r) = r$. If there are only $n$ steps, however, the agent looks ahead $n$ steps
before taking the first step, then looks ahead $n - 1$ steps after taking the first
step, and so on until it terminates. Here, $i < n$. Under this criterion, the target
of the agent is to maximise
\[ E(R_i) = E(\sum_{k=i+1}^{n} f_k(r_k)) \]  
(2.11)
where $f_k(r) = r$.

Another is the infinite-horizon discounted model which aims to maximise the
expected discounted return in the infinite future. In this way, immediate and
delayed rewards are well balanced: immediate rewards are more heavily weighted
than delayed rewards. Under this criterion, the target of the agent is to maximise
\[ E(R_i) = E(\sum_{k=i+1}^{\infty} f_k(r_k)) \]  
(2.12)
where $f_k(r) = \gamma^{k-i-1}r$ and $\gamma$ ($0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$) is a parameter called the discount
factor.

The last is the average-reward model which aims to maximise the expected
long-term average return. Under this criterion, the target of the agent is to
maximise
\[ E(R_i) = \lim_{n \to \infty} E\left(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=i+1}^{n} f_k(r_k)\right) \]  
(2.13)
where $f_k(r) = r$.

In this thesis, we are mainly concerned with the infinite-horizon discounted
model unless otherwise specified.
2.2 Challenges for reinforcement learning

Due to the evaluative nature of reinforcement learning, it faces several challenges. Firstly, it needs to balance exploration and exploitation. Secondly, rewards may be received from the environment immediately or with some delay. Should they be treated equally? Thirdly, a reward may have been achieved by a sequence of actions. How should reinforcement learning algorithms assign the credit for the reward to these actions (the temporal credit assignment problem)? Fourthly, the behaviour of the agent is guided by the location and value of rewards. How should we assign different values of rewards to different locations in order for the agent to behave as we expect? Fifthly, a simple greedy policy choosing the action which leads to the maximum immediate reward does not guarantee optimality. Finally, for large problems, generalisation may be needed to estimate the value of state-action pairs that have not been experienced previously. The challenges for reinforcement learning posed by dynamic environments, however, will not be discussed here but in section 3.5 instead.

2.2.1 Evaluative vs. instructive

In the supervised learning paradigm, the learning process is instructive. After the learning agent takes some action according to its inputs (e.g. the current state of the environment), a teacher will inform it of the right action that it should have taken. Then, it adjusts its internal parameters to minimise the errors between its action and the teacher's answer.

In the reinforcement learning paradigm, however, there is no such a teacher who can tell the learning agent what it should have done. Instead, the learning agent will receive a reward or penalty for its action from the environment in which it is situated or from a critic who has some experience with the environment. Then, it adjusts its internal parameters to maximise the expected return in terms of its criteria of optimality. A learning process like this is evaluative. For evaluative learning, the learning agent can only know whether its action is good or bad from the reward or penalty but it can not know whether it is the right or the best action. For instance, a lion goes to place A and catches two zebras, but this does not mean that A is the best choice for the lion. The lion may have caught three zebras if it went to place B, or even more if it went to place C. On the other hand, it is also possible that the lion may have caught fewer zebras if
it went to place B or C. It stays uncertain until the lion has tried all places.

2.2.2 Exploration vs. exploitation

As a result of the nature of evaluative learning, reinforcement learning has to balance exploration and exploitation. In the reinforcement learning paradigm, *exploration* is to try actions the reward for which is unknown; on the other hand, *exploitation* is to choose the action which can offer the most rewards among all actions having been tried.

Although exploitation can utilise what has been discovered during exploration, it may miss the chance to find better solutions. On the other hand, though exploration offers the opportunity to find better solutions, it may waste the time of the agent on exploration and may even lead the agent to a worse situation. Consider the lion example that we have just discussed. If the lion always goes to place A (assume the environment does not change, viz. deterministic and stationary; of course, this is not the actual case because zebras can also learn the behavior of the lion), it can get two zebras every day and will miss the opportunity to get three zebras or even more daily in other places. But if it tries other places every day, it may go to some places where there is only one or even zero zebras and at the same time miss the opportunity to catch two zebras in place A. This is the dilemma of exploration and exploitation that has to be balanced in reinforcement learning.

2.2.3 Immediate vs. delayed rewards

In the reinforcement learning paradigm, rewards can be received immediately after the learning agent’s action, a period after the learning agent’s action (time delayed), or after a sequence of the learning agent’s actions (action delayed). For instance, the n-armed bandit problem is a problem with immediate rewards and the chess problem is a problem with action sequence delayed rewards. For the n-armed bandit problem, if a reward is given only a period after an arm is pushed, the problem becomes one with time delayed rewards.

Delayed rewards, whether action delayed or time delayed, dramatically increase the difficulty for reinforcement learning. In particular, action delayed rewards give rise to the problem of temporal credit assignment, which will be discussed in section 2.2.4. For time delayed rewards, we need to balance immediate
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and delayed rewards. Although delayed rewards are worth considering, they are not so important as immediate rewards in many tasks. In the lion case mentioned earlier, for example, it is more relevant for it to get food immediately than to wait for the food that will appear several days later. A good way to balance them is to use discounted rewards as discussed in the infinite-horizon discounted model in section [2.1.9]. In addition, for agents who have limited time or limited energy budget, their optimal behavior not only depends on the expected return but also depends on their time limit or energy budget, which will be discussed in section [5.6.4].

2.2.4 Credit assignment

Another factor that makes reinforcement learning harder than supervised learning is that it is not easy to decide which actions among a sequence of actions contribute to the rewards received after the sequence of actions and what their contribution is. This is the problem of credit assignment, viz. how to distribute credit for success or rewards among many decisions all of which may have contributed to the success.

There are mainly two kinds of credit assignment problems, the structural credit assignment problem and the temporal credit assignment problem. In the reinforcement learning paradigm, the temporal credit assignment problem is more relevant than the structural credit assignment problem. Whereas the structural credit assignment problem occurs when there are several components of an action or an environment state that may give rise to a reward, the temporal credit assignment problem happens when there are a sequence of state-action pairs that lead to a reward, which is the usual case in reinforcement learning with delayed rewards. In a chess game, for instance, a reward is only given at the end of the game. Every state-action pair before the end of the game may or may not contribute to the result of the game (win or lose).

The temporal credit assignment problem has been successfully solved by temporal-difference (TD) learning [38], which will be discussed in section [2.3.4].

2.2.5 Designing a reward function

The problem of designing a reward function, or the credit structuring problem [39–41], is how to place rewards in appropriate states to attain the intended aim of
learning, viz. for the agent to behave as we expect. In reinforcement learning, the learning agent learns to maximise its return. So, the reward assignment effectively decides the direction or goal of learning. In other words, if one wants a learning agent to learn to accomplish a goal, one has to assign rewards properly to achieve the goal: when does it deserve a reward? How much should the reward be? For instance, if one wants a robot to press button A rather than button B, one should give it a (+1) reward if it presses button A and give it a (-1) penalty if it presses button B. On the other hand, if one wants the robot to press button B, one should give it a (+1) reward if it presses button B and give it a (-1) penalty if it presses button A.

Improper reward assignment may lead to slow learning or even undesired behaviours. For example, in a chess game, if one gives the learning agent a reward both when it takes a piece of its opponent and when it wins, it may find a way to maximise its return by taking the opponent’s pieces even at the price of losing the game.

In the real world, most problems are too complex to define rewards properly, especially in a time- and space-continuous environment because there are too many situations to consider. Consider a recycling robot, for example, it should not only get a positive reward when it successfully collects a piece of rubbish, it should also get a negative reward when its battery is run out before reaching recharging sites, get a negative reward when it hits something and get a negative reward when it is hit by something. Besides, thousands of other either positive or negative reward assignments are needed to ensure that it behaves properly. In addition, the values of these rewards have to be carefully chosen. For example, if the recycling robot is given +1 every time it collects a piece of rubbish while given -10 every time it hits something, its priority will try to avoid hitting something rather than collecting rubbish. On the other hand, if the recycling robot is given +10 every time it collects a piece of rubbish while given -1 every time it hits something, it will try hard to collect rubbish even at the risk of hitting something.

### 2.2.6 Rewards vs. value

A *reward function* is defined as what an agent can receive immediately by taking a certain action in a particular state of the environment in which it is situated. Although a learning agent can get a high reward in one time step by following a
greedy policy based on the reward function, this cannot guarantee a high total of rewards in the future time steps, viz. a high return. That is, the greedy policy choosing the action which is optimal based on the one-step reward function does not guarantee optimality in the longer term. Suppose, if a learning agent takes action $A$ in a certain state it will win a high reward (10 points). But this action will lead it to state $I$ and none of all available actions in state $I$ can give the agent a reward more than 3 points. In contrast, if the learning agent takes action $B$ in the initial state, it will get a lower reward (5 points) and enter state $II$. But in the state $II$, it can receive a reward more than 10 points by taking any of available actions. In this case, the lower immediate reward will lead to a higher return.

In contrast, a value function is defined as the expected return that an agent can receive by following a policy from a particular state of the environment in which it is situated. Whereas a reward function indicates what is good in an immediate sense, a value function specifies what is good in the long run. If the value of an action in a certain state is the highest, taking the action in that state can ensure the highest return in the long run as long as the value function has been calculated correctly because the computation of the value function has already considered all possible future states, actions and rewards.

2.2.7 Generalisation

If a problem has only a small number of states and actions, it is possible to just use tables to record the estimated value for each state or for each state-action pair. If the problem is very large, however, it needs a lot of time and space to store data in a table and then read data from the table. Furthermore, many states or state-action pairs in the problem may have not been experienced before. In this case, no estimated values are available for these states or state-action pairs from the table. One way to solve these problems is to use generalisation that can not only avoid storing a great quantity of data but also predict the values of the states or state-action pairs which have not been experienced previously.

Generalisation is a typical supervised learning problem (structural credit assignment). A variety of techniques for supervised learning can be used to generalise the mapping from states to values or the mapping from state-action pairs to values. These techniques include neural networks [42], fuzzy logic [43] and local memory-based methods [44].
2.3 Methods for solving reinforcement learning problems

Because reinforcement learning problems are very common in the real world, many methods were proposed to solve them from research in optimal control, psychology, neuroscience and machine learning. Among them, there are mainly three fundamental classes of methods, viz. dynamic programming, Monte Carlo methods, and temporal-difference learning.

2.3.1 Bellman equations

The value function, whether the function of states or the function of state-action pairs, has recursive relationships, viz. the value \( V(s) \) or \( Q(s, a) \) of one state \( s \) or state-action pair \( (s, a) \) can be expressed as a function of the value of possible successor states or state-action pairs. For the infinite-horizon discounted model, according to Sutton and Barto [2] for example, we can get

\[
V^\pi(s) = E^\pi(R_i|s_i = s) = E^\pi(\sum_{k=i+1}^{\infty} \gamma^{k-i-1} r_k|s_i = s)
= E^\pi(r_{i+1} + \gamma \sum_{k=i+1}^{\infty} \gamma^{k-i-1} r_{k+1}|s_i = s)
= \sum_{a \in A} \pi(s, a) \sum_{s' \in S} P_{ss'}^a [R_{ss'}^a + \gamma E^\pi(\sum_{k=i+1}^{\infty} \gamma^{k-i-1} r_{k+1}|s_{i+1} = s')]
= \sum_{a \in A} \pi(s, a) \sum_{s' \in S} P_{ss'}^a [R_{ss'}^a + \gamma V^\pi(s')]
\]

(2.14)

where \( \pi \) is the policy of the agent, \( P \) is the probability distribution of the state transition, \( P_{ss'}^a \) is the probability that the next state is \( s' \) if the agent takes action \( a \) in state \( s \). \( R_{ss'}^a \) is the expected value of the next reward that the agent will receive if it takes action \( a \) in state \( s \) and then enters the state \( s' \). Equation 2.14 is called the Bellman equation for \( V^\pi \). Similarly, we can get the Bellman equation for \( Q^\pi \) as follows [2].

\[
Q^\pi(s, a) = \sum_{s' \in S} P_{ss'}^a [R_{ss'}^a + \sum_{a' \in A(s')} \pi(s', a') \gamma Q^\pi(s', a')]
\]

(2.15)
There is always at least one policy, called an *optimal policy* denoted as $\pi^*$, which is better than or equal to all other policies. All optimal policies share the same value function, called the *optimal value function* denoted as $V^*$ and defined as

$$V^*(s) = \max_\pi V^\pi(s). \quad (2.16)$$

Similarly, the *optimal state-action value function* $Q^*$ is defined as

$$Q^*(s, a) = \max_\pi Q^\pi(s, a). \quad (2.17)$$

With the *Bellman equation* for $V^\pi$ and *Bellman’s Principle of Optimality* [6], according to Sutton and Barto [2], equation 2.16 can be expended to

$$V^*(s) = \max_{a \in A(s)} \sum_{s' \in S} P^a_{ss'} [R^a_{ss'} + \gamma V^*(s')]. \quad (2.18)$$

Similarly, with the *Bellman equation* for $Q^\pi$ and *Bellman’s Principle of Optimality*, according to Sutton and Barto [2], equation 2.17 can be expended to

$$Q^*(s, a) = \sum_{s' \in S} P^a_{ss'}[R^a_{ss'} + \gamma \max_{a' \in A(s')} Q^*(s', a')]. \quad (2.19)$$

Both equation 2.18 and equation 2.19 are called the *Bellman optimality equation*. For each state or each state-action pair, there is one Bellman optimality equation ($V^*$ or $Q^*$). There are also an equal number of unknowns. Therefore, if $P^a_{ss'}$ and $R^a_{ss'}$ are known, we can get $V^*$ or $Q^*$ by solving their Bellman optimality equations in principle. With $V^*$ or $Q^*$, we can further easily determine an optimal policy by following the action $a$ which offers the maximum expected return ($\argmax_{a \in A(s)} \sum_{s' \in S} P^a_{ss'}[R^a_{ss'} + \gamma V^*(s')]$ or $\argmax_{a \in A(s)} Q^*(s, a)$) in any state $s$, viz. the greedy policy in terms of the expected return.

In practice, however, this method has limited use. Firstly, it assumes a finite Markov decision process. In real-world problems, the Markov property is rarely strictly satisfied. Many problems, however, can be approximated by MDPs when their states are carefully constructed and represented. Secondly, it requires the knowledge of the dynamics of the environment, viz. the probability distribution of the state transition $P^a_{ss'}$ and the expected value of the next reward $R^a_{ss'}$. It is usually the case that we do not know either of them before hand. Even if the previous two conditions are satisfied, the time and space required to solve the
equations when there are a lot of states may be prohibitive. Take the game of backgammon as an example: the first two assumptions are valid. But the game has about $10^{20}$ possible states and therefore it would take the fastest computers at present thousands of years and more than 100 Exabytes ($10^{11}$ Gigabytes) memory to solve the equations.

2.3.2 Dynamic programming

In general, *dynamic programming* \[6\] refers to a technique that breaks a complex problem down to simpler subproblems and then builds the solution to the complex problem on solutions to these subproblems. In this way, repeated subproblems only need to be solved once. In the optimisation and reinforcement learning paradigms, it usually refers to methods that calculate the estimated value of a state based on the estimated values of all possible successor states and the probability of their occurrence. Here, two of these methods are discussed, viz. policy iteration and value iteration.

*Policy iteration* has two main stages, the policy evaluation stage and the policy improvement stage. At the policy evaluation stage, the method updates the estimated values of all states under a certain policy with the estimated value of all possible successor states using the Bellman equations iteratively. The updating process repeats until the difference in the estimated value of every state, before and after the estimated value of the state is updated, is less than a small positive number, viz. the estimated value function for the policy has converged / become stable. Then, it enters the policy improvement stage. In this stage, the old policy is replaced with the policy which maximises the expected return in every state, viz. the greedy policy in terms of the value function. Next, the new policy is evaluated. The two stages repeat until the policy is stable, viz. the policy does not change at the policy improvement stage.

One drawback of policy iteration, however, is that it may take many iterations to evaluate one policy. The *value iteration* method addresses this problem by conducting only one sweep, viz. updating the estimated values of all states only once. The updated value function is then used to construct a new greedy policy.

Both methods converge to an optimal policy for finite MDPs in terms of the infinite-horizon discounted model \[2\,15\]. In addition, dynamic programming is much more efficient than solving Bellman optimality equations directly or searching the whole policy space (exhaustive search). Suppose that a problem has $n$
states and each state has \( m \) actions. The time complexity of dynamic programming for the problem is some polynomial function of \( m \) and \( n \), whereas it takes the method of solving Bellman optimality equations directly or exhaustive search computational operations proportional to \( m^n \). Despite its computational efficiency, however, dynamic programming still requires that the environment should be a finite MDP and the dynamics of the environment should be known.

2.3.3 Monte Carlo methods

Monte Carlo methods \([35]\) refer to methods that use the actual or simulated samples to replace the actual probability distribution in computation. In the reinforcement learning paradigm, the dynamics of the environment, viz. the state transition and the value of the reward, is obtained from actual or simulated interaction with the environment by these methods. Therefore, these methods do not require the knowledge of the environment unlike dynamic programming.

There are on-policy and off-policy Monte Carlo algorithms. Here, however, we only introduce one on-policy Monte Carlo algorithm. Like dynamic programming, it also includes two stages, policy evaluation and policy improvement. An episode is first generated either through the actual interaction of the agent with the environment or through simulation using a non-greedy policy. The estimated value of every visited state-action pair during the episode is updated with the return following the occurrence of the state-action pair incrementally. If a state-action pair is visited more than once during the episode, we can either only consider the return following the first visit to the state-action pair (the first-visit MC method) or use the average of the returns following every visit to the state-action pair (the every-visit MC method). The new values of the state-action pairs are then used to improve the policy. Next, another episode is generated with the new policy and the process repeats until a termination condition is satisfied, e.g. when the policy is stable.

Unlike dynamic programming where all states and actions are considered, the state-action pairs experienced by the agent with Monte Carlo methods and a deterministic policy may not be complete and in fact quite sparse in many cases. In order to encourage exploration, a stochastic policy, e.g. \( \epsilon \)-greedy, is normally used. In order for the learning to converge, however, the policy needs to move gradually towards a greedy policy. In the case of the \( \epsilon \)-greedy policy, we need gradually reduce the value of \( \epsilon \) to 0.
2.3.4 Temporal-difference (TD) learning

Temporal-difference (TD) learning [46] is an important technique for reinforcement learning that aims to eliminate the temporal differences in prediction. The purpose of TD learning is to solve prediction problems, viz. to learn a value function given a policy.

It is a combination of ideas from dynamic programming algorithms (bootstrap: estimate the value of the current state according to the values of successor states) and Monte Carlo methods (a model of the environment is not required: learn from experience).

Like dynamic programming algorithms, it also uses the estimated values of successor states to estimate the value of the current state. Unlike dynamic programming algorithms, however, it utilises experience (or samples) rather than a model of the environment to get the next state and the expected reward that it can earn when it transfers from the current state to the next state.

Like Monte Carlo methods, it also uses experience to find the next state and the consequential reward. Unlike Monte Carlo methods, however, it does not need to keep experiencing until the end of an episode before it starts learning because it uses the estimated value of the state one or more steps later and the rewards obtained during this period to update the estimated value of the current state.

Assume an agent is in the state $s$ at present. Following a fixed policy $\pi$ to take a certain action in $s$, the agent gets a reward $r$ and then enters the next state $s'$. With TD learning [46], the value function of the state $s$ can be updated with

$$V^\pi(s) \leftarrow V^\pi(s) + \alpha[r + \gamma V^\pi(s') - V^\pi(s)]$$

(2.20)

where $0 < \alpha \leq 1$ is the learning rate, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$ is the discount factor. If $s'$ is a terminal state, $V^\pi(s') = 0$.

If $\alpha$ in the above equation satisfies

$$\sum_n \alpha(n) = \infty, \sum_n \alpha^2(n) < \infty$$

(2.21)

where $\alpha(n)$ is the value of $\alpha$ used in the $n$ update of $V^\pi(s)$, the estimated $V^\pi(s)$ is guaranteed to converge to its true value [47] eventually. When $\alpha(n) = \frac{1}{n}$, it satisfies both conditions. When $\alpha$ is a fixed value, however, it cannot satisfy
both conditions at the same time. If it is equal to 0, the first condition is not satisfied. If it is bigger than 0, the second condition is not satisfied. But this may be a desirable behaviour to track nonstationary environments because the learning agent can forget past experience gradually by discounting them.

The learning rule \( \text{2.20} \) is based on the assumption that the expected value of the next state should be more accurate than that of the current state because the next state is closer to the end point which is usually where the most important reward lies and is also newer to reflect changes in the environment.

### 2.3.5 Q learning

One of the most important reinforcement learning algorithm is \textit{Q learning} \([7]\), an off-policy TD control algorithm. It updates the estimated value \( (Q(s, a)) \) of the current state-action pair \((s, a)\) with the immediate reward received \((r)\) and the maximum estimated value of all actions available \((A(s'))\) in the next state \((s')\), viz.

\[
Q(s, a) \leftarrow Q(s, a) + \alpha [r + \gamma \max_{a' \in A(s')} Q(s', a') - Q(s, a)].
\] (2.22)

If \( s' \) is a terminal state, \( Q(s', *) = 0 \) where \( * \in A(s') \). Similar to Monte Carlo methods, a stochastic policy is normally used for decision making.

Q learning is guaranteed to converge asymptotically given that each state-action pair is visited an infinite number of times and \( \alpha \) decreases appropriately over time according to equation 2.21. Q learning is an \textit{off-policy} learning algorithm in that the policy that it follows is different from the policy that it uses to evaluate values of state-action pairs. The policy that it follows is a non-greedy policy whereas the policy that it uses to evaluate values of state-action pairs is a greedy policy.

### 2.3.6 SARSA learning

In contrast to Q learning, SARSA learning \([8]\) is an on-policy TD control algorithm. It updates the estimated value \( (Q(s, a)) \) of the current state-action pair \((s, a)\) with the immediate reward received \((r)\) and the estimated value \( (Q(s', a'))\) of the action \((a')\) that the agent will take in the next state \((s')\) under the current policy, viz.

\[
Q(s, a) \leftarrow Q(s, a) + \alpha [r + \gamma Q(s', a') - Q(s, a)].
\] (2.23)
2.3. METHODS FOR SOLVING REINFORCEMENT LEARNING PROBLEMS

Like Q learning, if $s'$ is a terminal state, $Q(s', *) = 0$ where $* \in \mathcal{A}(s')$. Similar to both Monte Carlo methods and Q learning, a stochastic policy, is normally used for decision making. Unlike Q learning, however, SARSA learning is an on-policy learning algorithm in that the policy that it follows is the same with the policy that it uses to evaluate the values of state-action pairs.

2.3.7 Reinforcement comparison and actor-critic methods

The idea of reinforcement comparison [2, 38] is to compare a reward for one action with a reference reward: if the reward ($r$) is higher than the reference reward, the action is more likely to be taken; otherwise, it is less likely to be taken. A straightforward choice of the reference reward is an average of all rewards previously received after the action is taken ($\bar{r}$).

Unlike most reinforcement learning algorithms which calculate the estimated values of actions, reinforcement comparison methods calculate a measure of the preference for each action instead. The preference for action $a$ ($p(a)$) can be calculated by

$$p(a) \leftarrow p(a) + \beta [r - \bar{r}]$$

where

$$\bar{r} \leftarrow r + \alpha [r - \bar{r}]$$

and both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are small numbers.

With the preference function for actions, actions can be chosen according to a stochastic policy similar to other reinforcement learning algorithms.

It is worth noting, however, reinforcement comparison methods do not work with a sequence of actions. In these cases, a time difference error or a critic is needed to guide the agent instead of the difference between the current reward and the average reward. This kind of method is called the actor-critic method, addressing learning from delayed rewards in the absence of mechanisms for secondary reinforcement. This method updates the preference for action $a$ ($p(s, a)$) in $s$ with

$$p(s, a) \leftarrow p(s, a) + \beta \delta$$

where $\delta = r + \gamma V(s') - V(s)$, which is the same with TD learning.
2.3.8 Eligibility traces

The learning rule introduced in Section 2.3.4 is called TD(0). It only looks ahead one step to update state value estimates, which may cause a low speed of convergence. To overcome this drawback, the values of all states recently visited are updated according to their eligibility to learn when a reward is received. This kind of algorithm is called TD($\lambda$). The eligibility of states to learn is calculated using an eligibility trace which is defined as:

$$e(s) \leftarrow \begin{cases} 
\gamma \lambda e(s) + 1 & \text{if } s \text{ is the current state} \\
\gamma \lambda e(s) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (2.27)$$

where $0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$ and initially $e(s) = 0$ for all $s \in S$. When $\lambda = 0$, the rule becomes TD(0); when $\lambda = 1$ and $\gamma = 1$, it behaves exactly the same with a Monte Carlo method for an undiscounted episodic task.

The eligibility trace of one state is accumulated each time the state is visited and then fades away gradually when the state is not visited. This kind of eligibility trace is called an accumulating trace. One drawback of this kind of eligibility trace is that it is unbounded and may become greater than 1 when a state is visited again before its eligibility trace decays to 0. One way to overcome the drawback is to increase the eligibility trace of a state to 1 each time the state is visited and then fades away gradually when the state is not visited. This kind of eligibility trace is called a replacing trace.

With the eligibility trace, the learning rule of TD($\lambda$) can be expressed as:

$$V(u) \leftarrow V(u) + \alpha [r + \gamma V(s') - V(s)] e(u) \quad (2.28)$$

where $u$ is any of states visited between the last reward and this reward and $V(u)$ is the value of the state $u$, $r$ is the value of the reward received in state $s$, and $\gamma$ is the discount factor as before. That is, $V(u)$ is updated for all $u$.

In practice, TD($\lambda$) learning often converges considerably faster for large $\lambda$ than TD(0); but it is also more complex and needs more computational resources. In addition, it is worth noting that the idea of eligibility traces can also be used in other reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g. Q learning and SARSA learning.
2.3.9 Discussions of different methods

In order to converge with probability one to an optimal policy and the optimal value function of states or state-action pairs, these methods including adaptive/iterative dynamic programming, Monte Carlo and TD like algorithms need to update the estimated values of all states or state-action pairs an infinite number of times \[2, 48-51\]. Specifically for Monte Carlo and TD like algorithms, their policy needs to converge in the limit to the greedy policy due to their sampling feature and their learning rate needs to be gradually reduced according to equation \[2.21\] due to their incremental updating rule.

According to whether or not they use a model of the environment, learning algorithms can be grouped into model-based methods and model-free methods. For instance, adaptive dynamic programming algorithms \([6]\) are model-based methods and Monte Carlo methods \([3-5]\) are model-free methods. Reinforcement learning algorithms can be either model-based (e.g. prioritised sweeping) or model-free (e.g. Q learning and SARSA learning). Model-based reinforcement learning algorithms take advantage of the model learned during their interaction with the environment and can perform extra learning with the model. This is especially useful when the agent has not enough interaction with the environment or interaction with the environment is very costly. On the other hand, however, model-based reinforcement learning algorithms need more computational resources to learn a model of the environment and to perform the extra learning. In addition, they are not suitable for nonstationary environments since the learned model which may be a good representation of the old environment usually does not represent the new environment well.

According to whether or not the estimated value of one state or state-action pair is updated based on the estimated value of another state or state-action pair, learning algorithms can be divided into two groups, viz. bootstrap algorithms and non-bootstrap algorithms. Adaptive dynamic programming algorithms and TD(0) are bootstrap algorithms while Monte Carlo methods and TD(1) are non-bootstrap algorithms. Empirical data \([2]\) show that bootstrap algorithms usually perform better than non-bootstrap algorithms. On the other hand, however, it is harder to use generation methods for bootstrap algorithms than non-bootstrap algorithms. In some cases, bootstrap algorithms cannot find optimal solutions. For instance, if a linear gradient-descent function approximator is used, on-policy bootstrap algorithms can only find solutions with a near minimal mean squared
error whereas non-bootstrap algorithms can find minimal mean squared error solutions \cite{2}. In addition, Baird \cite{52} further showed an example where off-policy dynamic programming methods become unstable for some initial values of the parameters when a gradient-descent function approximator is used.

According to whether or not the policy that the agent follows is the same with the policy that it uses to evaluate values of states or state-action pairs, learning algorithms can be grouped into on-policy learning and off-policy learning. Dynamic programming methods, Monte Carlo methods and reinforcement learning algorithms have both on-policy learning algorithms and off-policy learning algorithms. Empirical data \cite{2} show that off-policy learning algorithms (e.g. Q learning) usually learn faster than on-policy learning algorithms (e.g. SARSA learning). On the other hand, however, the performance of off-policy learning algorithms may be worse than on-policy learning algorithms in some situations. For example, Sutton and Barto \cite{2} showed a cliff-walking task where the optimal policy of Q learning walks along the cliff which results that the agent occasionally falls off the cliff and gets a big penalty whereas the optimal policy of SARSA learning walks along a safer path. It is worth noting, however, that both methods would asymptotically converge to the same optimal policy if they change their policy gradually from a non-greedy policy to a greedy policy. In a dynamic environment, however, a non-greedy policy is needed all the time.
Chapter 3

Related work

In the last chapter, the fundamental knowledge of reinforcement learning is provided. In this chapter, we will further discuss recent research on reinforcement learning which are related with our work.

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.1 the biological motivation for reinforcement learning, classical conditioning and its simulation by TD learning are discussed. In section 3.2 we introduce a simple and popular reinforcement learning problem, viz. the n-armed bandit problem, and then discuss some of its classical solutions. Approaches to estimation of variance are present in section 3.3. Section 3.4 reviews recent research on reinforcement learning in semi-Markov decision processes. Section 3.5 reviews recent research on reinforcement learning in dynamic environments. In the last section, the relationship of our research to existing research on reinforcement learning in dynamic environments is discussed.

3.1 Classical conditioning

Classical conditioning [53] is a simple form of reinforcement learning and also a motivation for temporal-difference (TD) learning, an important reinforcement learning algorithm. It involves various behavioural phenomena that animals learn and predict rewards in their environment (e.g. Pavlovian classical conditioning) and also respond to changes in the environment (e.g. the disappearance of a reward — the extinction phenomenon in classical conditioning). Its study begins with Pavlov’s experiments on dogs in the 1890s. Normally, dogs will salivate (an unconditional response) when they receive food (an unconditional stimulus).
After a dog is repeatedly fed just after a bell (a conditional stimulus) is rung, it salivates (a conditional response) whenever the bell sounds (Pavlovian classical conditioning). In the reinforcement learning terms, the dog is a learning agent, food is a reward, the ringing of the bell is a state of the environment, and the conditioning is a prediction of the reward. Following Pavlov’s experiments, a great number of scientists did similar experiments and found a variety of other phenomena [54, 56].

Since the discovery of classical conditioning, many researchers have sought to explain the phenomena. In 1972, Rescorla and Wagner [36] proposed the Rescorla-Wagner rule which has successfully explained Pavlovian, extinction and blocking phenomena of classical conditioning, but failed to explain secondary conditioning. In 1988, Sutton and Barto [37] used temporal-difference (TD) learning to provide a successful explanation of various phenomena of classical conditioning including secondary conditioning, which will be discussed in detail in section 3.1.2. Malaka [57] reviewed various models developed for simulating classical conditioning and classified them into two groups, viz. trial-based models (e.g. the Rescorla-Wagner model [36]), where weights are only updated at the end of one trial, and real-time models (e.g. the Sutton-Barto model [37]), where weights are updated in real time during one trial. However, all these models used high-level abstractions of neurons which ignore the temporal dynamics of real neurons. Classical conditioning, however, is dynamic in essence because it mainly learns and predicts the dynamic environment. The real-time models solve this problem by using a temporal learning rule instead of directly utilising the temporal dynamics of biological neurons.

3.1.1 Phenomena of classical conditioning

There are various phenomena of classical conditioning. But here we only discuss Pavlovian, Extinction, Partial, Blocking, Inhibition, Overshadowing and Secondary phenomena of classical conditioning.

1. Pavlovian

If an animal is given a reward repeatedly shortly following a conditional stimulus, the animal will be able to anticipate the reward when the conditional stimulus occurs. This phenomenon is called Pavlovian classical conditioning.
2. Extinction

After the conditioning of the conditional stimulus with the Pavlovian classical conditioning procedure, if the reward is removed, the association between the conditional stimulus and the reward will be gradually lost. This phenomenon is called extinction in classical conditioning.

3. Partial

If two training experiments, in one of which a reward follows a conditional stimulus and in the other of which no reward follows the same conditional stimulus, are alternated repeatedly, the animal will anticipate a partial or weakened expectation of the reward. This phenomenon is called partial conditioning.

4. Blocking

After the conditioning of a conditional stimulus, if another stimulus is presented at the same time with the first conditional stimulus, the association between the first conditional stimulus and the reward will not change and will block the formation of the association between the second conditional stimulus and the reward. This phenomenon is called blocking in classical conditioning.

5. Inhibition

If two experiments, in one of which a reward follows when only one conditional stimulus (the first stimulus) appears and in the other of which no reward follows when both the stimulus (the first stimulus) and another conditional stimulus (the second stimulus) appear together, are alternated repeatedly, an expectation of reward will be associated with the first conditional stimulus and the suppression of an expectation of reward will be associated with the second conditional stimulus. This phenomenon is called inhibition in classical conditioning.

6. Overshadowing

If two conditional stimuli are presented at the same time shortly preceding a reward, each of them will be partly associated with an expectation of reward. This phenomenon is called overshadowing in classical conditioning.

7. Secondary
After the conditioning of the first conditional stimulus, if the reward is removed and another stimulus is presented before the first conditional stimulus, the first conditional stimulus will gradually lose its association with an expectation of reward and the second conditional stimulus will gradually form its association with an expectation of reward but will still lose its association in the end. This phenomenon is called secondary conditioning.

In addition to classical conditioning, there is another kind of conditioning, viz. instrumental conditioning. Unlike the conditioning discussed above, in the process of instrumental conditioning, the actions of animals can have an influence on how many rewards they can obtain, which is more usual in the real world.

### 3.1.2 Simulation of classical conditioning

The phenomena of Pavlovian conditioning, partial conditioning, inhibitory conditioning, overshadowing and extinction demonstrate that animals can associate stimuli with rewards and penalties. Moreover, other phenomena including secondary conditioning further demonstrate that animals can also learn the relative occurrence order of stimuli and rewards. The Rescorla-Wagner rule [36] cannot realize secondary conditioning because it completely ignores the timing information of stimuli and rewards. In order to overcome this difficulty, Sutton and Barto [37] extended the Rescorla-Wagner rule to temporal-difference learning with the aim to eliminate the time difference between the actual and predicted total future rewards rather than only to eliminate the amount difference between the actual and predicted total future rewards.

Suppose there are $n$ time-dependent stimuli, $s_1(t), s_2(t), \ldots, s_n(t)$. For any of the stimuli $s_i(t)$, its eligibility trace (eligibility to learn) $e_i(t + 1)$ at time $t + 1$ can be expressed as:

$$e_i(t + 1) = e_i(t) + \lambda \left[ u_i(t) - e_i(t) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $e_i(0) = 0$, $\lambda$ is a positive constant, and

$$u_i(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } s_i \text{ is present at time } t \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$

The predicted total future rewards $v(t + 1)$ at the time $t + 1$ can be expressed
as:

\[ v(t + 1) = \left\lfloor \sum_i w_i(t)e_i(t + 1) \right\rfloor \]  

(3.2)

where

\[ \lfloor x \rfloor = \begin{cases} x & \text{if } x \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

and, \( w_i(t) \) is the weight of the stimulus \( s_i(t) \) at time \( t \) and \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \).

The TD rule is to update \( w_i(t + 1) \) from \( w_i(t) \) with the aim to minimise the time difference between the actual and predicted total future rewards. It can be expressed as:

\[ w_i(t + 1) = w_i(t) + \beta \delta(t + 1) \alpha_i e_i(t + 1) \]  

(3.3)

where \( \alpha_i \) is a positive constant depending on the conditional stimulus \( s_i(t) \), \( \beta \) is a positive constant depending on the unconditional stimulus, \( \delta(t + 1) \) is the approximate difference between the the actual and predicted total future rewards at time \( t \) and can be expressed as:

\[ \delta(t + 1) = r(t + 1) + \gamma v(t + 1) - v(t) \]  

(3.4)

where \( r(t + 1) \) is the reward received at the time \( t + 1 \),

\[ r(t + 1) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } r \text{ is present at time } t + 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

and \( \gamma \) is the discount rate as before. Substituting \( v \) with equation 3.2, we can get

\[ \delta(t + 1) = r(t + 1) + \gamma \left\lfloor \sum_i w_i(t)e_i(t + 1) \right\rfloor - \left\lfloor \sum_i w_i(t)e_i(t) \right\rfloor. \]  

(3.5)

### 3.1.3 Neural substrate of TD learning

Although temporal-difference learning has successfully simulated various phenomena of classical conditioning, it is still unknown how animals learn to predict future rewards. If animals also use temporal-difference learning, how do they get the time difference information between the actual and predicted total future rewards, which is a critical factor to temporal-difference learning?

A series of studies by Schultz et al. [58, 59] showed that the activity of the
Figure 3.1: The activity of the dopaminergic neurons during classical conditioning experiments (taken from [58]). Before learning, when a reward occurs unexpectedly, the dopaminergic neurons are activated at the time just after the reward; after learning, when a conditional stimulus predicts the reward, the activation time of the dopaminergic neurons is moved forwards to the time just after the conditional stimulus; after learning, if the reward fails to happen, the activity of the dopaminergic neurons will be depressed at the time just after the reward was expected.
dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) in the midbrain performs the same function as the prediction error $\delta$ in temporal-difference learning as Figure 3.1 shows. Before learning, when a reward occurs unexpectedly, the dopaminergic neurons are activated at the time just after the reward; after learning, when a conditional stimulus predicts the reward, the activation time of the dopaminergic neurons is moved forward to the time just after the conditional stimulus; after learning, if the reward fails to happen, however, the activity of the dopaminergic neurons will be depressed at the time just after the reward is expected.

Furthermore, if signals produced from dopaminergic neurons can be used to modify the plasticity of the neurons involved in reinforcement learning, temporal difference learning will be able to be realised in a biological neural system.

3.2 The n-armed bandit problem

The $n$-armed bandit problem is probably the simplest and most studied reinforcement learning problem. It has only one state but $n$ actions. Many mathematicians and engineers have studied the problem extensively \[60\text{-}63\] and invented many novel methods which have formed the foundations of reinforcement learning and optimal control.

3.2.1 The problem

The $n$-armed bandit problem can be described as follows. There is an $n$-armed bandit and the agent can push any of its arms. The probability distributions of the payoffs of arms are unknown. After one arm is pushed, a reward ($r$) is returned. After receiving a reward, the agent goes back and starts again.

When the possible value of $r$ is either 1 representing success/win or 0 representing failure/loss, the problem is a binary $n$-armed bandit problem. On the other hand, if the possible value of $r$ is any real value, the problem is a real-valued $n$-armed bandit problem.

The $n$-armed bandit problem can be either treated as a one-step episodic task, a multiple-step episodic task, or a continual task. If it is treated as a one-step episodic task, each episode starts when one arm is pushed and ends when a reward ($r$) is received. The goal is the same in terms of all three criteria of optimality
discussed previously, viz. to maximise the expected one-step return

\[ E(R) = E(r). \]  

(3.6)

If it is treated as a multiple-step episodic task or a continual task, on the other hand, the goal is quite different for the three criteria of optimality.

Although this problem has only one state, in a multiple-step episodic task or a continual task, the policy of the agent also depends on the number of remaining plays and previous results for multiple-step episodic tasks and continual tasks. Therefore, in order for the problem to be treated as a MDP, the state needs to be augmented with these signals \((i_1, j_1, \ldots, i_n, j_n)\) where \(i_k\) is the number of times arm \(k\) has been chosen and \(j_k\) is the total value of rewards received from arm \(k\). The augmented states are called belief states.

### 3.2.2 Dynamic programming

Although dynamic programming can be used to solve both binary n-armed bandit problems and real-valued n-armed bandit problems, we only consider a binary n-armed bandit problem here for simplicity.

Because dynamic programming requires the knowledge of the probability distributions of the payoffs of arms, which are unknown, we assume a prior distribution for each arm initially, e.g. a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. The estimation of the probability distribution for each arm can then be updated with experience using Bayes’ rule.

For simplicity, only the finite-horizon model is considered here. Denote the length of the horizon of the finite-horizon model by \(o\), viz. the total number of times that the agent can play. Denote the value of the optimal policy by \(V^*\). Then

\[
V^*_m(i_1, j_1, \ldots, i_n, j_n) = \max_k \left[ p_k V^*_{m-1}(i_1, j_1, \ldots, i_k+1, j_k+1, \ldots, i_n, j_n) + (1 - p_k) V^*_{m-1}(i_1, j_1, \ldots, i_k+1, j_k, \ldots, i_n, j_n) \right] 
\]

(3.7)

where \(p_k\) is the posterior subjective probability of arm \(k\) paying off given \(i_k, j_k\) and our prior probability, \(m (m = o - \sum_k i_k)\) is the number of times left to play. For the uniform priors, the posterior probability distribution is a beta distribution with the expected value \(\tilde{p}_k = \frac{i_k + 1}{i_k + 2}\) according to Laplace’s rule of
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succession \[64-66\]. The base case of the recursion is

\[ V^*_1(i_1, j_1, \ldots, i_n, j_n) = \max_k p_k \]  

(3.8)

There is a similar equation for each belief state. The number of equations is linear in the number of belief states times actions while the number of belief states is exponential in the horizon. In principle, dynamic programming can be used to find an optimal policy for any bandit problem. For large horizons, however, it is not practical. It is worth noting, however, if the criterion of optimality is the finite-horizon model, dynamic programming is the only technique that guarantees optimality.

3.2.3 Gittins allocation indices

For the infinite-horizon discounted model, Gittins allocation indices can be used to find the optimal action that the agent should take in each step. Gittins allocation indices for some discount factor are tables of the number of times \(i\) that one arm has been chosen and the total value of rewards \(j\) received from the arm, viz. \(I(i, j)\). The indices are obtained from dynamic programming methods. At each step, the agent just chooses the action which has the maximum index value, viz.

\[ \arg\max_k I(i_k, j_k). \]  

(3.9)

In this way, the optimality in terms of the infinite-horizon discounted model is guaranteed. It is worth noting that this method works not only with binary bandit problems but also with real-valued bandit problems. However, it only works under the infinite-horizon discounted model \[1, 63\] and has not yet been extended to more general reinforcement problems with delayed rewards.

3.2.4 Reinforcement learning

A typical reinforcement learning approach to solve the n-armed bandit problem is to update the estimated value \(Q\) of one action \(a\) with the reward \(r\) received following the action and the previous estimated value of the action, viz.

\[ Q(a) \leftarrow Q(a) + \alpha[r - Q(a)] \]  

(3.10)
where $\alpha$ is the learning rate, the same as before.

A non-greedy policy, e.g. $\epsilon$-greedy, is usually used for decision making. The optimal target of such algorithms is to maximise the expected return in one step, viz. the finite-horizon model, if we consider the n-armed bandit problem as an one-step episodic task, or to maximise the expected long term average return, viz. the average-reward model, if we consider the n-armed bandit problem as a continual task or a multiple-step episodic task.

3.3 Approaches to estimation of variance

The variance of a random variable $X$ is defined as

$$Var(X) = E[(X - \mu)^2]$$  (3.11)

where $\mu$ is the expected value of $X$.

Extending the above equation with $\mu = E(X)$, we can get

$$Var(X) = E(X^2) - [E(X)]^2.$$  (3.12)

Usually, however, the probability distribution of $X$ is unknown. If an entire population of $X$ is known, denoted as $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n$, the variance of $X$ can be calculated from the population variance $\delta^2$, viz.

$$\delta^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2}{n} - \left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n}\right)^2.$$  (3.13)

However, the population is usually not known, either. In this case, we have to estimate the population variance from a finite sample of observations denoted as $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_k$, viz.

$$s^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i^2}{k - 1} - \frac{(\sum_{i=1}^{k} x_i)^2}{k(k - 1)}.$$  (3.14)

where $s^2$ is sample variance. Equation 3.14 is an unbiased estimator of the population variance because its expected value $E(s^2)$ is equal to the true variance of the population.

One drawback of equation 3.14 is that all samples have to be store. In addition, it is not suitable when the variance needs to be calculated online. For example, if the sample is available one by one and the variance needs to be estimated
whenever a new sample is available, which is the case for reinforcement learning, we have to repeat the calculation of variance and it is very costly. In order to solve these problems, we need an incremental on-line algorithm.

According to Knuth \[67\], the variance of a random variable $X$ can be unbiasedly estimated from a finite sample of observations incrementally using

$$v_k = \frac{(x_k - m_{k-1})(x_k - m_k) + v_{k-1}(k-2)}{k-1}$$

$$= v_{k-1} + \frac{(x_k - m_{k-1})(x_k - m_k) - v_{k-1}}{k-1} \quad (3.15)$$

where $m$ is the estimated mean, $v$ is the estimated variance, $x_k$ is the $k^{th}$ observed data, and $m_k$ and $v_k$ are the $k^{th}$ estimation.

For bootstrap methods in an environment with multiple states, however, it is worth noting that unless a full dynamic programming backup is used, the estimated mean is non-stationary during the learning period. This will lead to a biased estimate of the variance in the value function \[68\], which in turn affects the performance of methods relying on unbiased statistics \[69\].

### 3.4 Reinforcement learning in semi-MDPs

Most classical reinforcement learning algorithms were developed for Markov decision processes. Semi-Markov decision processes pose a challenge to reinforcement learning. In this section, recent research in semi-MDPs in the reinforcement learning paradigm is reviewed.

#### 3.4.1 Bellman equations for semi-MDPs

For the infinite-horizon discounted model, the target of the agent in SMDPs is to maximise

$$E(\int_0^\infty e^{-\beta t}\rho(s(t), a(t))dt) \quad (3.16)$$

where $x(t)$ and $a(t)$ are respectively the state and action at $t$, $\rho(s(t), a(t))$ is the reward rate after $a(t)$ is taken in $s(t)$ until the next state, $\beta > 0$ is a parameter, and $e^{-\beta t}$ serves as the discount factor.

The Bellman equation for a SMDP in terms of $V^\pi$ under the infinite-horizon...
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discounted model is

\[
V^\pi(s) = \sum_{a \in A(s)} \pi(s, a) \sum_{s' \in S} P^{a}_{ss'} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{t} e^{-\beta z} \rho(s, a) dF^{a}_{ss'}(t) + V^\pi(s') \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\beta t} dF^{a}_{ss'}(t) \right]
\]

(3.17)

where \( \pi \) is the policy of the agent, \( V^\pi(s) \) and \( V^\pi(s') \) are respectively the values of \( s \) and \( s' \) under the policy \( \pi \), \( P \) is the probability distribution of the state transition, \( P^{a}_{ss'} \) is the probability that the next state is \( s' \) if the agent takes action \( a \) in state \( s \). \( F^{a}_{ss'}(t) \) is the cumulative probability distribution function of the time taken by the state transition from \( s \) to \( s' \) when action \( a \) is taken in \( s \).

Let \( R^{a}_{ss'} = \int_{0}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{t} e^{-\beta z} \rho(s, a) dF^{a}_{ss'}(t) \) and \( \gamma^{a}_{ss'} = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\beta t} dF^{a}_{ss'}(t) \). Equation 3.17 can be simplified to

\[
V^\pi(s) = \sum_{a \in A(s)} \pi(s, a) \sum_{s' \in S} P^{a}_{ss'} [R^{a}_{ss'} + \gamma^{a}_{ss'} V^\pi(s')].
\]

(3.18)

Equation 3.18 is quite similar to its counterpart equation for MDPs (equation 2.14). The Bellman optimality equation for a SMDPs in terms of \( V^\pi \) under the infinite-horizon discounted model is

\[
V^*(s) = \max_{a \in A(s)} \sum_{s' \in S} P^{a}_{ss'} [R^{a}_{ss'} + \gamma^{a}_{ss'} V^\pi(s')]
\]

(3.19)

where \( V^* \) is the optimal value function.

3.4.2 Research in semi-MDPs

Bradtke and Duff [70] extended classical reinforcement learning algorithms developed for Markov decision processes, e.g. TD learning and Q learning, to semi-Markov decision processes under the infinite-horizon discounted model. Das and Gosavi [71] introduced a new model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, Semi-Markov Average Reward Technique (SMART), to solve SMDPs problems under the average-reward model.

In addition, Sutton et al. [72, 73] introduced the theory of options to bridge the gap between MDPs and semi-MDPs. In semi-MDPs, temporally extended actions or state transitions are considered as indivisible units, so there is no
way to examine or improve the structures inside the extended actions or state transitions. The options theory, however, considers temporally extended actions or state transitions, so called options, as temporal abstractions of an underlying MDP. In doing so, it offers the flexibility to represent problems at multiple levels of temporal abstractions, the potential to speed up planning and learning, and the possibility of modifying (constructing or decomposing) options and changing the course of temporally extended actions or state transitions by examining and changing the structures of options.

3.5 Reinforcement learning in dynamic environments

The environment may be stationary or nonstationary. In a stationary environment, the reward structure and transitions between states either do not change over time or vary with respect to a stationary probabilistic distribution. There are two kinds of stationary environments. The first one is a deterministic stationary environment. In a deterministic stationary environment, the reward structure and transitions between states (the state structure) do not change over time. Therefore, if a fixed and deterministic policy is used, one visit to every state-action pair is enough to learn their actual values under the policy. The other one is a stochastic stationary environment. In a stochastic stationary environment, the reward structure and transition between states change over time with respect to a probabilistic distribution and therefore the learning agent needs to visit every state-action pair many times before the true mean of their value is learned (estimating the expected value or the population mean from the sample mean) under the policy even if a fixed and deterministic policy is used. In both of these environments, however, the learning agent can just follow the optimal action in every state and does not need to continue its exploration or even continue learning once it has learned the true mean of the optimal value of every state-action pair because the environment will not change later. In a stationary environment, most classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g. TD learning [46], Q learning [48] and SARSA learning [74], converge with probability one to an optimal policy and the optimal value function as long as all state-action pairs are visited an infinite number of times, their policy converges in the limit to a greedy policy, and their learning rate is gradually reduced towards
0 as discussed previously.

In a nonstationary environment, the reward structure and transitions between states change over time and the change is not subject to a probabilistic distribution, viz. the probability that a state transition happens and the probability that a certain amount of reward is received for the state transition may change over time. The learning agent has to keep learning and exploring the environment because an optimal policy in the old environment may not be optimal in the new environment. Depending on the speed of changes in the environment, the nonstationary environment can be classified into two kinds of environments, viz. slowly changing environments and rapidly changing environments. In a slowly changing environment, the reward structure and transitions between states change slowly over time. In this kind of environment, most classical algorithms with a non-greedy policy and a fixed learning rate, e.g. Q learning and SARSA learning, can still handle the changes. However, there is little theoretical analysis about it [1].

In a rapidly changing environment, the reward structure and transitions between states change rapidly over time. In this kind of environment, a big discount factor might help to forget the past environment and therefore help to learn the current environment. However, it would become intractable if the environment keeps changing too rapidly because the environment has already become a different one even before the old one is learned and therefore the learning agent can never learn the environment.

In addition, there are two kinds of special nonstationary environments which are commonly encountered in real-world applications and that can also be better solved by utilising their special features, i.e. switching environments and cyclical environments. In a switching environment, the reward structure and transitions between states stay the same for a long time, then change abruptly, and then hold for a long time before another change. Real-world examples of this kind of environment include the closing of a highway road, the exhaustion of a water or food source, and a change or damage in the learning agent itself. In this kind of environment, though classical algorithms can also eventually learn the change through continuous exploration, the learning process is quite slow because it takes the learning agent a long time to unlearn the previous optimal policy [27]. Experiments conducted by Anderson et al. [28, 29] further show that in some cases it is even better to throw away the existing policy and start over than to continue with the existing policy. In a cyclical/recurrent environment, different
reward structures and transitions between states appear repeatedly. In this case, it may be better to store the mapping of the environment and learning parameters (e.g. the Q values for Q learning), and then recall the corresponding learning parameters when an stored environment reappears [73, 76].

Generally, a dynamic environment refers to a nonstationary environment, though some researchers also consider a stochastic stationary environment as a kind of dynamic environment. As discussed above, dynamic environments pose a big challenge to reinforcement learning algorithms. The following subsections will present a review of existing research on reinforcement learning in dynamic environments.

### 3.5.1 A fixed learning rate and finite time window

With a fixed learning rate $\alpha$, the $i^{th}$ past experience is discounted by $(1 - \alpha)^{k-i}$ as shown in

$$Q_k = Q_{k-1} + \alpha(r_k - Q_{k-1}) = \alpha r_k + (1 - \alpha)Q_{k-1} = (1 - \alpha)^k Q_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \alpha(1 - \alpha)^{k-i} r_i$$

where $k$ is the total number of experiences so far, $Q_0$ is the initial estimation of the value of the reward, $Q_k$ is the $k^{th}$ estimation of the value of the reward, $r_i$ is the value of the $i^{th}$ reward received, and $\alpha$ is the fixed learning rate. Therefore, the further away from the present, the more heavily the experience is discounted, which is called an exponential recency-weighted average [2].

It is worth noting that the value of $\alpha$ needs to be chosen carefully. With a large $\alpha$, past experience is heavily discounted. This would make the learning prone to noise and may lead to instability because the learning is dominated by recent experience. On the other hand, with a small $\alpha$, learning would become very slow and greatly depend on the initial value.

With a finite time window, past experience outside the time window is completely ignored and only experiences within the time window contribute to the learning. Similar to the choice of the value of $\alpha$, the size of a finite time window should also be carefully picked. With too small a size, it would never learn anything. On the other hand, however, too large a size would lead to a slow response to changes in the environment.
These are general strategies for nonstationary environments and can be integrated into almost all reinforcement learning algorithms. However, they both discount past experience whether the environment changes or not. If the environment changes, they would help forget past experience gained in the old environment. If the environment does not change, however, they would limit the achievable learning because only part of the experience is used to learn and would make it impossible for the learned value to converge to its true value in a stationary but stochastic environment. Besides, the degree of discount (the value of \( \alpha \) and the size of the finite time window) should be carefully chosen.

### 3.5.2 Non-greedy decision making

With non-greedy decision making, the learning agent deliberately chooses non-optimal actions with a certain probability so that it keeps exploring the environment and modifies its policy to suit the current environment.

Probably the simplest method to make non-greedy decisions is \( \epsilon \)-greedy [7, 77]. The optimal action is chosen most of the time but with probability \( \epsilon \) actions are chosen randomly, regardless of their values.

Although \( \epsilon \)-greedy is simple and effective, it chooses all actions with equal probability when it explores the environment (with probability \( \epsilon \)). It may be more desirable to explore the actions with higher values than the actions with lower values. This idea leads to softmax methods [78, 79]. One of the most widely used softmax methods is Boltzmann-Gibbs rule which chooses action \( a \) with probability

\[
\frac{e^{Q(a)/T}}{\sum_i e^{Q(i)/T}}
\]  

where \( T \) is a positive number. With a big \( T \), the difference in the probability of being chosen between actions is very small. The net effect is close to uniformly random choice and therefore it encourages exploration. On the other hand, with a small \( T \), the difference in the probability of being chosen between actions becomes big. The net effect is close to greedy choice and therefore it encourages exploitation.

In a stationary environment, \( T \) is set to a big value initially to encourage exploration and then a small value to reduce the cost of exploration. In a nonstationary environment, however, \( T \) should stay at a relatively big value to maintain exploration. In fact, from the point of view of the agent, the environment also
changes at the initial learning stage even though the environment is stationary and has not changed because its initial estimation of the environment is usually incorrect.

These non-greedy decision making methods are general strategies for nonstationary environments and are useful in the learning stage for stationary environments. They are widely used by almost all reinforcement learning algorithms. However, many algorithms use them whether the environment changes or not. It is preferable to use a big exploration rate when the environment has changed and a small one when the environment has not because exploration is costly. Furthermore, only when suboptimal actions have improved does increasing the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) help. In some cases, for example, when the optimal action has improved or suboptimal actions have worsened, increasing $\epsilon$ would make the situation worse. In addition, some states may satisfy the conditions of increasing $\epsilon$ whereas others do not. Therefore, a different $\epsilon$ for each state would be helpful to ensure that only the $\epsilon$ of the states that satisfy the conditions is increased when the environment changes.

3.5.3 Exploration bonuses

Sutton [27] introduced two kinds of problems in a navigation task which classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms struggle to solve.

The first problem is called blocking. It is worth noting that it is different from the blocking phenomenon in classical conditioning discussed previously. In this problem, after the learning agent finds the optimal path, the optimal path is blocked. Although classical value estimation algorithms can eventually learn about the blocking and find the new optimal path, they bump into the barrier again and again, and spend many trials to unlearn the previous optimal policy.

The second problem is called a shortcut. In this problem, after the learning agent finds the optimal path, a path, which is even shorter than the optimal one but which was previously closed, is opened. Classical value estimation algorithms may still follow the previous optimal path and never learn the shortcut because the previous policy/value function keeps pushing the learning agent towards the previous optimal path even when it is away from the previous optimal path by a very small chance (e.g. $\epsilon$-greedy).

In order to solve these two problems, Sutton suggested exploration bonuses [27] to encourage exploration of states which have not been visited for a long time.
In particular, it adds an exploration bonus to the reward that the learning agent receives by taking one action. In Sutton’s paper [27], the amount of bonus is proportional to the square root of the number of time steps that have elapsed since the action was tried last time. Therefore, the longer the actions have not been tried, the bigger bonus reward they will get.

Although this method of exploration bonuses has dramatically improved the performance of classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms on the blocking and shortcut problems, it has several drawbacks. Firstly, the calculation of exploration bonuses is a bit heuristic and there is little theoretical analysis about it as the author of [27] has also pointed out. Secondly, the exploration bonus is undirected because all the actions with the same number of elapsed time steps will get the same amount of bonus. It may be preferable that the actions which may lead to a better path will get a bigger bonus reward. Thirdly, the bonus reward is potentially unbounded and may be very big and even overshadow the real reward. Finally, it will encourage exploration whether the environment changes or not.

Dayan and Sejnowski [80] further systematically extended the exploration bonus method by modelling the uncertainty of the way the environment changes and then turning it into exploration bonuses for uncertain states. The learning agent assumes that changes in the environment (for instance, the probability that a barrier is present in the maze problem) follow a probabilistic distribution. Compared with Sutton’s exploration bonus method, it is more directed in the sense that it explores the states which potentially lead to better results if the situation changes (for instance, a barrier is opened in the maze problem) more.

Dayan and Sejnowski’s extended exploration bonus method, however, would still encourage exploration whether the environment changes or not. Another problem is due to the fact that the learning is incremental. Suppose that the learning agent has found that a previous suboptimal action in one state has improved thanks to the exploration bonus. After one update, it is likely that its estimated value is still suboptimal. After that, however, it is less likely to be visited because it has lost the exploration bonus after being visited. In addition, it also needs a model of the environment and assumes that the environment changes with respect to a certain probabilistic distribution.
3.5.4 Interval estimation algorithm

The Interval Estimation (IE) algorithm \[69\] computes the confidence intervals of the estimated values of actions and then selects the action with the largest upper interval boundary instead of the one with the largest mean. In this way, it encourages the agent to choose the actions with more uncertainty, viz. less explored actions.

The algorithm uses the statistical mean, variance and an assumed distribution to calculate the confidence intervals. When the number of experiences is very large, a normal distribution is used. Otherwise, a t-distribution or a binomial distribution is used instead. The algorithm has been successfully used to solve n-armed bandit problems \[69\], robot goal keeper problems \[81\], and large maze problems \[82\] combined with prioritized sweeping \[9\].

It is worth noting that the algorithm is mainly designed to balance exploration and exploitation in stationary environments: more uncertain actions are explored more often. However, it can also be combined with non-greedy decision making methods or exploration bonuses to work in nonstationary environments. For instance, one extension of the algorithm \[69\] is to reduce the recorded number of visits to actions which have not been visited for some time. This, in effect, increases the upper interval boundary of these actions and therefore encourages exploration of them in a manner similar to exploration bonuses.

3.5.5 Bayesian methods

The environment where the agent is situated is usually unknown to the agent. The agent learns the environment through repeated interaction with the environment. It is not hard to understand that the more unknown the value of one action or one state-action pair is, the more the action or the state-action pair should be explored. A probability distribution can be used to model the uncertainty about the estimation of values. Take the n-armed bandit problem as an example. At the beginning of learning, Bayesian reinforcement learning methods assume a prior distribution, e.g. a uniform distribution or a normal distribution, over the probability of paying-off for each arm in a binary n-armed bandit problem and over the possible values of paying-off for each arm in a real-valued n-armed bandit problem. The probability distribution is then updated with experiences using Bayes’ rule.
As for decision making, Wyatt proposed to use a probability matching method to choose actions. At each step, the method chooses an action with the probability of the action being optimal. In this way, if the estimated returns of two arms are the same, the arm with a higher uncertainty is explored more often. With the probability distribution modelling the uncertainty about the expected return, it is possible to calculate the probability that an action is the optimal action. It is worth noting, however, when there are more than two actions, this method becomes intractable. In this case, a sampling method can be used. With this method, a value is sampled from the estimated probability distribution of the value of each action. The action with the highest sampled value is chosen. The net result of the sampling method on average is the same with choosing one action with the probability of the action being optimal.

Although this method is not necessarily optimal for controlling the trade-off of exploration and exploitation, it is guaranteed to converge. One drawback of the method is that it only considers the probability that an action is optimal, but ignores the amount by which choosing the action might improve over the current policy. One exploration is more valuable if it can lead to bigger improvement over the current policy with a less or equal expected cost of taking a potentially suboptimal action. Following this thought, Dearden et al. proposed to use Myopic-VPI (Myopic value of perfect information) for decision making. Dearden et al. further extended both the probability matching method and the Myopic-VPI method to multi-state reinforcement learning problems for Q learning.

For model based reinforcement learning, Dearden et al. proposed to use Bayesian methods to learn the model of the environment. Assume that the agent takes action \( a \) in state \( s \). One possible implementation is to use a parameter for each possible successor state \( s' \), viz. \( \theta_{s,a}^{s'} = Pr(s'|s,a) \) to define the distribution of the transition, a parameter for each possible reward \( r \), viz. \( \theta_{s,a}^{r} = Pr(r|s,a) \) to define the distribution of the reward. Both \( \theta_{s,a}^{s'}, s' \in S \) and \( \theta_{s,a}^{r}, r \in R \) are categorical distributions. The number of times that \( s' \) is observed in \( n \) independent trials follows a discrete multinomial distribution with parameters \( \theta_{s,a}^{s'} \) and \( n \). The same is true with the reward distribution. In order to model the uncertainty about these parameters, we first assume a prior for each parameter, e.g. Dirichlet priors. Then we use Bayes’ rule to calculate their posteriors after an experience is observed. With the Bayesian model of the environment, we can sample \( n \) times
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of all the parameters and generate $n$ MDPs. The value function of each MDPs can be obtained by dynamic programming or other reinforcement learning algorithms. The mean value function, viz. the average of all value functions, is then used together with either the probability matching method or the Myopic-VPI method for decision making.

It is worth noting that, similar to the interval estimation algorithm, these Bayesian reinforcement learning methods are mainly designed to model the uncertainty about the environment, and to balance exploration and exploitation in stationary environments rather than to solve problems arising due to nonstationary environments.

3.5.6 Risk sensitive reinforcement learning

The optimal target of classical reinforcement learning algorithms is to maximise the expected return either within a finite horizon or within an infinite horizon. It is not necessarily a desirable optimal target for all applications. Some applications may be risk averse while others may be risk seeking. Heger [86] introduced a reinforcement learning algorithm for the worst-case optimality criterion which chooses actions based on their worst-case returns instead of the expected return, viz. to maximise

$$
\inf_{s_0,s_1,...} \left( \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k r_{s_k,s_{k+1}} \right). \tag{3.22}
$$

The algorithm usually results in a very low average return and therefore is only suitable for risk-avoiding applications.

Another approach is to use exponential utility functions. The goal is to maximise the expected value of an exponential utility function of the return. In this way, sample values are weighted depending on their distance away from the mean. One exponential utility function is $e^{\beta x}$, where the parameter $\beta$ controls the desired sensitivity of risk. The goal is to maximise

$$
\frac{1}{\beta} \log E(e^{\beta \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k r_{s_k,s_{k+1}}}). \tag{3.23}
$$

If we use the Taylor series to expand the equation, we can get

$$
\frac{1}{\beta} \log E(e^{\beta x}) = E(x) + \frac{\beta}{2} Var(x) + O(\beta^2). \tag{3.24}
$$
When $\beta = 0$, the agent only aims to maximise the expected return and therefore the objective becomes risk-neutral. When $\beta > 0$, variability, viz. risk, is encouraged and therefore the objective becomes risk-seeking. When $\beta < 0$, variability, viz. risk, is discouraged and therefore the objective becomes risk-averse. Thus, by setting $\beta$ to different values, we can control the level of risk that we want the agent to take. This method, however, suffers from the following three problems [87]: time-dependent optimal policies, no optimality equations for stochastic reward structures, and no model-free reinforcement learning algorithms for both deterministic and stochastic reward structures. In order to avoid these drawbacks, Mihatsch and Neuneier [87] proposed to apply a utility function to the temporal differences instead of the return. A risk-sensitive version of Bellman equations is

$$0 = \sum_{s' \in S} p_{ss'}^\pi U(r_{ss'}^\pi + \gamma V_\beta^\pi(s') - V_\beta^\pi(s)). \quad (3.25)$$

They further showed that, similar to risk neutral reinforcement learning, optimal stationary policies exist in the risk-sensitive sense and their optimal value function is unique and can be obtained by solving a risk-sensitive version of Bellman’s optimality equations. In addition, most classical reinforcement learning algorithms can be transformed to their risk-sensitive version of algorithms easily. Risk-sensitive TD learning can be expressed as

$$V(s) \leftarrow V(s) + \alpha U(r + \gamma V(s') - V(s)). \quad (3.26)$$

There are also risk-sensitive versions of other reinforcement learning algorithms, e.g. Q learning and SARSA learning. These risk-sensitive version of reinforcement learning algorithms converge under the same conditions with their normal (risk neutral) version.

It is worth noting that risk sensitive reinforcement learning allows the agent to take risk/variability into consideration for their decision making. It does not, however, address the problems caused by nonstationary environments.

### 3.5.7 Metacognitive monitoring and control

Metacognitive monitoring and control (MCL) [28,29,88,89] first detects the degree of perturbation in the environment. The degree of perturbation in the environment is estimated through monitoring the performance of the learning agent.
The performance indexes include the estimation of the expected reward value, the expected time to reward and the expected average reward per time step. For example, it would be considered a perturbation if the learning agent receives an unexpected reward, the number of time steps between rewards are three times the expected value, or the average reward per time step drops to eighty-five percent of the expected rate [29]. The degree of perturbation also depends on the severity of the perturbation, e.g. a reward change from 10 to -10 is a larger degree of perturbation than a reward change from 10 to 9. After a certain amount of perturbations have been detected, the method throws out its policy and starts over if the combined degree of perturbation is more than a threshold. Otherwise, it temporarily raises the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for an $\epsilon$-greedy policy) to encourage exploration and then allows the exploration rate to decay over time. The experiments by Anderson et al. [29] show that MCL has significantly improved the performance of Q learning, SARSA learning and Prioritized Sweeping when a perturbation happens, especially when it has a high degree.

Despite the fact that MCL has significantly improved the performance of classical reinforcement learning algorithms when the environment changes, it suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly, MCL calculates these performance indices only by averaging their actual values across several trials and then comparing the average value with their actual value in the current trial. Thus, it does not work in a stochastic stationary environment without using a batch rule, viz. comparing the average value across recent several trials with their average value across several trials before recent several trials. This is because the MCL approach would detect the variation in a stochastic stationary environment as a perturbation and therefore keep changing its policies. On the other hand, if a batch rule is used, it needs many trials to detect a change in the environment because it has to compare the average values across recent several trials with those across several trials before recent several trials.

Another disadvantage is that it only changes its policy between trials rather than during one trial. This would affect its response speed. As an extreme example, suppose, in an n-armed bandit problem, if the reward for one arm never arrives, their approach will still wait for the reward before changing its policy.

Thirdly, their method of calculating the degree of perturbation is rather heuristic and problem-dependent because all parameters are hand picked and problem-dependent. Furthermore, both the strategy of throwing out its policy
and the strategy of increasing the exploration rate after the detection of perturbation lack guidance because every state would be influenced. Finally, the method throws away the performance indexes and then relearns them from scratch after perturbations are detected rather than updates them. It takes some time before the performance indexes are learned and can be used to detect new perturbations.

3.5.8 Relational reinforcement learning

Almost all classical reinforcement learning algorithms use atomic states, viz. each value is associated with an atomic or an enumerated state. Instead of associating values with atomic states, relational reinforcement learning associates them with the relational representations of states described by first-order logical languages [90-92].

In doing so, it offers more generalisation which can not only reduce the state space but also make it more resilient to environmental changes. In a mobile rover problem, for instance, suppose that the environment has two kinds of terrains, viz. dry land and wetland, and also suppose that there is little difference between states with the same terrain. Suppose that there are two speed choices available to the mobile rover in both types of terrains. On a dry land, the mobile rover can receive more rewards by choosing the high speed, whereas it can receive more rewards by choosing the low speed on a wetland. Atomic reinforcement learning would associate values with the location of every state. Relational reinforcement learning, however, would associate values with the type of the terrain of every state. This way of state representation dramatically reduces the state space because, though there may be hundreds of distinct locations (hundreds of states for the atomic representations), there are only two kinds of terrains (two states for the relational representations). Now, assume that the terrain of a state changes from dry land to wetland. The learning agent with an atomic representation, would still use the same policy in the state that is used on a dry land (choosing to drive fast most of the time) because it associates values with the location of the state and the location does not change. The learning agent with relational reinforcement learning, however, would use the policy on wetland in this state (choosing to drive slow most of the time) instead because it associates values with the terrain of the state which has changed into wetland. Therefore, the performance of relational reinforcement learning has not been affected by the environmental change.
It is worth noting that this method is only useful when the relational representations of states are very simple. Suppose, in the above example, that if the value of a state depends not only on its terrain but also on the terrain of its neighbouring states, the relational representations would become more complex. In the extreme, if the value of a state also depends on its location, the relational representations would become as complex as the atomic representations. Secondly, relational reinforcement learning can only adapt to a change in the environment if the representation can characterise the change. Otherwise, it may still struggle to cope with the new environment. For example, if a state of the environment changes to a new type of terrain, e.g. grassland, relational reinforcement learning still needs to learn the change just like atomic reinforcement learning.

### 3.5.9 State augmentation

In a dynamic environment, if changes are decided by one or more dynamic elements, the problem can be transformed to a stationary environment problem by augmenting the state space with the dynamic elements [93, 94]. In a traffic control problem, for example, we can add a time index (e.g. peak time or off-peak time) to the state space and use different policies to control traffic in the peak time and off-peak time.

When there are too many dynamic elements, however, this method would cause an explosion of the state space. In a robot football problem, for instance, one can add all the positions of other footballers to the state space. Suppose there are 5 players per team and there are 100 possible positions, then the size of the new state space would become approximately $100^{10}$.

### 3.5.10 State instantiation

One way to overcome the state space explosion problem suffered by the state augmentation method discussed above is to instantiate the states of dynamic elements in the environment model before learning, and use the instantiated model to learn new policies and then update the model with experiences [95].

To use this method, however, one has to know which objects are likely to change in advance because the cost of modelling a dynamic object is huge. Furthermore, like Dayan and Sejnowski's extended exploration bonus method discussed above, it also needs a model of the environment and assumes that the
environment changes with respect to a certain probabilistic distribution.

3.5.11 Methods designed specifically for cyclical environments

As mentioned previously, in a cyclical/recurrent environment, different types of environments with different reward structures and transitions between states appear repeatedly. In this case, it may be better to store the mapping of the type_MODE of the environment and the policy/learning parameters (e.g. Q value for Q learning), and then recall the corresponding learning parameters when a type of environment reappears rather than relearning them from scratch.

Tsumori and Ozawa [76] store pairs of the policy/knowledge/parameters of the learning agent with the type of environment, and then recall the policy/knowledge corresponding to the type of environment which best matches the current environment when the environment changes. If no type of environment stored matches the current environment, the learning agent needs to learn it from scratch and then adds the pair of the learned policy and the type of the current environment to its knowledge base.

Choi et al. [75] integrate the state augmentation method with a hidden Markov model. Here, the mode of the environment is the hidden variable of the hidden Markov model and the current state is the observation. The learning agent first learns a policy in each mode of the environment, and then associates the policy with the corresponding mode and stores the association. It switches to an appropriate policy according to the current mode of the environment deduced from the current state (observation) when the environment changes. However, it assumes that the approximate number of different environment dynamics (modes) is known. Silva et al. [96] lift this limitation by incrementally building new models if the current mode is new.

It is worth noting that these methods only work in a cyclical/recurrent world where different reward structures and transitions between states appear repeatedly.
3.6 Our research

Classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms can learn very quickly but cannot respond rapidly to abrupt changes in the environment. Exploration bonuses improve the speed of response to abrupt changes in the environment at the price of the learning speed because it always explores the places which have not been visited recently whether the environment has changed or not. In order for the agent to both learn quickly and respond rapidly to abrupt changes in the environment, we propose to learn and monitor the time to reward for every state-action pair. The learned time information is then used to detect changes in the environment. If a change in the environment is detected, the learning rate is increased in order for the agent to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated mean of the time to reward to converge to its true mean. If a suboptimal action has improved and may potentially become the optimal action in the new environment, the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is also increased in order to increase the chance that the suboptimal action is visited. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. In addition, when the learning agent has found that the current action is still worse than the optimal one some time after taking the action, as discussed previously, it gives up this time’s exploration of the action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration.

The MCL approach is similar to our research in the sense that it also detects changes in the environment through monitoring the performance of the learning agent and then changes its policy if a change in the environment has been detected. However, both its detection method and its response strategy are rather heuristic because parameters are hand-picked and problem dependent (e.g. the expected reward is not received three times in a row). In contrast, our algorithm detects changes in the environment with the mean and variance of the time to reward which is suitable for almost all environments. Furthermore, their method also lacks guidance because every state would be influenced if a change in the environment is detected, e.g. throwing out its policy and temporarily raising the exploration rate for all states. In contrast, our algorithm only increases the learning rate of the state-action pair and $\epsilon$ of the state whose time to reward or value has changed after a change in the environment is detected.

Secondly, MCL only calculates the performance indexes and changes its policy
between trials, whereas our algorithm can respond (e.g. give up the current action) during one trial. In doing so, our algorithm can potentially respond to changes in the environment more quickly. Suppose, in an n-armed bandit problem, if the reward for one arm never arrives, their approach will still wait for the reward before changing its policy which will never happen. Our algorithm, however, can detect the problem and then give up the arm and try other arms instead.

Thirdly, MCL only calculates the mean of the time to reward, so it would not work without using a batch rule in a stochastic stationary environment where the value of reward or the time to reward for state-action pairs keeps changing. This is because the MCL approach would detect the variation in a stochastic stationary environment as a perturbation and therefore keep changing its policy. On the other hand, if a batch rule is used, it needs many trials to detect a change in the environment because it has to compare the average values across recent several trials with those across several trials before recent several trials. Our algorithm learns both the mean and variance of the time to reward, so it can detect a change in the environment with only one trial whether in deterministic or stochastic environments. Finally, MCL throws away the performance indexes and relearns them after perturbations are detected whereas our algorithm updates and reuses them.
Chapter 4

Classical conditioning with spiking neurons

As mentioned previously, classical conditioning [53] can be found in almost all living organisms and may be one of the most important learning mechanisms behind the independent learning behaviours of organisms. Some robotics researchers [97] believe that implementing classical conditioning in robots would be the first step to build a robot that can learn independently like animals. Classical conditioning is also a simple form of reinforcement learning and a motivation for temporal-difference (TD) learning, an important reinforcement learning algorithm. Traditionally, classical conditioning is mainly modelled by connectionist neural networks, e.g. the Rescorla-Wagner model [36] and the Sutton-Barto model [37]. These models use high-level abstractions of neurons which ignore the temporal dynamics of real neurons. Classical conditioning, however, is dynamic in essence because it mainly learns and predicts dynamic environments. The Sutton-Barto model [37] solves this problem by using a temporal learning rule. Here we attempt to use the dynamics of biological neurons directly to model the dynamic nature of classical conditioning as the first step of our research on reinforcement learning with time perception.

Experiments by Rao and Sejnowski [98] show that the temporally asymmetric window of Hebbian plasticity can be reproduced by a temporal-difference (TD) learning rule in conjunction with dendritic backpropagating action potentials. This chapter explores the possibility of the inverse problem, viz. is it possible to use spike-time dependent Hebbian learning and spiking neuron models to realise TD learning and further to model classical conditioning?
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The first section provides some preliminary knowledge of spiking neuron models. The neuron model and learning algorithm, used to implement classical conditioning in our experiments, are introduced respectively in section 4.2 and section 4.3. Then, the results of the simulation are shown in section 4.4. Finally, the last section concludes the chapter by discussing the robustness of the model and other related topics.

4.1 Background on spiking neuron models

Traditionally, most models of neural networks, whether in artificial neural networks or in neuroscience, assume that neurons encode information by means of their firing rates. Typically, these models take a large number of neuron-like processing units, connect them together with weighted connections that are the rough equivalent of neural synapses, and assume the output of each unit is some activation function or transfer function, which mimics the dynamics of neurons, of the weighted sum of all the inputs to each neuron. Besides, they also take it for granted that signals transmitted in the networks (viz. inputs and outputs of each unit) are a continuous value, often a floating point number. This, however, is not the case for biological neurons. In the biological neural system, neurons communicate by means of a sequence of short electrical pulses, the so-called spikes or action potentials rather than a continuous value. Furthermore, data gathered in recent years from neurobiological experiments [99-101] also support that information is transmitted through spikes and the timing of these spikes is used to transmit information and perform computation. This realisation has stimulated a significant growth of research activity in the area of spiking neural networks or pulsed neural networks [102].

We shall give a short introduction to the biological neural system in subsection 4.1.1. In subsection 4.1.2 we will present two different information coding schemes which can be used by neurons and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. The spiking neuron models are mainly focused on in subsection 4.1.3 for single neurons and in subsection 4.1.4 for population neurons. In subsection 4.1.5, different synapse models are introduced. The last subsection discusses different learning algorithms which can be used by neurons.
4.1.1 The biological neural system

The biological neural system is comprised by billions of neurons connected with each other through synapses. Typically, a neuron is composed by dendrites, cell body and axon.

![Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of biological neurons (taken from [103]).](image)

As figure 4.1 shows, signals (information about the environment) are transmitted from the axon of one neuron to the dendrite of another neuron through a synapse. When across synapses, signals may be amplified, reduced, or delayed. In the cell body of the neuron, signals from different neurons will then be computed. Next, the computed signal will be sent through the axon of the neuron to other neurons connected with it.

4.1.2 Neural coding

The brain is well known as an information processing system. Information about the environment is received through receptors, such as eyes, nose, ears, skin and taste buds, and then is sent to the brain for processing. After processing the information, the brain will send control signals to effectors, such as the muscles of hands and feet, to respond to the environment. Finally, after receiving the control signals from the brain, effectors will act to adapt to the environment.
The problem of neural coding is to find how information from the environment is encoded by receptor neurons, how the coded information is decoded by the brain, how the brain encodes the action signals, and how effector neurons decode the coded control information.

![Signals generated and transmitted by neurons](taken from [101]).

As figure 4.2 presents, signals generated and transmitted by neurons are just short electrical pulses or action potentials or spikes, not waves or any other forms. There are four spikes in this figure and others are background noise. From the figure, we can also see that there is little difference between the shapes of spikes. Thus, it is likely that neurons encode information either through the amount of spikes (the firing rate model) or through the timing of spikes (the spiking neuron model), both of which will be discussed below.

4.1.2.1 Firing rate models

The firing rate model has been used since the very beginning of experimental neurophysiology. In 1920s, the pioneering work of Adrian [104, 105] suggested that the firing rate of stretch receptor neurons in muscles is related to the force applied to the muscles. Since then, the firing rate model has become the dominant model used in both artificial neural networks and neuroscience partly because of the relative ease of measuring firing rates experimentally.
According to different averaging procedures, the firing rate model can be categorised into three kinds, viz. temporal average coding, repetition average coding and population average coding.

The temporal average coding is the most commonly used one of the three categories. It is defined as an average of the number of spikes over a period of time, usually 100 ms or 500 ms. If one sets the time window $T$ and counts the number of spikes $n_{sp}$ occurred from $t$ to $t + T$, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], the firing rate $v$ at $t$ for this coding is

$$v(t) = \frac{n(t, t + T)}{T}.$$ (4.1)

Although the temporal average coding is relatively simple and has been successfully used by experimenters to evaluate and classify neuronal firing, it is not suitable for neurons in the biological neural system to encode information. In the real world, creatures have to react to stimuli very quickly to stay alive. For instance, a fly can react to a stimulus very quickly and change the direction of its flight within 30–40 ms [101]. This means that the fly has to respond after a postsynaptic neuron has received just one or two spikes. So, there is not enough time for the fly to count spikes and average them over a long time window. Primates can also respond selectively to complex visual stimuli such as faces, food and other familiar 3D objects only 100–150 ms after stimulus onset [99]. Moreover, there are more than 10 layers of neurons on the way from the retinal photoreceptors to the brain. So, each layer of neurons can only have about 10 ms to process information. Experiments on bats [100] also show that neurons in the bat auditory cortex can respond just 8 ms after stimulus onset, which leaves only a couple of milliseconds at each level given the number of intervening subcortical processing stages. Thus, even though it is convenient for experimenters to evaluate and analyse neuronal firing using the temporal average coding, it cannot be the coding that the biological neural system actually uses.

In the repetition average coding, the same stimulation sequence is repeated several times and then the neuronal responses are averaged over these repetitions. Suppose, at the time $t$, a neuron produces $n_K(t, t + \Delta t)$ spikes summed over $K$ repetitions of the same experiment in a very short time period of $\Delta t$. Then, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], the firing rate of the neuron at the time
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t for the repetition average coding is

\[ v(t) = \frac{1}{\Delta t} \frac{n_K(t, t + \Delta t)}{K}. \quad (4.2) \]

Although the repetition average coding is useful to evaluate and analyse neuronal activity, it is apparent that the biological neural system cannot use it to encode information either. This is because neurons must wait for several repetitions of stimuli before they can get the firing rate with the repetition average coding, which is apparently unrealistic in the real world.

Among numerous neurons, some of them have similar properties and respond to the same stimuli. So, it is reasonable to average the activity of these neurons to get a more accurate description of neuronal activity. Assume there are \( n_N \) spikes produced by \( N \) neurons with similar properties from the time \( t \) to the time \( t + \Delta t \) (\( \Delta t \) is a very short time period). Then, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], the firing rate of the neurons for the population average coding at the time \( t \) is

\[ v(t) = \frac{1}{\Delta t} \frac{n_N(t, t + \Delta t)}{N}. \quad (4.3) \]

4.1.2.2 Spiking neuron models

Because of the limitations of firing rate models, researchers gradually realised the importance of the timing of spikes and increasingly started research in spiking neuron models. A number of spiking neuron models are introduced. Here, we only discuss three types of them, viz. rank order coding, temporal coding and population correlation coding.

Rank order coding [106-109], the simplest one of the three coding schemes, only considers the order in which neurons fire instead of the exact timing of spikes produced by neurons. The basis for this coding scheme is that neurons only have time to fire either 0 or 1 spike for rapid processing. Therefore, the first spike should contain most of the relevant information.

Unlike rank order coding, temporal coding makes use of the precise timing of all spikes produced by neurons. Without doubt, this coding scheme is potentially powerful and can contain a large amount of information.

Neurons in the cortex are connected with each other and therefore interact with each other. So, their activity is usually correlated and this kind of correlation may provide important information that is not contained in the timing
of spikes produced by individual neurons. For this reason, it may be groups of correlated neurons that together encode information instead of isolated neurons. For example, the brain may use synchrony (a special case of correlation without time lag, viz. two or more neurons fire at the same time) to tell whether or not spikes produced by different neurons belong to the same visual object.

4.1.3 Single neuron models

In the paradigm of spiking neuron models, there are mainly two kinds of single neuron models, one is detailed conductance-based neuron models and the other simple phenomenological spiking neuron models. Because of the intrinsic complexity of detailed conductance-based neuron models, only simple phenomenological spiking neuron models are discussed here.

According to how to define the dynamics of the membrane potential of neurons, the simple phenomenological spiking neuron models can be classified into several groups. Here, we only consider two of them, viz. the leaky integrate-and-fire model and the spike response model.

4.1.3.1 Leaky integrate-and-fire model

The leaky integrate-and-fire model uses a basic $RC$ circuit showed in Figure 4.3 to simulate the dynamics of neuronal activity. When input spikes arrive at a neuron, the membrane potential of the neuron is integrated. The neuron will fire a spike when the membrane potential reaches some value, viz. its threshold. On the other hand, the membrane potential of the neuron will leak over time and may even disappear if there are no input spikes.

As figure 4.3 represents, the circuit is composed by a capacitor $C$ and a resistor $R$. A current $I(t)$ drives the circuit and is split into two components $I_R$ and $I_C$. If the capacity of $C$ at time $t$ is denoted as $u(t)$, then, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], $I(t)$ can be expressed as

$$I(t) = I_R + I_C = \frac{u(t)}{R} + C \frac{du(t)}{dt}.$$  \hfill (4.4)

Let $\tau_m = RC$, then, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], equation 4.4 can be represented as

$$\tau_m \frac{du(t)}{dt} = -u(t) + RI(t).$$  \hfill (4.5)
Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the leaky integrate-and-fire model (taken from [102]).

In terms of the leaky integrate-and-fire model, $u(t)$ refers to the membrane potential of the postsynaptic neuron, $\tau_m$ refers to the membrane time constant of the neuron, $I(t)$ refers to spikes of presynaptic neurons, and $R$ measures the influence of external currents on the membrane potential.

Equation 4.4 and equation 4.5 only describe the neuronal activity between the firing of one spike and the firing of the next spike by the postsynaptic neuron, viz. before the the membrane potential of the postsynaptic neuron reaches its firing threshold. According to Gerstner and Kistler [102], when the membrane potential $u(t)$ of the postsynaptic neuron reaches its firing threshold $v$ at time $\hat{t}$, viz.,

$$\hat{t} : u(\hat{t}) = v, \tag{4.6}$$

a spike will be fired by the postsynaptic neuron. And immediately after the firing moment, its membrane potential is reset to $u_r < v$. Then, the dynamics of the postsynaptic neuron will develop along the trajectory described by equation 4.4 and equation 4.5 until its next spike.
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4.1.3.2 Spike response model (SRM)

Unlike the leaky integrate-and-fire model, the spike response model (SRM) assumes a function $\epsilon$ to describe the time course of the response of the membrane potential of a neuron to an incoming spike instead of a basic $RC$ circuit and a function $\eta$ to describe the time course of the membrane potential of a neuron after firing a spike instead of simply resetting the membrane potential of the neuron to $u_r$.

Suppose that the postsynaptic neuron $i$ fired its last spike at time $\hat{t}_i$. After that, at time $t_{j}^{(f)}$, the presynaptic neuron $j$ generated a spike which caused the membrane potential ($u_i$) of the neuron $i$ to increase by $w_{ij}\epsilon_{ij}(t - \hat{t}_i, t - t_{j}^{(f)})$ at time $t$. $f$ means firing and $t_{j}^{(f)}$ is the time when the presynaptic neuron $j$ fires a spike. Besides, the trajectory of the membrane potential after firing a spike can be described by the same certain time course function $\eta(t - \hat{t}_i)$ because action potentials always have roughly the same form. So, the membrane potential ($u_i$) of the neuron $i$ at time $t$, according to Gerstner and Kistler [102], can be expressed as

$$u_i(t) = \eta(t - \hat{t}_i) + \sum_j w_{ij} \sum_f \epsilon_{ij}(t - \hat{t}_i, t - t_{j}^{(f)}).$$  \hfill (4.7)

4.1.4 Population neuron models

The biological neural network is an inherent parallel processing system in which neurons are highly connected with each other (approximately 7,000 connections per neuron on average [103]). Thus, it is not appropriate to isolate one neuron from others and only consider the models of a single neuron. Furthermore, there are a large number of neurons that are located nearby, have similar properties and perform a certain function together in the brain. For instance, there are the somatosensory cortex within which a large number of neurons perform the somatosensory function [110], the visual cortex within which a large number of neurons perform the visual function [111], and pools of motor neurons within which a large number of neurons perform the motor function [112]. Therefore, it is essential to consider the activity of the whole population of neurons rather than that of individual neurons.

Because of the restriction of length and the complexity of population neuron models, however, we will not further discuss the population neuron model.
4.1.5 Synapses

The synapse is where the axon of a presynaptic neuron makes contact with the dendrite or soma of a postsynaptic neuron. As mentioned previously, signals (or spikes in spiking neuron models) are transmitted from the axon of one neuron to the dendrite of another neuron through synapses. When they cross a synapse, signals may be amplified, attenuated, or delayed. The degree to which the signals are amplified or attenuated depends on the strength of the synapse which is also plastic. The synapse is believed to be the foundation of learning and memory.

An $\alpha$-function \[102\] is usually used to model the synapse. There are two versions of $\alpha$-function. The simple version has only one parameter. Suppose $I(t)$ is the current triggered by spikes from other neurons or external sources at time $t$, which is also the current that charges the membrane potential of the postsynaptic neuron, then, according to Gerstner and Kistler \[102\], it can be expressed as

$$I(t) = \frac{1}{\tau_s} \sum_j \sum_k w_j e^{-\frac{t-t^k_j-d_j}{\tau_s}} \theta(t - t^k_j - d_j)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where, $\tau_s$ is the time constant, $w_j$ and $d_j$ are respectively the synaptic weight and the transmission delay of the $j$th connection, and $t^k_j$ is the $k$th input spike time from the $j$th synapse. $\theta(s)$ is the Heaviside step function and satisfies,

$$\theta(s) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } s \leq 0 \\ 1 & \text{if } s > 0 \end{cases}$$

A more sophisticated version has two parameters. In addition to $\tau_s$, the other parameter is the finite rise time $\tau_r$ of the postsynaptic current. This version of $\alpha$-function, according to Gerstner and Kistler \[102\], can be expressed as

$$I(t) = \frac{1}{\tau_s - \tau_r} \sum_j \sum_k w_j (e^{-\frac{t-t^k_j-d_j}{\tau_s}} - e^{-\frac{t-t^k_j-d_j}{\tau_r}}) \theta(t - t^k_j - d_j).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

4.1.6 Neural learning

Only a fraction of neural structures are defined at birth \[103\]. Most parts are developed with new connections made and others waste away in the early stage of life to learn the environment. After that, they continue changing throughout the whole life to adapt to changes in the environment, but these changes are mainly
limited to the strengthening or weakening of synaptic connections. Thus, neural learning is very important for creatures to fit the environment, stay alive and flourish.

According to whether there is external information that helps a learning agent to learn and whether the external information is instructive or evaluative, the learning process can be grouped into three categories, viz. supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning.

Recent research [113, 114] indicates that the biological neural system involves all of the three learning paradigms. Specifically, it is indicated that the cerebral cortex is specialized for unsupervised learning, the cerebellum for supervised learning, and the basal ganglia for reinforcement learning.

4.1.6.1 Unsupervised learning

Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning has no teacher to oversee its learning process. Therefore, it can only learn from inputs.

Unsupervised learning in artificial neural networks can be realised by associative learning [115, 116], competitive networks [117] and Grossberg network [118]. Their main application is to categorise the input patterns into a finite number of classes.

Unsupervised learning for spiking neuron models is usually realised by time-dependent Hebbian learning and maximum mutual information theory.

The basic rule of Hebbian learning is from Hebb’s postulate,

“When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.”

Although Hebb never claimed that there is firm physiological evidence for his theory, subsequent research has shown that neurons in this case do exhibit this kind of learning. Recent experiments [119-133] push Hebbian learning further and suggest that Hebbian learning is time-dependent, viz. if a presynaptic spike arrives at the synapse before the postsynaptic action potential, the synapse is potentiated (long-term potentiation (LTP)); if the timing is reversed the synapse is depressed (long-term depression (LTD)). This kind of time-dependent Hebbian learning is also called spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [132, 134, 135].
Moreover, the curve of time-dependent anti-Hebbian learning is also observed in the cerebellum of electric fish [124,131], viz. if a presynaptic spike arrives at the synapse before the postsynaptic action potential, the synapse is depressed; if the timing is reversed the synapse is potentiated.

Besides, other researchers [136-138] are concerned with designing an optimal synaptic updating rule so as to maximise the mutual information between pre- and postsynaptic neurons. They found that the learning rule produces a learning window similar to that of spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP).

4.1.6.2 Supervised learning

Supervised learning is learning from an external teacher [139]. A typical scenario of supervised learning is that a learning agent tries to learn the environment where it exits. After receiving inputs (the current state of the environment, for example) from the environment, the agent will give an estimate based on its internal parameters. At the same time, a teacher who has full knowledge of the environment will tell the agent the correct answer to the input. Then, the agent will adjust its internal parameters to minimise the errors between its estimation and the teacher’s answer. After many times’ corrections, the agent will be able to predict the environment correctly.

For artificial neural networks with only a single layer, so called the Perceptron [140,141], supervised learning can be realised by using the least mean square (LMS) or delta rule [142,143]. At the $k$ iteration, suppose, $p(k)$ is the input vector of a neural network, $W(k)$ is the weight matrix of the input vector to the neural network, $b(k)$ is the bias vector of the neural network, $e(k)$ is the error vector between the actual output vector $a(k)$ and the target output vector $t(k)$, and $\alpha(k)$ is the learning rate. In this case, the LMS rule can be expressed as

$$W(k+1) = W(k) + 2\alpha(k)e(k)p^T(k).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

For artificial neural networks with multiple layers, the backpropagation algorithm [42,144,145] is used to solve the problem of the credit or blame assignment problem (how to propagate the errors back to the layers preceding the last layer so that neurons in these layers can also learn the errors).

After the popularisation of spiking neuron models, great efforts are made to implement supervised learning using spiking neuron models. Legenstein, Naeger...
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and Maass[146] examined what a neuron can learn with spike-timing dependent plasticity in the supervised learning paradigm. Their experiments showed that the convergence of the supervised learning from arbitrary inputs to output spike patterns can not be guaranteed in contrast to the perceptron convergence theorem. On the other hand, however, they also proved that the convergence can be achieved for both uncorrelated and correlated Poisson input spike trains in an average case sense.

Barber et al.[147-150] designed a supervised learning rule to maximise the likelihood of postsynaptic firing at one or several desired firing times. It was found that the learning window of the optimal strategy is similar to that of spike-timing dependent plasticity.

4.1.6.3 Reinforcement learning

Like unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning also has no teacher to give the correct answer; but unlike unsupervised learning, it does have a critic who will give a reward or penalty to show how good it behaves after it takes an action. Although the learning agent can get feedback from the environment or a critic in reinforcement learning, reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning in that the learning agent is not told what it should have done.

Reinforcement learning is a more plausible learning for creatures than supervised learning because creatures generally have no teachers to tell them what they should do. On the other hand, however, they do receive rewards (e.g. food, life and happiness) and penalty (e.g. hunger, death and pain) after their actions. Studies[113] suggest that the basal ganglia of the brain may be involved in reinforcement learning. More specifically, studies by Schultz et al.[58,59] indicate that the activity of the dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia may be used to encode the error between the actual reward and the expected reward. Studies by Barto[151], Houk and et. al.[152] indicate that the striosome compartment of the striatum in the basal ganglia may be used to predict the value of reward and the matix compartment of the striatum in the basal ganglia may be used to make action selection. In addition, experiments by Rao and Sejnowski[98] show that the temporally asymmetric window of spike-timing dependent plasticity can be reproduced by a reinforcement learning rule in conjunction with dendritic backpropagating action potentials.
4.2 Neural structure

4.2.1 Neuron architecture

Our model uses only one neuron and regards both unconditional stimulus (US) and conditional stimuli (CS) as inputs of the neuron as shown in figure 4.4. US is regarded as a special stimulus with a big fixed weight (set to 1 in the simulation). The output of the neuron is an unconditional response (UR)/a conditional response (CR) depending on whether it is produced by US or CS. All of these inputs and outputs are expressed in the form of spikes.

Figure 4.4: Neuron architecture used to model classical conditioning. Both unconditional stimulus (US) and conditional stimuli (CS) are inputs of the neuron. US is regarded as a special stimulus with a big fixed weight (set to 1 in the simulation). The output of the neuron is an unconditional response (UR)/a conditional response (CR) depending on whether it is produced by US or CS. All of these inputs and outputs are expressed in the form of spikes.

4.2.2 Neuron model

The leaky linear integrate-and-fire model introduced in section 4.1.3.1 is used to represent the dynamics of the neuron in the simulation for simplicity.

In the numerical simulation, the parameters of the neuron model are set as follows: $\tau_m = 10\text{ms}$, $R = 10k\Omega$, $v = 1\text{mV}$, $u_r = 0\text{mV}$. 
4.3 Learning algorithm

Although spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is well-known in the biological neural system, the curve of spike-time dependent anti-Hebbian learning is also observed in the cerebellum of electric fish [124, 131], viz. if a presynaptic spike arrives at the synapse before the postsynaptic action potential, the synapse is depressed; if the timing is reversed the synapse is potentiated.

It has also been found that long-term potentiation (LTP) [153] of the cortico-striatal synapse is induced given the coincident occurrence of a cortical input and postsynaptic depolarization in a striatal neuron with a phasic dopamine release, and long-term depression (LTD) [154] given the coincident occurrence of a cortical input and postsynaptic depolarization in a striatal neuron without a phasic dopamine release. Since it is generally believed that dopamine is involved in reward learning, this suggests that Hebbian learning happens when rewards are present and anti-Hebbian learning happens when rewards are not present.

Furthermore, in almost all the experiments [122, 123, 126, 127] where spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is found, the action potentials in the postsynaptic neuron are initiated by current injection rather than the presynaptic spikes. Therefore, spike-time dependent Hebbian learning may be formed between the presynaptic spikes and the postsynaptic action potentials produced by other inputs (the current injection) rather than the action potentials produced by the presynaptic spikes themselves. Besides, it is also possible that spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is formed between the presynaptic spikes and the current injection (which can be considered as an unconditional stimulus or a reward) instead of the postsynaptic action potentials.

Based on these findings, spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is applied between inputs and spike-time dependent anti-Hebbian learning is applied between the input and the output in our model. For simplicity, a square learning window is used as shown in figure 4.5 to mimic the curve of spike-time dependent Hebbian learning and spike-time dependent anti-Hebbian learning. US has a big
fixed weight affected neither by CS nor by UR/CR. CS has a small weight at the beginning but it can be either potentiated or depressed by US, UR/CR and other CS.

Figure 4.5: Square learning window. As the solid line shows, the weight associated with an input (excluding US) will be reinforced if a spike of the input is followed by spikes of other inputs; it will be weakened if a spike of the input is preceded by spikes of other inputs. As the dashed line shows, the weight associated with an input (excluding US) will be weakened if a spike of the input is followed by spikes of the output; it will be reinforced if a spike of the input is preceded by spikes of the output.

Suppose there are \( N \) stimuli including both CS and US. \( W_{\text{in}} \) and \( W_{\text{out}} \) respectively denote the learning window of input Hebbian learning and that of output anti-Hebbian learning respectively as figure 4.5, equation 4.11 and 4.12 show.

\[
W_{\text{in}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } -\tau < t < 0 \\
-1 & \text{if } 0 < t < \tau \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
\] (4.11)

\[
W_{\text{out}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
-1 & \text{if } -\tau < t < 0 \\
1 & \text{if } 0 < t < \tau \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
\] (4.12)

where \( \tau \) is the size of the learning window and \( \tau = 10 \text{msec.} \) in the experiments.

The weight increment of the \( i \)th stimulus between time \( t \) and time \( t + T \) (\( T \) is a period of time) is denoted as \( \Delta w_i(t, t + T) \). Then, the mathematical formula of
our learning algorithm can be expressed as equation \[4.13\] for CS and equation \[4.14\] for US. If the \(i\)th stimulus is a CS, then

\[
\Delta w_i(t, t + T) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha \int_{t}^{t+T} dt' \int_{t}^{t+T} dt'' w_j(t) W^{\text{in}}(t'') S_i^{\text{in}}(t'') S_j^{\text{in}}(t')
\]

\[
+ \alpha \int_{t}^{t+T} dt' \int_{t}^{t+T} dt'' W^\text{out}(t'') S_i^{\text{out}}(t'') S_i^{\text{out}}(t').
\]

(4.13)

The first term is the weight update due to the Hebbian learning effect of other inputs as shown by the solid line in figure \[4.5\] and the second term is the weight update due to the anti-Hebbian learning effect of the output as shown by the dashed line in figure \[4.5\]. \(\alpha\) is the learning rate (set to 0.01 in the simulation), and

\[
S^{\text{in}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } t = \hat{t} \text{ (\(\hat{t}\) is the arrival time of spikes of inputs)} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
S^{\text{out}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } u(t) \geq \nu \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(u(t)\) is the membrane potential and \(\nu\) is the firing threshold of the neuron.

If the \(i\)th stimulus is a US, then

\[
\Delta w_i(t, t + T) = 0.
\]

(4.14)

### 4.4 Simulation results

Although we have successfully simulated a variety of classical conditioning phenomena, we only discuss the four most important of them here, viz. Pavlovian conditioning, extinction, blocking and secondary conditioning.

#### 4.4.1 Pavlovian conditioning

In the setting of the Pavlovian conditioning experiment, CS1 has 15 spikes from the 16th millisecond to the 30th millisecond, followed by US which also has 15 spikes from the 31st millisecond to the 45th millisecond, and no CS2 is presented
as figure 4.6a & b depict. Before learning, UR, induced by US, is shown in figure 4.6a; the initial weights respectively associated with CS1 and associated with CS2 are both set to 0. During learning, the weight associated with CS1 keeps increasing until it reaches a saturation value near 0.7 and the weight associated with CS2 remains unchanged as Figure 4.7 presents. After learning, CS1 alone can produce output spikes (CR which precedes UR and predicts the approach of US) as shown in figure 4.6d. Pavlovian conditioning has been formed.

Figure 4.6: Inputs and output (Pavlovian conditioning). a,b) CS1 is followed by US; CS2 is not present. c) The output spikes of the neuron when only US is present before learning. d) The output spikes of the neuron without the presence of US after learning.

4.4.2 Extinction

Before the experiment for extinction, Pavlovian learning was first conducted for 10 trials to associate CS1 with US. Then US is removed. During learning, the weight associated with CS1 gradually decreases until it arrives at about 0.15 as figure 4.8 presents. Although the final weight associated with CS1 after learning has not gone down to 0, the extinction of conditioning has been realised because no output spikes are produced by CS1 after learning, viz. the association of CS1 with US has become extinct. When there are no output spikes, there is no learning and therefore the final weight associated with CS1 has not gone down to 0.
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Figure 4.7: Weight updates during learning (Pavlovian conditioning). The weight associated with CS1 keeps increasing until it reaches a saturation value near 0.7 and the weight associated with CS2 remains unchanged. CS1 has been successfully associated with US after learning.

Figure 4.8: Weight updates during learning (extinction). The weight associated with CS1 gradually decreases until it arrives at about 0.15. The association of CS1 with US has become extinct after learning.

4.4.3 Blocking

Similar to the experiment for extinction, CS1 was first associated with US by conducting Pavlovian learning for 10 trials before the simulation of blocking. Then CS2, which has the exact same time trajectory with CS1, is presented as figure 4.9a, b & c depict. During learning, the weight associated with CS1 goes slightly down and the weight associated with CS2 goes slightly up at the beginning but is stabilised at around 0.2 after 1 trial as shown in figure 4.10. In order to see if blocking has been realised, we checked the output of the neuron
with input CS2 only and found that there is no output spike produced throughout the experiment. Therefore, blocking has been realised, even though the weight associated with CS2 is not equal to 0. Comparing figure 4.9d with figure 4.6d, we can see CR produced by both CS1 and CS2 in blocking is almost the same with that produced by CS1 alone in Pavlovian conditioning after learning, which further demonstrates that CS2 has been blocked.

Figure 4.9: Inputs and output (blocking). a-c) The two CS, which have the exact same time trajectory, are followed by US. d) The output spikes of the neuron without the presence of US after learning.

Figure 4.10: Weight updates during learning (blocking). The weights associated with CS1 and CS2 slightly change, but blocking has been realised because CS2 cannot produce any spikes with a maximum weight about 0.2.
4.4.4 Secondary conditioning

Similar to the experiments for blocking and extinction, Pavlovian conditioning was first used for 10 trials to associate CS1 with US. Then CS2, which precedes CS1, is presented and at the same time US is removed as shown in figure 4.11. From the learning curve depicted in figure 4.12, it can be seen that the weight associated with CS1 gradually reduces to 0, and the weight associated with CS2 goes up at first but eventually goes down to a very small amount (about 0.2). After learning, there are no output spikes, which means the associations of both CS1 and CS2 with US have become extinct.

![Figure 4.11: Inputs and output (secondary conditioning). CS1 is followed by CS2; US is not present. There are no output spikes after learning.](image)

4.5 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter, we have used a very simple spiking neuron model to successfully implement the four most important phenomena associated with classical conditioning. Because of the simplicity and effectiveness of the spiking neuron model, it seems that spiking neuron models are well suited to implement classical conditioning and the dynamics of biological neurons offers more power to model the dynamic nature of classical conditioning.

In this section, we will discuss the robustness of the model, the comparison of the learning algorithm used in our model with TD learning, the novelty of our model, an alternative model, and a possible implementation of instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning.
Figure 4.12: Weight updates during learning (secondary conditioning). The weight associated with CS1 gradually reduces until to 0, and the weight associated with CS2 goes up at the beginning but eventually goes down to a very small amount (about 0.2); the associations of both CS1 and CS2 with US have become extinct after learning.

4.5.1 Robustness of the model

Although only one set of experimental scenarios is presented in this chapter, the results still hold with different settings of inputs and different initial weights.

In the simulation of Pavlovian conditioning, for instance, all spikes of CS1 precede all spikes of US and the first spike of US is just after the last spike of CS1. In fact, spikes of CS1 and US may be overlapped or uncontiguous. As long as some spikes of CS1 precede spikes of US within the learning window, the result does not change, though the weight associated with CS1 may be more or less as figure 4.13 and 4.14 show for overlapped inputs and as figure 4.15 and 4.16 show for uncontiguous inputs.

As far as the initial weights associated with conditional stimuli are concerned, they are set to 0 in the simulation. However, they can be very small positive values or very big positive values (even more than 1). The values of initial weights only affect the speed of learning but have no influence on the result.

4.5.2 Compared with TD learning

The learning algorithm used in our model is quite like TD learning. In fact, we can consider $\sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha \int_{t}^{t+T} \int' j(t'') J(t') W(t'') S_j (t') S_j (t')$ in our model to be equivalent to $\alpha re(u)$ in TD Learning; $\sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha \int_{t}^{t+T} \int' j(t'') dt' \int_{t}^{t+T} dt''$
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Figure 4.13: Inputs and output (Pavlovian conditioning, overlapped inputs). a,b) CS1 is followed by US; there are overlaps between CS1 and US; CS2 is not present. c) The output spikes of the neuron when only US is present before learning. d) The output spikes of the neuron without the presence of US after learning.

Figure 4.14: Weight updates during learning (Pavlovian conditioning, overlapped inputs). The weight associated with CS1 keeps increasing until it reaches a saturation value near 0.8 and the weight associated with CS2 remains unchanged. CS1 has been successfully associated with US after learning.
Figure 4.15: Inputs and output (Pavlovian conditioning, uncontiguous inputs).

(a) CS1 is followed by US; there are gaps between CS1 and US; CS2 is not present.  
(b) The output spikes of the neuron when only US is present before learning.  
(c) The output spikes of the neuron without the presence of US after learning.

\[ W_{out}(t'' - t')S_{in}(t'')S_{out}(t') \] in our model equivalent to \( \alpha[\gamma V(s') - V(s)]e(u) \) in TD Learning.

However, our model is arguably simpler than TD learning. It uses simple spike-time dependent Hebbian learning and spike-time dependent anti-Hebbian learning which are commonly found in biological neurons. In addition, the eligibility trace, which is essential in the TD model, is not needed in our model.

4.5.3 Novelty of the model

As far as we know, we were the first to use spiking neuron models, a kind of biologically more plausible neuron model, to implement classical conditioning.

In addition, as far as we are aware, we were also the first to use Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning together. Hebbian learning has been used in linear
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Figure 4.16: Weight updates during learning (Pavlovian conditioning, uncontiguous inputs). The weight associated with CS1 keeps increasing until it reaches a saturation value near 0.4 and the weight associated with CS2 remains unchanged. CS1 has been successfully associated with US after learning.

Not only is our use of Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning together innovative, it is also necessary to reproduce the phenomena associated with classical conditioning that we display with our model. If only Hebbian learning is used, the weight of the conditional stimulus will keep increasing without limit in Pavlovian conditioning as figure 4.17 shows and moreover extinction cannot be produced as figure 4.18 shows. On the other hand, if only anti-Hebbian learning is used, the weight of the conditional stimulus will not increase in Pavlovian conditioning and therefore Pavlovian conditioning cannot be formed as figure 4.19 shows.
Figure 4.17: Weight updates during learning (Pavlovian conditioning, Hebbian learning only). The weight associated with CS1 keeps increasing without limit.

Figure 4.18: Weight updates during learning (extinction, Hebbian learning only). The weight associated with CS1 does not decrease at all.

4.5.4 An alternative model

Instead of requiring learning both between inputs and between the inputs and the output, we can also implement classical conditioning by using only learning between the inputs and the output. Spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is applied between inputs and the output spikes produced by other inputs, and spike-time dependent anti-Hebbian learning is applied between inputs and the output spikes produced by themselves. In addition, as mentioned previously, in biological experiments, it is also the case that spike-time dependent Hebbian learning is formed between the presynaptic spikes and the postsynaptic action potentials produced by other inputs (the current injection) rather than the action
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Despite these advantages, however, it is hard to tell which output spike is contributed by which input in practice, since one output spike may be contributed to by more than one input.

4.5.5 Instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning

As mentioned previously, in addition to classical conditioning simulated in this chapter, there is also another kind of conditioning, viz. instrumental conditioning. Unlike the classical conditioning we have discussed, in the process of instrumental conditioning, the actions of animals can also have an influence on how many rewards they can obtain.

Our model can be used to implement instrumental conditioning as well without any modification. Suppose that there are \( n \) buttons/actions. After pressing one button, an animal will be given a reward. After many repetitions of the experiment, the animal will be able to find the button which gives it the maximum rewards and therefore presses it most of the time (a non-greedy policy) or exclusively (a greedy policy) in order to get the maximum payoff. We can use \( n \) independent single neurons used in our model to simulate this conditioning as figure 4.20 shows (only two neurons are drawn for simplicity). Every neuron represents one action/button. The input is a special event/stimulus that signals...
the start of a trial and the reward is a kind of special input just like US. The output is the response. After many repetitions of conditioning on these neurons, the action corresponding to the neuron that fires first with the same input will be chosen most of the time (a non-greedy policy) or exclusively (a greedy policy).

Figure 4.20: A neuron structure modelling instrumental conditioning. Input: a special event/stimulus that signals the start of a trial; \( A_n \): possible actions modelled by neurons; \( R_n \): a reward received when the \( n \)th action is chosen; Response: the response to the input or reward.

After implementing instrumental conditioning, it is not difficult to simulate general reinforcement learning using spiking neurons. We use the reinforcement learning scenarios shown in figure 4.21 as an example. The learning agent is initially in state \( s_0 \). After taking action \( a_1 \), it will receive a reward \( r_1 \) and enter state \( s_1 \) and so on. On the other hand, if it takes action \( a_2 \), it will receive reward \( r_2 \) and enter state \( s_2 \). We can just chain the neuron structure to model one-step reinforcement learning (only the reward received immediately is counted) as figure 4.22(a.) shows. In order to model a non-bootstrap (Monte Carlo style) n-step reinforcement learning or even infinite-horizon discounted reinforcement learning, we need to inject rewards received later into the previous states as shown in figure 4.22(b.). A decreasing learning window as shown in figure 4.23 can serve as a discounted function naturally. It is interesting to point out that the Hebbian learning part of the learning window is also one curve of spike-time dependent Hebbian learning that is found in biological experiments \([127]\). In order to model a bootstrap reinforcement learning algorithm, e.g. Q learning and
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SARSA learning, we need to feed the output of the neuron representing the next state back to the neuron representing the previous state and also feed the output of each neuron to itself (self-feedback), viz. a recurrent network, so that the value of the next state may influence that of the previous state and the previous value of one state may also influence the current value of the state.

Figure 4.21: A scenario of general reinforcement learning. $s$: states; $a$: actions in a state; $r$: rewards received after taking one action.
Figure 4.22: The neural structure modelling the general reinforcement learning scenario shown in figure 4.21. (a.) the neural structure modelling one-step reinforcement learning; (b.) the neural structure modelling n-step or even infinite-horizon discounted reinforcement learning. \( s \): states, inputs of neurons; \( a \): actions in a state, modelled by a neuron; \( r \): rewards received after taking one action.

Figure 4.23: A learning window that can serve as a discount function.
Chapter 5

Time delayed n-armed bandit problem

From this chapter on, instead of implementing the idea of time perception with low-level biological models first and then testing whether it works or not, we start by studying the details of time perception and then test its effectiveness by using abstract reinforcement learning models and a perfect clock. The first reason for this decision is that, if we implement it with low-level biological models, the result is implementation dependent. If it does not work, it is hard to determine whether the problem is because of the biological implementation or because of the principle (the idea itself). Besides, for the idea itself, there are still many questions to answer, many problems to address, and many details to investigate. These questions are much easier to address with abstract models rather than low-level biological models.

Regarding detecting any changes in the environment, what should be learned in order to detect changes in the environment? Is learning only the mean of the time to reward sufficient? When the amount of reward may also change, it is obvious that the learned time information cannot detect changes in the amount. In this case, what should the learning agent learn to detect both changes in the time to reward and changes in the amount of reward? On the other hand, even if the amount of reward does not change, learning the mean of the time to reward alone cannot detect changes in the time to reward immediately (in one trial) when the environment is stochastic. In this case, are there any ways to detect changes in the time to reward immediately? Furthermore, after a change in the environment is detected, what should the learning agent do in order to recover
from the change quickly?

Regarding giving up a suboptimal action to avoid longer than necessary exploration, how can the agent decide whether or not and when to give up the current action? If it decides to give up the action, what state should it give up to? After giving up, what action should the agent choose? These questions will be addressed in this and the following chapters.

In the following sections, the time delayed n-armed bandit problem is first introduced. Then, the above questions are answered and possible implementations of the ideas of time perception are investigated and simple algorithms specifically for this kind of reinforcement learning problem with only one state are designed. From section 5.3 to section 5.5 the settings of experiments are discussed and the results of experiments on these algorithms are presented. The last section concludes this chapter and discusses related questions.

5.1 Introduction

The classical n-armed bandit problem assumes that a reward is paid off immediately after an arm is pushed. This assumption, however, is not the case in some real-world situations. For instance, patients in a clinical trial may not be able to give immediate responses after being treated \[165\] and a supercomputer needs some time to process a task after the task is chosen \[166\]. In this chapter, we study a more general problem, the n-armed bandit problem with time delay, viz. the time delayed n-armed bandit problem.

Instead of receiving rewards immediately, the learning agent needs to wait some time after pushing an arm and before a reward is received. Both the amount of reward and the time to reward may be deterministic or stochastic and their distributions may also change over time. Though this problem can still be considered as a MDP by augmenting the state space with time steps, we model it as a semi-MDP in order to simplify it from a multiple-state problem to a single-state problem and therefore speed up learning and planning. This problem, however, is only a simplified version of semi-MDP: a reward only appears at a specific and discrete time, viz. at the end of one episode. In addition, instead of considering the temporally extended actions or state transitions as indivisible units, which is the case for the theory of semi-MDPs, we treat them as temporal abstractions of
an underlying MDP so that we can interrupt and change the course of the temporally extended actions or state transitions, similar to Sutton et al.’s framework of options \cite{72,73}. After choosing one action, the agent has the option to give up the action, go back and remake its choice at every time step while waiting for a reward.

The time delayed n-armed bandit problem, which has only one state but multiple actions, is probably the simplest reinforcement learning problem with delayed rewards. In this chapter, we will experiment with this simple problem and see if learning and perceiving the time to reward can improve the performance of the learning agent in various experimental scenarios.

The time delayed n-armed bandit problem can be described as follows. There is an n-armed bandit and the learning agent can push any of its arms. After one arm is pushed, a reward \( r \) comes after a period of time \( t \). Here, we only consider it as a one-step episodic semi-Markov task for simplicity. One episode starts when one arm is pushed and ends when a reward is received. After choosing one action, the agent has the option to give up the action, go back and remake its choice at every time step while waiting for a reward. After receiving a reward, the learning agent goes back and starts another episode. The goal may be to maximise the expected one-step undiscounted return

\[
E(r), \quad (5.1)
\]
to minimise the expected time to reward

\[
E(t), \quad (5.2)
\]
to maximise the expected one-step discounted return

\[
E(\gamma^t r), \quad (5.3)
\]
where \( \gamma \) is the discount rate, \( 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1 \), or to maximise the expected rate of return

\[
E(r/t). \quad (5.4)
\]

This problem is similar to the optimal foraging problem \cite{20,21}. In the optimal foraging problem, there are \( n \) patches and a predator chooses one of the patches to exploit. The possible goals are similar to those of the time delayed n-armed
bandit problem, e.g. to get the maximum rate of reward. In fact, the optimal foraging problem can be simplified to the time delayed n-armed bandit problem under the following three assumptions.

1. Assume that the time needed to reach a patch and switch between patches is very small compared with the waiting time in any patch and therefore it can be ignored for the simplicity of analysis.

2. Assume that there is no energy loss for waiting in one patch and switching between patches apart from the time loss.

3. Assume that the time starts with the selection of a patch. For example, suppose there are two patches, one with the time to reward 3 mins, the other one with the time to reward 4 mins. If the predator waits 3 mins at the first patch and then switches to the second one, it still needs to wait for 4 mins before a reward appears (not 1 min).

5.2 Algorithms

In this section, we introduce simple versions of algorithms specifically designed to solve reinforcement learning problems with only one state, to which the time delayed n-armed bandit problem belongs. In the next chapter, we extend these algorithms to work with multiple states.

We first consider cases where the amount of the reward for actions is the same and also does not change (stationary and deterministic). In these cases, the time to reward for actions can be learned and then used to make decisions. Instead of choosing the action with the maximum value of the estimated discounted reward most of time, the learning agent selects the action with the minimum value of the estimated time to reward most of time. It is worth pointing out that, although it may not be equivalent to maximising the expected discounted reward in stochastic environments, minimising the expected time to reward (getting a reward in the shortest time) is also a sensible optimal target. We introduce three algorithms for these cases, viz. time estimation (T learning), time estimation with time perception (TP learning) and time estimation with time perception without giving up (TPWG learning). T learning is a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm that learns the time to reward ($T$). In particular, it only learns the mean of the time to reward and then uses it to make decisions. TP/TPWG
learning, however, learns both the mean and variance of the time to reward. In addition to using the estimated mean of the time to reward to make decisions like T learning, they also use both the estimated mean and variance of the time to reward to detect any changes in the environment. When a change is detected, the learning agent responds to it specifically in order to recover from it quickly. In addition, unlike T/TPWG learning, TP learning also uses the estimated mean and variance of the time to reward to find out when the agent should give up this time’s exploration of the current action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration.

Next, we consider cases where the amount of reward for actions may be different and may also change over time. In these cases, learning the time to reward alone is neither enough to make decisions nor enough to detect changes in the environment. Thus, the discounted reward is learned and then used to make decisions instead. In addition, we extend the ideas of learning and perceiving the time to reward to learning and perceiving the discounted reward. We introduce three algorithms for these cases, viz. value estimation (V learning), value estimation with value perception (VP learning) and value estimation with value perception without giving up (VPWG learning). V learning is a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm that learns the discounted return. In particular, it only learns the mean of the discounted reward and then uses it to make decisions. VP/VPWG learning, however, learns both the mean and variance of the discounted reward. In addition, VP learning also learns both the mean and variance of the undiscounted reward. In addition to using the estimated mean of the discounted reward to make decisions like V learning, VP/VPWG learning also uses both the mean and variance of the discounted reward to detect changes in the environment. In addition, VP learning uses all learned information to decide whether to give up this time’s exploration of the current action.

It is worth noting that both T learning and V learning are not our original contributions but standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms used to compare with our learning algorithms.

The notation used to describe algorithms is summarised in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Summary of notation used to describe algorithms for the time delayed n-armed bandit problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>set of possible actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>any action $\in A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \setminus a$</td>
<td>set of possible actions except action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_c$</td>
<td>the current action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a^*$</td>
<td>the optimal action in terms of the agent’s criterion of optimality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_g$</td>
<td>the action the agent will choose after giving up; 0 (viz. no action) if it should not give up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>learning rate, $0 &lt; \alpha \leq 1$; a scalar with a fixed value for T and V learning and a function of actions for both TP/TPWG and VP/VPWG learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_0, \delta, \eta$</td>
<td>parameters used to calculate $\alpha$ for TP/TPWG and VP/VPWG learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2(a)$</td>
<td>learning rate specifically used to learn the variance for action $a$, $0 &lt; \alpha_2 \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{2\text{max}}, \alpha_{2\text{min}}$</td>
<td>the maximum/minimum of $\alpha_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>random parameter to explore suboptimal actions, $0 \leq \epsilon \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{\text{max}}, \epsilon_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>the maximum/minimum of $\epsilon$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>parameter used to calculate $\epsilon$ in both TP/TPWG and VP/VPWG learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_2$</td>
<td>random parameter to decide whether to explore the current action longer than usual; with probability $\frac{\phi}{2}$, explore the current action longer than usual, $0 \leq \epsilon_2 \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_3$</td>
<td>random parameter to decide whether to explore the amount of reward for the current action; with probability $\frac{\epsilon_3}{2}$, the agent does not give up the current action, $0 \leq \epsilon_3 \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>discount rate to discount future rewards, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>discrete time step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>the amount of reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T(a)$</td>
<td>estimated mean of the time to reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{var}}(a)$</td>
<td>estimated variance of the time to reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q(a)$</td>
<td>estimated mean of the discounted reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{var}}(a)$</td>
<td>estimated variance of the discounted reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R(a)$</td>
<td>estimated mean of the undiscounted reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{var}}(a)$</td>
<td>estimated variance of the undiscounted reward for action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>the size of the expectation window ranging from $T(a) - k \sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$ to $T(a) + k \sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$, $Q(a) - k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)}$ to $Q(a) + k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)}$, or $R(a) - k \sqrt{R_{\text{var}}(a)}$ to $R(a) + k \sqrt{R_{\text{var}}(a)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{count_correct}(a)$</td>
<td>the number of times/episodes in a row that the actual time to reward or the actual discounted reward for $a$ is correctly estimated; whether they are correctly estimated is judged by algorithms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{threshold}(a)$</td>
<td>the time step after which the learning agent should give up action $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{action_forCmp}(a)$</td>
<td>the action which the agent uses to compare with action $a$; 0 (viz. no action) if no action is eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{flag_correctEst}(a)$</td>
<td>a Boolean storing the information about whether or not the actual time to reward or the actual discounted reward for $a$ is correctly estimated judged by algorithms; refer to section 5.2.2.5 for how to evaluate whether or not they are correctly estimated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flag_correctEstR(a) a Boolean storing the information about whether or not the estimated amount of reward for action a is correct judged by algorithms

flag_correctCmp(a) a Boolean storing the information about whether or not action a can be used to compare with the current action judged by algorithms

flag_exploreAmount a Boolean deciding whether the learning agent will explore the amount of reward, viz. not give up

5.2.1 Time estimation

The mean of the time to reward is learned through an incremental updating rule with a fixed learning rate. The mean of a random variable $x$ can be estimated from a finite sample of observations incrementally using

$$m_n = \frac{x_n + m_{n-1}(n-1)}{n} = m_{n-1} + \frac{x_n - m_{n-1}}{n}$$

(5.5)

where $m$ is the estimated mean, $x_n$ is the $n$th observed data, $m_n$ is the $n$th estimation of the mean. In order to avoid tracking/memorising $n$ (the number of data observed so far) and also to track nonstationary environments as discussed in subsection 3.5.1, we replace $\frac{1}{n}$ with a very small number $\alpha$:

$$m_n \approx m_{n-1} + \alpha(x_n - m_{n-1})$$

(5.6)

where $0 < \alpha \leq 1$ is the learning rate for learning the mean.

As shown in algorithm [1], a standard time estimation reinforcement learning algorithm (T learning) learns the time to reward ($T$) through an incremental updating rule with a fixed learning rate shown in equation 5.6 and then uses it to make decisions through a non-greedy rule, e.g. $\epsilon$-greedy and softmax methods. Since the n-armed bandit problem has only one state (but $n$ actions) and we only consider it as a one-step episodic task, it has no state transition and the $T$ value is only updated when a reward is received. In essence, this algorithm is just a simplified version of classical reinforcement learning algorithms to learn the time to reward with only one state.

---

[1] The action with the minimum $T$ is chosen most of time, but with probability $\epsilon$, actions are chosen randomly.
Algorithm 1 T learning

Inputs: $T$; Outputs: $T$; Parameters: $\alpha, \epsilon$; Internal variables: $t$

for all episodes do
    Choose $a_c$ from all possible actions using the policy derived from $T$ ($\epsilon$-greedy, minimum $T$ priority)
    $t = 0$
    repeat
        $t \leftarrow t + 1$
        until a reward is received
    $T(a_c) \leftarrow T(a_c) + \alpha [t - T(a_c)]$
end for

5.2.2 Time estimation with time perception

In addition to learning the mean of the time to reward as in the standard time estimation reinforcement learning algorithm discussed in the last subsection, the algorithms of time estimation with time perception (TP learning) and time estimation with time perception without giving up (TPWG learning) also learn the variance of the time to reward as shown in algorithm 2-4. The learned time information including both the estimated mean and variance of the time to reward is then used to detect changes in the environment. If a change in the environment is detected, the learning rate is increased in order to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated mean of the time to reward to converge to its true mean. If a suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment, the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is also increased in order to increase the chance that the suboptimal action is visited. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. In addition, for TP learning only, if the agent discovers that the current action is still worse than the optimal one, it gives up this time’s exploration of the action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. Therefore, TPWG learning is exactly the same with TP learning except that the learning agent does not give up. This algorithm is designed to make the experimental comparison fairer because giving up or not giving up is to be regarded as part of the problem formulation, not as part of an algorithm. The details of the algorithms will be discussed in the following subsections.
Algorithm 2 TP/TPWG learning

**Inputs:** $T, T_{\text{var}}$; **Outputs:** $T, T_{\text{var}}$

**Parameters:** $k$; **Internal variables:** $A, a_c, t, \epsilon$ (initial value: $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$), $\text{flag\_correctEst}$ (initial value: FALSE), $\text{count\_correct}$ (initial value: 0), $a_g$ (for TP learning only), $\text{threshold}$ (initial value: $\infty$, for TP learning only), $\text{action\_forCmp}$ (initial value: 0, for TP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctCmp}$ (initial value: FALSE, for TP learning only)

**for all episodes do**

Choose $a_c$ from all possible actions using the policy derived from $T$ ($\epsilon$-greedy, minimum $T$ priority)

$t = 0$

$a_g = 0$ {This line is for TP learning only}

Use algorithm 4 to calculate $\text{threshold}(a_c)$ and $\text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$ {This line is for TP learning only}

repeat

{Below is for TP learning only}

if $a_g \neq 0$ then

$a_c = a_g, a_g = 0, t = 0$

Use algorithm 4 to calculate $\text{threshold}(a_c)$ and $\text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$

end if

if $t > T(a_c) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a_c)}$ then

$\text{flag\_correctEst}(a_c) = \text{FALSE}$

$\text{flag\_correctCmp}(a_c) = \text{FALSE}$

end if

if $\text{flag\_correctEst}(a_c) = \text{TRUE}$ AND $t > \text{threshold}(a_c)$ then

$a_g = \text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$ {Give up and then choose $a_g$}

end if

{Above is for TP learning only}

$t \leftarrow t + 1$

until a reward is received

Use algorithm 3 to update the model

**end for**
Algorithm 3 Update the model (used by algorithm 2)

Inputs: \( T, T_{\text{var}}, a, \epsilon, t, \text{count}_{\text{correct}}, \text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}, \text{flag}_{\text{correctCmp}} \) (for TP learning only)

Outputs: \( T, T_{\text{var}}, \epsilon, \text{count}_{\text{correct}}, \text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}, \text{flag}_{\text{correctCmp}} \) (for TP learning only)

Parameters: \( \alpha_0, \alpha_{2\max}, \alpha_{2\min}, \epsilon_{\max}, \epsilon_{\min}, \phi, k, \delta, \eta \)

Internal variables: \( \alpha, \alpha_2, a^*, T_{\text{old}} \)

\[
\text{flag}_{\text{correctCmp}}(a) = \begin{cases} 
\text{TRUE} & t \leq T(a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)} \\
\text{FALSE} & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

{This line is for TP learning only}

if \( T(a) - k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)} \leq t \leq T(a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)} \) then

\[
\text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}(a) = \text{TRUE}, \alpha_2(a) = \alpha_{2\max}, \text{count}_{\text{correct}}(a) \leftarrow \text{count}_{\text{correct}}(a) + 1
\]

else

\[
\text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}(a) = \text{FALSE}, \alpha_2(a) = \alpha_{2\min}
\]

if this happens twice in a row then

\[
\text{count}_{\text{correct}}(a) = 0
\]

end if

\[
\alpha(a) = \frac{\alpha_0}{(\text{count}_{\text{correct}}(a) + 1 + \delta)^\eta}
\]

if a is not the optimal action then

\[
\epsilon = \begin{cases} 
\epsilon + \phi [\epsilon_{\max} - \epsilon] & t < T(a) - k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)} \text{ AND } t < T(a^*) \\
\epsilon + \phi [\epsilon_{\min} - \epsilon] & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

end if

{Update the estimation}

\[
T_{\text{old}}(a) = T(a); T(a) \leftarrow T(a) + \alpha(a) [t - T(a)]
\]

\[
T_{\text{var}}(a) \leftarrow T_{\text{var}}(a) + \alpha_2(a) \{[t - T_{\text{old}}(a)][t - T(a)] - T_{\text{var}}(a)\} 
\]
Algorithm 4 Calculate when it should give up (used by algorithm 2): for TP learning only

Inputs: \( T, A, a, \text{flag\_correctCmp} \)
Outputs: \( \text{threshold}, \text{action\_forCmp} \)

Parameters: \( \epsilon_2 \)
Internal variables: \( a', A', a'' \)

if \( \exists a' \in A \setminus a \) satisfying \( \text{flag\_correctCmp}(a') = \text{TRUE} \) then
  use \( A' \) to represent the set of all \( a', a'' = \arg\min_{a' \in A'} [T(a')] \)

  \( \text{action\_forCmp}(a) = a'' \)
  if \( T(a) \leq 2T(a'') \) then
    \( \text{threshold}(a) = \infty \)
  else
    \( \text{threshold}(a) = \begin{cases} 
      T(a'') & \text{with probability } 1 - \epsilon_2/2 \\
      2T(a'') & \text{with probability } \epsilon_2/2 
    \end{cases} \)
  end if
else
  \( \text{action\_forCmp}(a) = 0, \text{threshold}(a) = \infty \)
end if

5.2.2.1 Learn the variance of the time to reward

For the same reasons in the estimation of the mean, we replace \( \frac{1}{n-1} \) in equation \( 3.15 \) with a very small number \( \alpha_2 \):

\[
v_n \approx v_{n-1} + \alpha_2 [(x_n - m_{n-1})(x_n - m_n) - v_{n-1}] \tag{5.7}
\]

where \( 0 < \alpha_2 \leq 1 \) is the learning rate for learning variance.

About the choice of the parameter \( \alpha_2 \), it should be less than \( \alpha \) used in equation \( 5.6 \) to estimate the mean. This is first because the learning of variance fluctuates more than the learning of mean if the same learning rate is used. We have used equation \( 5.6 \) and \( 5.7 \) with different learning rates to learn the mean and variance of random variables drawn respectively from Poisson distribution shown in figure \( 5.1 \) and from normal distribution shown in figure \( 5.2 \). From the two figures, we can see that, whereas the mean can be learned in a stable manner with a learning rate of 0.1, the learning of variance fluctuates much more dramatically with the same rate of learning. When the learning rate is 0.01, the learning of variance becomes more stable and closer to the learning of mean with a learning rate of 0.1. If the learning rate further decreases (e.g. 0.001), the learning of variance becomes quite slow.
Figure 5.1: Learn the mean and variance of the time to reward (Poisson distribution). (a.) data randomly drawn from Poisson(10); (b.) learn the mean and variance of the data with different learning rates. The learning of variance is much noisier than the learning of mean with the same learning rate.

Figure 5.2: Learn the mean and variance of the time to reward (normal distribution). (a.) data randomly drawn from norm(0,3); (b.) learn the mean and variance of the data with different learning rates. The learning of variance is much noisier than the learning of mean with the same learning rate.
5.2.2.2 Detect changes in the environment

When the actual time to reward for arm/action $a$ in the current episode is outside $T(a) \pm k\sqrt{T\_var(a)}$ where $T(a)$ and $T\_var(a)$ are respectively the estimated mean and variance of the time to reward for action $a$ and $k \geq 0$, we consider that the time to reward for action $a$ has changed. When the actual time to reward for action $a$ is less than $T(a) - k\sqrt{T\_var(a)}$, we consider that the time to reward for the action has become shorter. It is worth pointing out that a change in the environment is more subjective to the learning agent than an objective matter. Suppose that the learning agent’s initial estimation of the environment is not correct. The learning agent may consider that the environment has changed because the actual environment does not agree with its estimation, even though the environment may never have changed. The agent still needs to reduce the difference between its estimation and the actual value, whether the difference is due to a change of the environment or its incorrect estimation of the environment.

From Chebyshev’s inequality [167], we know that no more than $1/k^2$ of the possible values of a random variable are more than $k$ standard deviations away from its mean, no matter what distribution it has. From one-sided Chebyshev’s inequality, also known as Cantelli’s inequality, no more than $1/k^2 + 1$ of the values are less than the mean minus $k$ standard deviations. Specifically, if $k = 3$, no more than $1/9$ of the values are more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean, no matter what distribution a random variable has. From one-sided Chebyshev’s inequality, no more than $1/10$ of the values are less than the mean minus 3 standard deviations. For a normal distribution, in particular, no more than 3% of the values are more than 3 standard deviations away from the mean. Therefore, we can effectively detect changes in the time to reward in most cases with the above method. Furthermore, we can cover even more cases with a greater standard deviation window. For instance, if we choose a window with 6 standard deviations, no more than $1/36$ of the values are outside the window for any distribution and $1/506842372$ for normal distribution. This is also the theory behind the famous $6\sigma$ business management strategy initially implemented by Motorola [168].

This method has the potential to detect a change in the environment with only one trial even in a stochastic environment. On the other hand, if only the mean of the time to reward is learned, it needs many trials to detect a change in a stochastic environment because it has to compare the mean of the values in recent
several trials with the mean of the values in several trials before recent several trials. Furthermore, this method is much easier to implement than learning the full distribution of the time to reward, which is a non-trivial task in its own right.

However, it is worth noting the following four points about this method. Firstly, no matter how big the window is (except infinity), there is no guarantee that all data from the same distribution are within the window for some distributions, e.g. normal distribution. This means that a false detection of a change is unavoidable. Therefore, the policy used to handle environmental changes needs to accommodate these data, e.g. responding incrementally rather than abruptly. Secondly, when the time to reward changes not very greatly in a stochastic environment, e.g., the new time to reward is still within $T(a) \pm k \sqrt{T \cdot \text{var}(a)}$, this method cannot detect the change. But, if the change in the environment is very small, it may not be necessary to respond specifically to the change, since classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms may be able to handle the change very well. In addition, if the mean has not changed but the variance has increased, this method may still consider the environment changed. Lastly, $k$ cannot be too small or too large. A large $k$ can reduce the rate of false detections of environmental changes but at the same time it increases the chance of failing to detect real environmental changes, viz. less sensitive to changes in the environment. On the other hand, a small $k$ can detect even small environmental changes, but at the same time it is more likely to make a false detection of environmental changes, viz. too sensitive to changes in the environment.

5.2.2.3 Respond to a change in the environment

When a change in the environment is detected by the method mentioned above, the agent can increase the learning rate, increase the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy), or give up the current action and then remake decisions in order to adapt to the new environment quickly.

Firstly, the agent can increase the learning rate in order for the agent to learn the change quickly. Whenever a change in the time to reward for one arm $a$ is detected by the above method, the learning rate for this arm is increased either temporarily to a high value or incrementally in order to learn the change quickly. One way to increase the learning rate temporarily is to use a bigger learning rate if a change is detected twice in a row. The reason why we require that a change is detected twice in a row before the learning rate is increased is to
reduce the influence of noise. Alternatively, we can also use a probabilistic rule: the probability of increasing the learning rate is increased with the number of changes detected in a row increasing. Otherwise, a small learning rate is used.

One way to increase the learning rate incrementally is, when a change is detected, to update the learning rate by

$$\alpha(a) \leftarrow \alpha(a) + \phi_{\alpha_{in}} [\alpha_{max} - \alpha(a)]$$

(5.8)

where $\alpha(a)$ is the learning rate of action $a$, $0 < \phi_{\alpha_{in}} \leq 1$, $\alpha_{max}$ is the maximum value of $\alpha$. Otherwise, it is updated by

$$\alpha(a) \leftarrow \alpha(a) + \phi_{\alpha_{de}} [\alpha_{min} - \alpha(a)]$$

(5.9)

where $0 < \phi_{\alpha_{de}} \leq 1$, $\alpha_{min}$ is the minimum value of $\alpha$.

Regarding the learning rate ($\alpha_2$) used to calculate the estimated variance, a smaller value should be used when a change in the environment is detected and a bigger value used otherwise. This is so that the estimated mean converges first and then the estimated variance. Otherwise, the estimated variance becomes so big that the changed actual time to reward may still fall within the estimated mean plus and minus $k$ standard deviations, even though the learning agent has not yet recovered from the environmental change. When the environment changes, two things contribute to the variance, viz., the change in the environment (more precisely, the change in the mean) and the variance of the new environment. In order to reduce the influence of the change in the environment on the estimation of variance, a smaller learning rate is used to learn the variance when the environment changes. Admittedly, it would be ideal to eliminate the influence of the change in the environment on the estimation of variance completely and only learn the variance of the new environment. Unfortunately, however, it seems impossible because the mean of the new environment is unknown.

Secondly, the agent can increase the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) to increase the chance that suboptimal actions are explored. Suppose that the time to reward for the optimal arm has not changed or has changed to a value still less than the previous time to reward for all other arms. If the new time to reward for another arm has become less than that for the previous optimal arm, it would take the learning agent a long time to find that the suboptimal arm has improved because the suboptimal action is seldom selected. Even after
the arm has been explored, it still takes a long time to update the value of the previous suboptimal action before it can take the place of the previous optimal action, because suboptimal actions are seldom explored and values are updated incrementally. One way to speed up the speed of updating the value of the suboptimal arm is to increase the random parameter $\epsilon$ if $\epsilon$-greedy is used to make a non-greedy decision. Specifically, $\epsilon$ is increased whenever the actual time to reward for any suboptimal action in the current episode becomes shorter than its estimated mean minus $k$ standard deviations and shorter than the expected time to reward for the optimal action. When these two conditions are satisfied, increase $\epsilon$ towards its maximum value by

$$
\epsilon \leftarrow \epsilon + \phi_{\epsilon_{\text{in}}} \left[ \epsilon_{\text{max}} - \epsilon \right]
$$

(5.10)

where $\epsilon_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum possible value of $\epsilon$ and $\phi_{\epsilon_{\text{in}}}$ is a small positive number. Otherwise,

$$
\epsilon \leftarrow \epsilon + \phi_{\epsilon_{\text{de}}} \left[ \epsilon_{\text{min}} - \epsilon \right]
$$

(5.11)

is used to decrease epsilon towards its minimum value. Here, $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum possible value of $\epsilon$ and $\phi_{\epsilon_{\text{de}}}$ is a small positive number. In particular, when the environment stays the same, epsilon decreases towards its minimum value and therefore $\epsilon$ will converge to $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$ as long as the environment stays the same for long enough after one change whether the changes on the time to reward among actions are correlated or not.

It is worth noting that the two conditions should both be checked. When the new time to reward for a suboptimal action becomes shorter, the new time to reward may still be much worse than that for the optimal action, where we should not increase $\epsilon$. On the other hand, if the new time to reward for a suboptimal action has not become shorter, it is likely that its time to reward has not changed and therefore is still longer than that for the optimal action. The reason why its actual time to reward in some episodes is shorter than the estimated time to reward for the optimal action may be that there are only some samples shorter whereas most are not. If so, the suboptimal action is still suboptimal and therefore we should not increase $\epsilon$ either. Otherwise, $\epsilon$ would fluctuate. When both conditions are satisfied, it is more likely that the suboptimal action may have become optimal.
In addition, for problems with more than two arms, increasing $\epsilon$ would encourage exploration of all suboptimal actions including those whose time to reward has not changed or has even become longer. In order to solve this problem, a softmax method can be used instead of $\epsilon$-greedy. Only the suboptimal actions, whose time to reward has become shorter and also shorter than the estimated time to reward for the optimal action, are explored more often.

Finally, the agent can give up the current action if the time to reward for the current action has been delayed. If the reward may never come or is so delayed that it is not worth waiting, it makes sense for the agent to give up and choose other actions instead rather than to wait there forever. Unfortunately, however, the learning agent would never know whether the reward will appear in the near future or not unless it continues its waiting and the ‘future’ arrives.

TP/TPWG learning uses the first two methods, viz. increase the learning rate and increase $\epsilon$, to respond quickly to changes in the environment. The learning agent will not give up actions unless it has learned the new environment correctly.

### 5.2.2.4 Ensure the estimated mean converges to the true mean

In a deterministic stationary environment, the estimated mean calculated by equation 5.6 with a fixed learning rate, will eventually converge to the true mean regardless of the initial estimated value. In a stochastic stationary environment, however, the estimated mean calculated by equation 5.6 with a fixed learning rate cannot converge to the true mean regardless of the initial estimated value. As figure 5.3 shows, although the initial estimated value is equal to the true mean, the estimated mean still fluctuates even with a moderate fixed learning rate 0.1. With a smaller learning rate, it would fluctuate less seriously at the expense of the learning speed, but the fluctuation cannot be completely eliminated unless the learning rate is equal to 0. Generally speaking, the smaller the learning rate is, the slower the learning speed is, unless the initial estimated mean is already equal to or close to the true mean where it does not need learning or a greater learning rate may push the estimated mean further away from its true value. As discussed previously, when $\alpha(n)$, the value of $\alpha$ used to calculate $m_n$, satisfies equation 2.21, the estimated mean is guaranteed to converge to the true mean.

As mentioned previously, a fixed learning rate does not satisfy equation 2.21. Does the learning rate calculated by equation 5.9 satisfy the two conditions? If $\alpha_{\text{min}} > 0$, $\alpha(n)$ will converge to $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ eventually with the equation and $\alpha(n)$ is not
Figure 5.3: Learn the mean of a random variable with a fixed learning rate (0.1); the initial estimation is 10; the data is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 10. Although the initial estimated value is equal to the true mean, the estimated mean still fluctuates even with a moderate fixed learning rate 0.1.

less than $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ for any $n$ assuming that $\alpha_{\text{max}} \geq \alpha_{\text{min}}$. Based on these observations, we have

$$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \alpha^2(n) \geq \alpha_{\text{min}}^2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} n = \infty. \tag{5.12}$$

Therefore, the second condition is not satisfied. On the other hand, if $\alpha_{\text{min}} = 0$,

$$\alpha(n) = \alpha(n-1) - \phi \alpha(n-1) = (1 - \phi) \alpha(n-1) = (1 - \phi)^n \alpha(0). \tag{5.13}$$

Based on this equation, we have

$$\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \alpha(n) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (1 - \phi)^n \alpha(0) = \alpha(0) \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1 - (1 - \phi)^n}{\phi} = \frac{\alpha(0)}{\phi} \tag{5.14}$$

if $0 < \phi \leq 1$. Therefore, the first condition is not satisfied. One choice of $\alpha(n)$ which does satisfy both conditions is

$$\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{(n + \delta)^n} \tag{5.15}$$
where \( \alpha(n) \) is the learning rate used to calculate the \( n \)th estimation of mean in equation 5.6, \( \delta \) is a non-negative number, and \( 1 \leq \eta < 2 \).

On the other hand, the learning rate satisfying equation 2.21 does not work well in nonstationary environments where the learning agent needs to keep learning in case the environment has changed and therefore cannot decrease its learning rate to a very small value. This is also one of the main reasons why a fixed learning rate is usually used in reinforcement learning.

Another disadvantage of using a learning rate satisfying equation 2.21 is that the learning is quite slow even in stationary environments if the initial estimated mean is not close to the true mean and the initial learning rate is not very big. We do experiments on a Poisson distributed random variable with a mean of 10 with different initial estimated mean. \( \alpha(n) \) is calculated by equation 5.15 and we set \( \alpha(0) = 0.1, \delta = 0 \) and \( \eta = 1 \). As figure 5.4 shows, when the initial estimated value is 10, the difference between the estimated mean and the true mean is near 0 after 1000 episodes’ learning; when the initial estimated value is 8, the difference between the estimated mean and the true mean is within 1 after 1000 episodes’ learning; when the initial estimated value is 12, the difference between the estimated mean and the true mean is more than 1 after 1000 episodes’ learning. Because the learning rate becomes smaller and smaller, it would take even longer to further reduce the estimation error.

However, since our learning algorithm can detect changes in the environment, it can increase the learning rate to learn the change quickly when an environmental change has been detected and decrease the learning rate with respect to equation 2.21 in order for the estimated mean to converge to the true mean when an environmental change has not been detected.

Specifically, TP/TPWG learning uses a big learning rate when an environmental change has been detected twice in a row and then decreases the learning rate according to equation 5.15 otherwise. In addition, as mentioned previously, we should use a smaller learning rate to learn the variance when the environment changes in order to reduce the influence of the environmental change on the estimated variance. After the mean is near its true value, we should use a bigger learning rate to learn the true variance quickly. If we use the same big learning rate (0.01) to learn variance whether the environment changes or not, the estimated variance may become so big that the changed actual time can still
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Figure 5.4: Learn the mean of a random variable with a decreasing variable learning rate; $\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{n}$, where $n$ is the $n$th estimation and $\alpha(0) = 0.1$, the data is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 10; $m_0$ is the initial estimation of the mean. The learning is quite slow even in stationary environments if the initial estimated mean is not close to the true mean and the initial learning rate is not very big.
fall within the estimated mean plus and minus $k$ standard deviations and therefore the learning rate used to learn the mean starts to decrease, even though the estimated mean is still far away from the true mean. As figure 5.5 shows, it would take the learning agent forever to learn the true mean. On the other hand, if we use the same small learning rate (0.001) to learn variance whether the environment changes or not, the variance is so small that the actual time may fall outside the estimated mean plus and minus $k$ standard deviations even though the estimated mean is very close to the true mean and therefore the learning rate is increased incorrectly. As figure 5.6 shows, even when the mean has converged, $\alpha$ is still increased accidentally.

For these reasons, we use a smaller learning rate to learn variance when a change in the environment is detected and a greater learning rate if not. It is worth pointing out that even with this parameter setting, the above issues cannot be completely eliminated: the variance may still be incorrectly estimated with some data and this may further lead to incorrect estimation of the mean. However, the chance that the issues happen becomes much smaller. In the following experiment, we set $\alpha_2 = 0.002$ when an environmental change has been detected, $\alpha_2 = 0.01$ when it has not. As figure 5.7 shows, the learning is not only fast but also stable.

In addition, as discussed previously, when the actual time to reward for a suboptimal action is not smaller than its estimated mean minus $k$ standard deviations or is not smaller than the estimated time to reward for the optimal action in the state, it is likely that the suboptimal action is still suboptimal. Therefore, we decrease the exploration rate of the state (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) gradually towards its minimum value with equation 5.11 in order to reduce the cost of exploration of suboptimal actions and in order to enable the learning to converge to a better policy.

5.2.2.5 Evaluate whether or not the time information has been correctly learned

Although continuous exploration is needed in nonstationary environments, it is not necessary to continue this time’s exploration of the current action or the current state-action pair beyond the time when the learning agent has found that the action is still worse than the optimal one. It is worth noting, however, that this does not affect future exploration of the action or the state-action pair. For
Figure 5.5: Learn the mean of a variable with a variable $\alpha$ and a fixed big $\alpha_2$; $\alpha(n) = \alpha(0)$ if an environmental change is detected twice in a row, otherwise $\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{n+1}$ where $n$ is the number that an environmental change has not been detected in a row, $\alpha(0) = 0.1$; $\alpha_2 = 0.01$; the data is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 6 in the first 500 episodes and then is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 10. If we use the same learning rate (0.01) to learn the variance whether the environment changes or not, the estimated variance may become so big when the environment changes that the changed actual time can still fall within the estimated mean plus and minus $k$ standard deviations and therefore the learning rate used to learn the mean continues to decrease, even though the estimated mean is still far away from the true mean.
Figure 5.6: Learn the mean of a random variable with a variable \( \alpha \) and a fixed small \( \alpha_2 \): \( \alpha(n) = \alpha(0) \) if the environmental change is detected twice in a row, otherwise \( \alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{n+1} \) where \( n \) is the number that the environmental change has not been detected in a row, \( \alpha(0) = 0.1; \alpha_2 = 0.001 \); the data is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 10. If we use the same small learning rate (0.001) to learn variance whether the environment changes or not, the variance is so small that the actual time may fall outside the estimated mean plus and minus \( k \) standard deviations even though the estimated mean is very close to the true mean and therefore the learning rate is increased incorrectly.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of learning the mean of a variable with different learning rates; the initial estimation is all 0; the data is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 10; (a.) a fixed learning rate (0.1); (b.) $\alpha(n) = \alpha(0)$ if the environmental change is detected twice in a row, otherwise $\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{n+1}$ where $n$ is the number that the environmental change has not been detected in a row, $\alpha(0) = 0.1$; $\alpha_2 = 0.002$ when the environmental change has not been detected, $\alpha_2 = 0.01$ when it has not. (c.) $\alpha(n) = \frac{\alpha(0)}{n}$ where $n$ is the $n$th estimation and $\alpha(0) = 0.1$. 
simplicity, we consider a time delayed 2-armed bandit problem. The two arms have the same amount of reward that does not change over time. The time to reward for the two arms is deterministic but nonstationary. Suppose that the agent has learned that it takes the agent 1 minute to get a reward if it chooses the first arm and 1 year to get the same amount of reward if it selects the second arm. Even so, the agent still needs to explore/select the second arm occasionally just in case the environment has changed and the time to reward for the second arm has become even shorter than that for the first arm, e.g. 1 second. This is the classical trade-off between exploration and exploitation. On the other hand, however, does the agent need to wait (1 year) until receiving a reward after it picks the second arm? Fortunately, this is not necessary. If the reward has not arrived 1 minute after the second arm is selected, the agent can conclude that the second arm is still worse than the first one, so the purpose of this time’s exploration has been served and the agent does not need to wait there any longer. One important condition for this conclusion is that the estimated time to reward for the first arm, which is used to compare with the current action (the second arm), should not have been underestimated. Otherwise, the agent may even give up the optimal action.

When the actual time to reward for action $a$ falls within $T(a) \pm k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$, we consider that its time information has been correctly learned. Otherwise, we consider it not. Initially, we set the estimated variance to 0 so that it will not be evaluated as correct unless it is in a deterministic environment and the estimated mean is the correct one. When the actual time to reward for action $a$ is no more than $T(a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$, we consider the estimated time to reward for action $a$ has not been underestimated and action $a$ has the correct time information for comparison. It can be used to decide whether to give up another action. This simple method is used in TP learning.

In order to make it robust to noise, we can make some modifications to the above simple rule. The prediction of whether the time information for one action has been learned correctly only changes when the action has been taken $n$ times and its actual time to reward all falls within or outside $T(a) \pm k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$ in a row. Obviously, when $n = 1$, it is just the above simple rule. Alternatively, we can also make the prediction probabilistic. When the actual time to reward for the action $a$ falls within $T(a) \pm k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a)}$, the probability that the time information has been correctly learned increases towards 1; otherwise, it decreases.
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5.2.2.6 Give up the current action

Assume that the time to reward for the current action $a$ has been correctly learned and the time to reward for at least one of the other actions ($a'$) has not been underestimated. We use $a''$ to denote the action which has the minimum $T$ value among all $a'$. If the estimated time to the reward for $a$ is more than that for $a''$ and also the learning agent has spent in the current action ($a$) for more than the estimated time to reward for $a''$, the learning agent will give up the current action and then remake its decisions.

This is the simplest one, but it is not optimal when the actual time to reward for $a$ is less than twice the estimated time to reward for $a''$. For example, suppose that the time to reward for $a$ is 3 seconds and the time to reward for $a''$ is 2 seconds. If the agent waits for 2 seconds after choosing $a$, and then gives up and takes $a''$ instead, it will take the agent 4 seconds to get a reward. On the other hand, however, if the agent waits until a reward arrives after selecting $a$, it will only take the agent 3 seconds to get a reward. In this case, it is better not to give up when $a$ is chosen because the agent can get the reward earlier by staying in $a$ than by giving up and choosing $a''$ instead. In addition, in some special cases, this method may make the learning unstable. For instance, suppose that there are two arms. The time to reward for the first arm is deterministic and the time to reward for the second one is stochastic. The mean of the time to reward for the first arm is slightly less than the mean of the time to reward for the second one. The actual time to reward for the second arm may be less than the mean of the time to reward for the first arm in some episodes. If the learning agent gives up when the time elapsed after the second action is chosen exceeds the mean of the time to reward for the first arm, the estimated mean of the time to reward for the second arm is only updated in episodes when its actual time to reward is less than the mean of the time to reward for the first arm. Gradually, the estimated mean of the time to reward for the second arm will become less than or equal to that for the first arm, though the actual mean of the time to reward for the second arm is still greater than that for the first arm. After that, the second arm is chosen most of time and is not given up. The learning agent will soon find that the mean of its time to reward is actually still greater than that for the first arm, so it will then choose the first arm most of time and another cycle of switching
between arms commences.

The second method is that the agent will not give up unless the estimated time to reward for \( a \) is more than twice the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \). If this condition is satisfied, most of the time, the learning agent only explores \( T(a'') \) after it takes \( a \). But at times, it explores \( 2T(a'') \) after choosing \( a \) just in case the time to reward for \( a \) has become less than \( 2T(a'') \) where it is better not to give up when \( a \) is chosen. This method can solve the instability problem caused by the first method. For the previous example, when the estimated time to reward for the second arm becomes less than twice that for the first arm, the learning agent will not give up the second arm. Afterwards, the estimated time to reward for the second arm should increase and become more than twice that for the first arm statistically. Therefore, the estimated time to reward for the second arm is more than that for the first arm, viz. the first arm is the estimated optimal one, all the time. This method is used in TP learning.

Finally, in both of the above methods, the waiting time after action \( a \) is taken is proportional to the estimated mean of the time to reward for action \( a'' \). Instead of using \( T(a'') \), we can also use \( T(a'') + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(a'')} \) to decide when to give up. Obviously, this method encourages longer exploration because the agent explores suboptimal actions longer before giving up. Furthermore, the agent can also choose actions based on their estimated mean plus \( k \) standard deviations instead of their estimated mean alone in order to encourage exploration of actions whose values are uncertain. In this sense, it is similar to the Interval Estimation (IE) algorithm [69] where the action with the largest upper interval boundary is selected most of the time instead of the one with the largest mean.

It is worth pointing out that when the time information of the current action is not correct, it is also safe to give up. However, after giving up, the time to reward for the action cannot be correctly learned because the learning agent has not received the reward yet before giving up. Therefore, its time information cannot be used to decide whether to give up other actions later on. In addition, it cannot guarantee that the actual mean of the time to reward for \( a \) is more than twice the actual mean of the time to reward for \( a'' \) when the estimated time to reward for \( a \) is more than twice the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \) because the estimated time to reward for \( a \) may not be correct. Finally, if the learning agent is allowed to give up \( a \) even though the estimated time to reward for \( a \) is not more than the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \), we need to specifically increase
its estimation after giving up because its estimation cannot be updated through the normal updating rule due to the giving up. Otherwise, action \( a \) would stay as the optimal one and the learning agent would keep choosing action \( a \) most of time and then giving it up. One way to solve the problem is to update \( T(a) \) and \( T_{\text{var}}(a) \) using an assumed time to reward. When the learning agent gives up at the \( t^{th} \) time step, it may expect the reward to be able to receive in \( kt \) time steps where \( k > 1, k \in \mathbb{R} \). Thus, we can update \( T(a) \) and \( T_{\text{var}}(a) \) by using the assumed time to reward instead of the actual time to reward.

After giving up, the learning agent can remake its decision with respect to its policy. If so, however, the learning agent may still choose the previous action \( (a) \) after giving up. Although this helps to update the \( T \) value of this action, it may take the learning agent a long time to find whether or not the time to reward for the action \( (a'') \) used to decide to give up the previous action has also changed. If the time to reward for that action also becomes longer, the learning agent should not give up the current action since the time to reward for the compared action is not correct for comparison any more. Alternatively, the learning agent can just choose the action used to decide to give up the previous action in order to find whether or not the time to reward for that action has changed. If the time to reward for that action has become longer, it will not give up the action next time. If the time to reward for that action has not changed, however, this does not help the learning agent to recover from the environmental change because the \( T \) values of all actions have not changed at all and therefore their rank also does not change. This alternative method is used in TP learning after the learning agent gives up.

It is worth pointing out that the method of giving up used by TP learning is flexible and robust enough to cope with almost every case. Firstly, it always explores the current action at least the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \) just in case the time to reward for the current action \( (a) \) has become less than the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \) and \( a \) has become the optimal action. Secondly, when the estimated time to reward for the current arm is less than twice the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \), the learning agent does not give up the current action because it would take more time to get a reward if it gives up. On the other hand, when the estimated time to reward for the current arm is more than twice the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \), the learning agent would give up the current action at the time step equal to the estimated time to reward for \( a'' \) most of time. But just in
case the time to reward for \( a \) has become less than \( 2T(a'') \) where it is better not to give up when \( a \) is chosen, it explores \( 2T(a'') \) after \( a \) is taken occasionally. Given that the time information has been correctly learned, this method can behave near optimally in almost all settings of the time to reward.

### 5.2.3 Value (discounted reward) estimation

This algorithm is quite like algorithm 1. The only difference is that it learns the discounted reward and then uses it to make decisions instead of the time to reward. As shown in algorithm 5, a standard value (discounted reward) estimation reinforcement learning algorithm learns the discounted reward (\( Q \)) through an incremental updating rule with a fixed learning rate and then uses it to make decisions through a non-greedy rule, e.g. \( \epsilon \)-greedy or softmax methods, with respect to the \( Q \) values of arms/actions. Since the n-armed bandit problem has only one state (but \( n \) actions) and we only consider it as a one-step episodic task, it has no state transition and \( Q \) values are only updated when a reward is received. In essence, this algorithm is just a simplified version of classical reinforcement learning algorithms to learn the discounted reward with only one state.

**Algorithm 5** V learning

**Inputs:** \( Q \); **Outputs:** \( Q \); **Parameters:** \( \alpha, \epsilon, \gamma \); **Internal variables:** \( t \)

```plaintext
for all episodes do
    Choose \( a_c \) from all possible actions using the policy derived from \( Q \) (\( \epsilon \)-greedy) and then take action \( a_c \)
    \( t = 0 \)
    repeat
        \( t \leftarrow t + 1 \)
        until a reward \( r \) is received
        \( Q(a_c) \leftarrow Q(a_c) + \alpha [\gamma^t r - Q(a_c)] \)
end for
```

### 5.2.4 Value (discounted reward) estimation with value perception

TP/TPWG learning improves the standard time estimation reinforcement learning algorithm by learning both the estimated mean and variance of the time to reward, and then using them to detect any change in the environment and responding quickly to it if a change is detected. TP learning goes further by giving
up the current action if it has discovered that the current action is still worse than the optimal one. But they only work when the amount of reward for actions is the same and does not change. Firstly, the learned time information alone cannot be used to make sensible decisions if the amount of reward for actions is not the same. Secondly, it cannot detect changes in the amount of reward. If the amount of reward for actions is not the same but does not change, the agent can still use the learned time to reward to detect changes in the environment and then respond to the change quickly. Finally, the agent cannot just use the learned time to reward to decide when to give up because the giving up time is also decided by the relative amount of reward for actions in addition to the time to reward for actions. It is obvious that a bigger reward is worth waiting longer for. Therefore, we also need to learn the mean of the amount of reward in order to decide when to give up if the amount of reward for actions is not the same. For instance, consider a deterministic stationary environment for simplicity. Suppose that the reward for the current action has an amount of $r_1$, the reward for another action has an amount of $r_2$ occurred at $t_2$, and the time has elapsed $t$ and no reward has been received since the learning agent chose the current action. Also suppose that the criterion of optimality is to maximise the discounted reward with a discounted factor $\gamma$. Only when $t > \log \gamma r_2 - \log \gamma r_1 + t_2$, viz. $\gamma^t r_1 < \gamma^{t_2} r_2$, the agent can deduct that the current action is worse than the compared action and therefore the learning agent can give up the action and end this time’s exploration.

From the viewpoint of the learning agent, the learning agent will not consider the environment changed if its optimal target, e.g. the discounted reward, has not changed, though in reality the environment may have changed, e.g. the time to reward and the amount of reward both have changed. Regarding giving up, the learning agent should not give up unless the new amount of reward has been correctly learned when the amount of reward changes because the giving up time is also decided by the amount of reward as discussed above.

For the above reasons, we learn the mean $(Q)$ and variance $(Q\_var)$ of the discounted reward and the mean $(R)$ and variance $(R\_var)$ of the amount of reward. We then use the learned mean and variance of the discounted reward to detect environmental changes (from the viewpoint of the learning agent). When the actual time to reward $t$ and the actual amount of reward $r$ for the current
action \( a \) in the current episode satisfy

\[
Q(a) - k \sqrt{\text{var}(a)} \leq \gamma^t r \leq Q(a) + k \sqrt{\text{var}(a)} \quad (5.16)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the discount rate, we consider the environment unchanged and \( Q(a) \) has been correctly learned. Otherwise, we consider that the environment has changed and \( Q(a) \) has not been correctly learned. If a change in the environment is detected, the learning rate is increased in order to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated mean of the discounted reward to converge to its true mean. If a suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment, the exploration rate (e.g. \( \epsilon \) for \( \epsilon \)-greedy) is also increased in order to increase the chance that the suboptimal action is visited. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions.

Likewise, for VP learning only, we use the learned mean and variance of the amount of reward to detect changes in the amount of reward and evaluate if the amount of reward has been correctly learned. When the actual amount of reward \( r \) of the current action \( a \) in the current episode satisfies

\[
R(a) - k \sqrt{\text{var}(a)} \leq r \leq R(a) + k \sqrt{\text{var}(a)} \quad (5.17)
\]

we consider the amount of reward unchanged and \( R(a) \) has been correctly learned. Otherwise, we consider that the amount of reward has changed and \( R(a) \) has not been correctly learned. When \( R(a) \) has been correctly learned, the learning agent is allowed to give up the current action. Otherwise, it is not allowed to give up the current action. If \( R(a) \) has not been correctly learned, \( R(a) \) is either bigger or less than the actual mean of the amount of reward. When \( R(a) \) is less than the actual mean of the amount of reward, the learning agent would give up too early if it is allowed to give up because the learning agent would wait a shorter time for a smaller amount of reward. When \( R(a) \) is more than the actual mean of the amount of reward, the learning agent would give up too late if it is allowed to give up because the learning agent would wait longer for a greater reward. This is the reason why the learning agent is only allowed to give up the current action \( a \) when \( R(a) \) has been correctly learned. In addition, even if \( R(a) \) has been correctly learned, the learning agent should also occasionally explore the amount
of reward for action $a$, viz. not give up, just in case the amount of its reward has changed.

Assume the learning agent has spent in the current action $a$ $t$ time steps, $Q(a)$ and $R(a)$ has been correctly learned, and there exists at least one other action which has the correct $Q$ values for comparison. We use $a''$ to represent the action which has the maximum $Q$ value among those which have the correct $Q$ values for comparison except $a$. If the conditions $\gamma^t R(a) < Q(a'')$, viz. $t > \log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a)$, and $T(a) > \log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a)$ are both satisfied, it is likely that the current action is still suboptimal and therefore the learning agent can give up the current action and then remake its decision. In order to avoid learning $T$, we use $\log_\gamma \frac{Q(a)}{R(a)}$ to approximately replace $T(a)$, so we can get the condition $Q(a) < Q(a'')$. This method of calculating the timing of giving up, however, is not optimal when the actual time to reward for $a$ is less than twice $\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a)$. Similar to TP learning, it is better not to give up in this case. Thus, in the second method, the agent will not give up unless the expected time to reward for the current action $T(a)$ is more than $2(\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a))$. Similar to the above, in order to avoid learning $T$, we use $\log_\gamma \frac{Q(a)}{R(a)}$ to approximately replace $T(a)$, so we can get the condition $Q(a) < \frac{Q^2(a'')}{R(a)}$. If this condition is satisfied, most of the time, the learning agent only explores $\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a)$ in $a$; But at times, it explores $2(\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a))$ in $a$ just in case the time to reward for $a$ has become less than $2(\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a))$ where it is better not to give up when $a$ is chosen. Again, similar to TP learning, we can also encourage longer exploration by allowing the learning agent to give up when the time has exceeded $\log_\gamma (Q(a'') - k\sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a'')}) - \log_\gamma R(a)$ instead of $\log_\gamma Q(a'') - \log_\gamma R(a)$. Furthermore, the agent can also choose actions based on their estimated mean plus $k$ standard deviations instead of their estimated mean alone in order to encourage exploration of actions whose values are uncertain. Furthermore, the agent can also choose actions based on their estimated mean plus $k$ standard deviations instead of their estimated mean alone in order to encourage exploration of actions whose values are uncertain. In this sense, it is similar to the Interval Estimation (IE) algorithm [69] where the action with the largest upper interval boundary is selected most of the time instead of the one with the largest mean.

As shown in algorithm 6, VP learning is quite similar to TP learning and VPWG learning is quite similar to TPWG learning. Most of the variations and
discussions regarding TP/TPWG learning are also applicable to these two algorithms except that it can handle the cases where the amount of reward for actions may be different and may also change.

Algorithm 6 VP/VPWG learning

Inputs: $Q, Q_{\text{var}}, R, R_{\text{var}}$; Outputs: $Q, Q_{\text{var}}, R, R_{\text{var}}$;
Parameters: $k$; Internal variables: $A, a_c, t, \epsilon$ (initial value: $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$), $\text{flag\_correctEst}$ (initial value: FALSE), $\text{count\_correct}$ (initial value: 0), $a_g$ (for VP learning only), $\text{threshold}$ (initial value: -\infty, for VP learning only), $\text{action\_forCmp}$ (initial value: 0, for VP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctCmp}$ (initial value: FALSE, for VP learning only)

for all episode do
    Choose $a_c$ from all possible actions using the policy derived from $Q$ (\epsilon-greedy); then take action $a_c$
    $t = 0$
    $a_g = 0$ {This line is for VP learning only}
    Use algorithm 8 to calculate $\text{threshold}(a_c)$ and $\text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$ {This line is for VP learning only}
    repeat
        {Below is for VP learning only}
        if $a_g \neq 0$ then
            $a_c = a_g, a_g = 0, t = 0$
            Use algorithm 8 to calculate $\text{threshold}(a_c)$ and $\text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$
        end if
        if $\gamma^t R(a_c) < Q(a_c) - k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a_c)}$ then
            $\text{flag\_correctEst}(a_c) = \text{FALSE}, \text{flag\_correctCmp}(a_c) = \text{FALSE}$
        end if
        if $\text{flag\_correctEst}(a_c) = \text{TRUE}$ AND $\text{flag\_correctEst}R(a_c) = \text{TRUE}$ AND $\gamma^t R(a_c) < \text{threshold}(a_c)$ then
            $a_g = \text{action\_forCmp}(a_c)$ {Give up and then choose $a_g$}
        end if
    {Above is for VP learning only}
    $t \leftarrow t + 1$
until a reward $r$ is received
Use algorithm 7 to update the model
end for

5.2.5 Other criteria of optimality

In the above four subsections, we improve the standard time or value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm by learning the mean and variance of the time to reward when the amount of reward is the same for all actions and does not
Algorithm 7 Update the model

Inputs: $a$, $Q$, $Q_{\text{var}}$, $R$ (for VP learning only), $R_{\text{var}}$ (for VP learning only), $r$, $t$, $\epsilon$, $\text{count\_correct}$, $\text{count\_correctR}$ (for VP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctEst}$, $\text{flag\_correctEstR}$ (for VP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctCmp}$ (for VP learning only)

Outputs: $Q$, $Q_{\text{var}}$, $R$ (for VP learning only), $R_{\text{var}}$ (for VP learning only), $\epsilon$, $\text{count\_correct}$, $\text{count\_correctR}$ (for VP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctEst}$, $\text{flag\_correctEstR}$ (for VP learning only), $\text{flag\_correctCmp}$ (for VP learning only)

Parameters: $\alpha_0$, $\alpha_{2\text{max}}$, $\alpha_{2\text{min}}$, $\epsilon_{\text{max}}, \epsilon_{\text{min}}, \gamma$, $\phi$, $k$, $\delta$, $\eta$

Internal variables: $\alpha$, $\alpha_R$, $\alpha_{2R}$, $a^*$, $Q_{\text{old}}$, $R_{\text{old}}$ (for VP learning only)

flag\_correctCmp$(a) = \begin{cases} TRUE & \gamma^t r > Q(a) - k\sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)} \\ FALSE & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$ {This line is for VP learning only}

if $Q(a) - k\sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)} \leq \gamma^t r \leq Q(a) + k\sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)}$ then
flag\_correctEst$(a) = TRUE$, $\alpha_2(a) = \alpha_{2\text{max}}$, $\text{count\_correct}(a) \leftarrow \text{count\_correct}(a) + 1$
else
flag\_correctEst$(a) = FALSE$, $\alpha_2(a) = \alpha_{2\text{min}}$
if this happens twice in a row then
$\text{count\_correct}(a) = 0$
end if
end if

$\alpha(a) = \frac{\alpha_0}{(\text{count\_correct}(a)+1+\delta)^\eta}$ {Below is for VP learning only}

if $R(a) - k\sqrt{R_{\text{var}}(a)} \leq \gamma^t r \leq R(a) + k\sqrt{R_{\text{var}}(a)}$ then
flag\_correctEstR$(a) = TRUE$, $\alpha_{2R}(a) = \alpha_{2\text{max}}$, $\text{count\_correctR}(a) \leftarrow \text{count\_correctR}(a) + 1$
else
flag\_correctEstR$(a) = FALSE$, $\alpha_{2R}(a) = \alpha_{2\text{min}}$
if this happens twice in a row then
$\text{count\_correctR}(a) = 0$
end if
end if

$\alpha_R(a) = \frac{\alpha_0}{(\text{count\_correctR}(a)+1+\delta)^\eta}$ {Above is for VP learning only}

if $a$ is not the optimal action then
\[\epsilon = \begin{cases} \epsilon + \phi [\epsilon_{\text{max}} - \epsilon] & \gamma^t r > Q(a) + k\sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(a)} \text{ AND } \gamma^t r > Q(a^*) \\ \epsilon + \phi [\epsilon_{\text{min}} - \epsilon] & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\]
end if

{Update the estimation}
$Q_{\text{old}}(a) = Q(a), Q(a) \leftarrow Q(a) + \alpha(a) [\gamma^t r - Q(a)]$
$Q_{\text{var}}(a) \leftarrow Q_{\text{var}}(a) + \alpha_2(a) [\gamma^t r - Q_{\text{old}}(a)][\gamma^t r - Q(a) - Q_{\text{var}}(a)]$
$R_{\text{old}}(a) = R(a), R(a) \leftarrow R(a) + \alpha_R(a) [r - R(a)]$ {This line is for VP learning only}
$R_{\text{var}}(a) \leftarrow R_{\text{var}}(a) + \alpha_{2R}(a) [\gamma^t r - R_{\text{old}}(a)][\gamma^t r - R(a) - R_{\text{var}}(a)]$ {This line is for VP learning only}
Algorithm 8 Calculate when it should give up (used by algorithm $[\text{6}]$); for VP learning only

**Inputs:** $a$, $A$, $Q$, $R$, $t$, flag\_correctCmp

**Outputs:** threshold, action\_forCmp

**Parameters:** $\epsilon_2$, $\epsilon_3$; Internal variables: flag\_exploreAmount, $a'$, $A'$, $a''$

if $\exists a' \in A \setminus a$ satisfying flag\_correctCmp$(a') = \text{TRUE}$ then
  use $A'$ to represent the set of all $a'$, $a'' = \arg \max_{a' \in A'} Q(a')$
  action\_forCmp$(a) = a''$
  flag\_exploreAmount = \begin{cases} \text{TRUE} & \text{with probability } \frac{\epsilon_3}{2} \\ \text{FALSE} & \text{with probability } 1 - \frac{\epsilon_3}{2} \end{cases}$

if flag\_exploreAmount = \text{TRUE OR } Q(a) \geq \frac{Q^2(a'')}{R(a)} then
  threshold = $-\infty$
else
  threshold = \begin{cases} Q(a'') & \text{with probability } 1 - \frac{\epsilon_2}{2} \\ \frac{Q^2(a'')}{R(a)} & \text{with probability } \frac{\epsilon_2}{2} \end{cases}$
end if
else
  action\_forCmp$(a) = 0$, threshold = $-\infty$
end if

change over time, and learning the mean and variance of both the discounted and undiscounted reward when the amount of reward may be different and may also change. When the amount of reward is the same for all actions and does not change over time, the optimal target used is to minimise the expected time to reward (get a reward in the shortest time). When the amount of reward may be different and may also change, the optimal target used is to maximise the expected discounted reward/return (the infinite-horizon discounted model).

Their application, however, is not limited to these two criteria of optimality and the ideas can be applied to virtually any criterion of optimality. For instance, they can also be used where the optimal target is to maximise the expected rate of rewards (the average-reward model). In this case, the mean ($P$) and variance ($P\_\text{var}$) of the rate of rewards and the mean ($R$) and variance ($R\_\text{var}$) of the amount of reward should be learned instead. The agent then uses the learned mean and variance of the rate of rewards to detect environmental changes (from the viewpoint of the learning agent) and the learned mean and variance of the amount of reward to evaluate if the amount of reward has been correctly learned. If a change in the environment is detected, the learning rate is increased in order to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually.
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towards 0 in order for the estimated mean of the rate of rewards to converge to its true mean. If a suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment, the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is also increased in order to increase the chance that the suboptimal action is visited. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. When $R(a)$ has been correctly learned, the learning agent is allowed to give up the current action. Otherwise, it is not allowed to give up the current action. In addition, even if $R(a)$ has been correctly learned, the learning agent should also occasionally explore the amount of reward for action $a$, viz. not give up, just in case the amount of its reward has changed.

Assume $t$ time steps have passed since the current action $a$ is chosen, $P(a)$ and $R(a)$ have been correctly learned, and there exists at least one other action $(a')$ which has the correct $P$ value for comparison, viz. not overestimated. We use $a''$ to represent the action which has the maximum $P$ value among all $a'$. If the conditions $R(a)/t < P(a'')$ and $P(a) < P(a'')$ are both satisfied, the learning agent will give up the current action and then remake its decision. Other methods for determining the timing of giving up in subsection 5.2.2 are also applicable here.

5.3 Experimental settings

In the following experiments, we only consider 2-armed bandit problems for simplicity. Specifically, the experimental scenario is as follows. There are two arms, each with a certain reward occurring some time after being pushed. Each episode ends when a reward is received. After some training, the time to reward or the amount of reward for one or both arms changes to another value, either smaller or bigger. The environment may be deterministic or stochastic. Experiments for deterministic environments are discussed in section 5.4 and experiments for stochastic environments are discussed in section 5.5.

Each experiment, except the experiments with random data, is run 100 times to reduce the influence of random noise. When we experiment on the algorithms with random data, we generate 100 random cases and each case is only run once. The data which has the same value for the two arms are discarded, because in this case there is no difference between either of the two arms. In addition, these
cases are generated in advance and then used for all algorithms to make the experimental comparison fair.

One criterion used here to evaluate the recovery speed from an environmental change is to see how long it takes the estimated optimal action to become correct for the new environment and stable after the environment changes when $\epsilon$-greedy is used for decision-making. When the estimated optimal action becomes stable, the behaviour of the learning agent has become stable and therefore we can say that the learning has converged. When the estimated optimal action becomes correct for the new environment, the learning agent will be able to choose the actual optimal arm most of the time (with the probability $1 - \frac{(n-1)\epsilon}{n}$) where $n$ is the number of actions and therefore will behave correctly in the new environment. Thus, the recovery time used here is just the time of the last change of the estimated optimal action after the environment changes if the final estimated optimal action is correct for the new environment. On the other hand, if the final estimated optimal action at the end of one trial is not correct for the new environment, the recovery time is equal to all the time steps that the learning agent takes after the environment changes and before the trial ends. If softmax methods are used for non-greedy decision making, however, the behaviour of the learning agent will not become stable unless the (relative) $T/Q$ values of all actions converge because the probability that one action is chosen depends on both its own $T/Q$ value and the $T/Q$ values of other actions. For simplicity, when the rank of the $T/Q$ values of all actions becomes stable, we also consider that the behaviour of the learning agent has become stable since the action with the biggest $T/Q$ value is chosen with the biggest probability, the action with the second biggest $T/Q$ value is chosen with the second biggest probability and so on. Therefore, if softmax methods are used, we consider the learning agent has recovered from the environmental change when the rank of $T/Q$ values becomes correct for the new environment and stable after the environment changes.

For the same reason, the criterion used here to evaluate the learning speed of algorithms during training is to see how long it takes for the estimated optimal action to become correct for the environment and stable afterwards after the learning begins when $\epsilon$-greedy is used for decision making. When softmax methods are used, the criterion becomes how long it takes the rank of $T/Q$ values to become correct and stable for the environment, after the training starts.

The settings of parameters used in the following experiments are as follows
Notation | Meaning
--- | ---
\(t_1\) | the actual time to reward for the first arm before the environment changes
\(t'_1\) | the actual time to reward for the first arm after the environment changes
\(t_2\) | the actual time to reward for the second arm before the environment changes
\(t'_2\) | the actual time to reward for the second arm after the environment changes
\(r_1\) | the actual amount of reward for the first arm before the environment changes
\(r'_1\) | the actual amount of reward for the first arm after the environment changes
\(r_2\) | the actual amount of reward for the second arm before the environment changes
\(r'_2\) | the actual amount of reward for the second arm after the environment changes
\(q_1\) | the actual discounted reward for the first arm before the environment changes
\(q'_1\) | the actual discounted reward for the first arm after the environment changes
\(q_2\) | the actual discounted reward for the second arm before the environment changes
\(q'_2\) | the actual discounted reward for the second arm after the environment changes

Table 5.2: Summary of notation used to describe experimental scenarios for the time delayed n-armed bandit problem

when applicable. \(\alpha = 0.1, \alpha_0 = 1.2, \alpha_{2\text{min}} = 0.002, \alpha_{2\text{max}} = 0.01, \epsilon = 0.1, \epsilon_{\text{min}} = 0.1, \epsilon_{\text{max}} = 1, \epsilon_2 = 0.1, \epsilon_3 = 0.1, \phi = 0.1, \gamma = 0.9, k = 3, \delta = 3, \eta = 1.\) Initialise \(Q(a) = 0, Q_{\text{var}}(a) = 0, R(a) = 0, R_{\text{var}}(a) = 0, T(a) = 0, T_{\text{var}}(a) = 0,\) \(\text{action\_forCmp}(a) = 0, \text{flag\_correctEst}(a) = \text{FALSE},\) \(\text{flag\_correctCmp}(a) = \text{FALSE}, \text{count\_correct}(a) = 0\) for all actions when applicable. Initialise \(\text{threshold}(a) = \infty\) for TP learning and \(\text{threshold}(a) = -\infty\) for VP learning.

In order to facilitate the description of the experimental scenarios, we introduce more notation as shown in table 5.2.
5.4 Deterministic environments

5.4.1 Introduction

In this section, we compare the performance of algorithms in terms of the learning speed, the recovery speed from environmental changes, and the agent’s performance after the learning converges in deterministic environments where both the amount of reward and the time to reward for each arm are deterministic but may change over time.

We first consider cases where the two arms have the same amount of reward that does not change over time. The time to reward, however, may be different and may also change over time. Then we consider more general and complex scenarios, viz. cases where the two arms may have different amounts of reward and different time to reward, and both of them may also change over time.

5.4.2 When the amount of reward for actions is the same and does not change

We first compare the training process of the three algorithms. The following two cases are considered. It is worth noting that the two arms have the same amount of a single reward \((r_1 = r_2 = r'_1 = r'_2 = 1)\).

1. Case 1: \(t_1 = 6, t_2 = 10, t_1 < t_2\)

   The time to reward for the first action is less than that for the second action and therefore the first action is optimal. The difference in the time to reward between the two actions is relatively small.

2. Case 2: \(t_1 = 6, t_2 = 100, t_1 << t_2\)

   This is similar to Case 1: the first action is optimal. However, the difference in the time to reward between the two actions is quite great.

In Case 1, as figure 5.8 shows, both TP learning and TPWG learning learn the time to reward \((T)\) faster than T learning due to a bigger learning rate when the estimated mean is not correct, which is the usual case at the beginning of learning. TP learning and TPWG learning learn almost at the same speed. At the learning stage, the estimated time to reward is usually incorrect, so giving up has not occurred. In addition, giving up has not occurred after learning either because the difference in the time to reward between the two actions is relatively
small. For this reason, there is also little difference among the three algorithms after learning.

When the difference in the time to reward between the two actions increases, however, giving up takes effect. In Case 2, as figure 5.9 shows, TP learning performs much better than T learning and TPWG learning after the learning converges in terms of the time steps taken to get one reward thanks to giving up when the difference in the time to reward between actions is great. After the learning converges, TP learning can get a reward in almost half of the time that T learning and TPWG learning need to get a reward and the time taken to get one reward by TP learning is also much less noisy than that by T learning and TPWG learning. The noisy error bars produced by T learning and TPWG learning are due to the variation in the time taken to get one reward. In one episode of one experiment, it may take 6 time steps to get a reward; in the same episode of another experiment, however, it may take 100 time steps to get a reward. For TP learning, however, it may either take 6 time steps or around 12 time steps on average to get a reward in one episode due to giving up, so the variation is less and therefore its error bar is less noisy.

As mentioned in section 5.3, we use the time steps taken for the estimated optimal action to become correct and stable to measure the learning speed of algorithms. In this sense, however, we cannot see the difference among the three algorithms from either figure 5.9 or 5.8. Therefore figure 5.10 is drawn. In the first scenario (the actual time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 10), TP learning and TPWG learning learn faster than T learning due to a big learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is the usual case at the beginning of learning. In the second scenario (the actual time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 100), however, there is little difference between TP/TPWG learning and T learning. This is because the difference in the time to reward between actions is quite big and therefore even a small learning rate can make the estimation of the time to reward for the two arms differentiable in one or two episodes. It is worth noting, however, though it takes all three algorithms almost the same time steps to converge in the second case, the agent’s performance after the learning converges is quite different between T/TPWG learning and TP learning as discussed above.

Then, we compare their performance in terms of recovering from environmental changes. We first consider the following typical scenarios. Initially, the two
Figure 5.8: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; the time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 10 time steps; the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1. The error bar in the graph is the sampling error, which is the case for all the following graphs. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by T learning; (b.) the learning of the estimated time to reward by T learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TPWG learning; (d.) the learning of the estimated time to reward by TPWG learning; (e.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TP learning; (f.) the learning of the estimated time to reward by TP learning.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; the time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 100 time steps; the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by T learning; (b.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TPWG learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TP learning.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the three algorithms during training in terms of time steps taken for the behaviour of the learning agent to become correct and stable for the environment, viz. successfully identifying the optimal arm and choosing it most of the time if \( \epsilon \)-greedy is used to make decisions; the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1.
arms have the same amount of a single reward ($r_1 = r_2 = 1$) occurred respectively at the 6th and 10th time steps after being pushed ($t_1 = 6, t_2 = 10, t_1 < t_2$, the first arm is the optimal choice). After 1000 episodes, the time to reward for the two actions changes, though the amount of reward stays the same ($r'_1 = r'_2 = 1$).

1. Case 3: $t'_1 = t_1, t'_2 = 2 < t_2, t'_2 < t'_1$
   The time to reward for the first action does not change. The new time to reward for the second action becomes shorter: the previous suboptimal action (the second action) has become optimal.

2. Case 4: $t'_1 = 14 > t_1, t'_2 = t_2, t'_2 < t'_1$
   The new time to reward for the first action becomes longer: the previous optimal action (the first action) has become suboptimal. The time to reward for the second action does not change.

3. Case 5: $t'_1 = 14 > t_1, t'_2 = 18 > t_2, t'_1 < t'_2$
   The new time to reward for both actions becomes longer. In the new environment, the first arm is still the optimal one. Even though the rank of the actual time to reward for the two actions has not changed, the rank of the estimated time to reward by the learning agent will change over time. At the beginning, the estimated time to reward for the first action is smaller, so it is chosen more often and its estimated time to reward therefore increases more quickly and eventually becomes bigger than that for the second one. Then, the second action is chosen more often, so its estimated time to reward increases quicker and eventually becomes more than that for the first one. The process will go on until the estimated time to reward for at least one action converges.

4. Case 6: $t'_1 = 18 > t_1, t'_2 = 14 > t_2, t'_1 < t'_2$
   The new time to reward for both actions becomes longer. In the new environment, the first arm has become the suboptimal one and the second arm has become the optimal one.

As figure 5.11 shows, TP/TPWG learning recovers from environmental changes at least twice as fast as T learning in all experimental scenarios. In Case 3, TP/TPWG learning is more than 4 times faster in recovering from environmental changes than T learning. When the time to reward changes from [6 10] to
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[6 2], increasing $\epsilon$ when suboptimal actions may have potentially become the optimal action has helped TP/TPWG learning to explore the second action. In all experimental scenarios, increasing the learning rate when the environment changes has accelerated the learning speed. It is worth noting that TP learning and TPWG learning perform almost the same in terms of the speed in recovering from environmental changes in all experimental cases. This is because giving up has not contributed to the recovery of TP learning from environmental changes. When the environment changes, the estimated time to reward becomes incorrect and therefore giving up has not occurred. TP learning, in this case, becomes equivalent to TPWG learning in essence.

![Figure 5.11: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes after the time to reward changes from (6,10); the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change.](image)

In order to get the average performance of the algorithms, we also generate the time to reward for both actions randomly from integer number discrete uniform distributions at the first episode and the 1001th episode. The amount of reward for both arms is 1 all the time.

1. Case 7: $t_1, t_2, t'_1, t'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$

The time to reward for both arms is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 100 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the time to reward for both arms may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the
chance of which is very small). The rank of both arms may also stay the same or change when the environment changes.

2. Case 8: $t_1, t'_1, t'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50)$;
   $t_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101)$
   The time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes; the time to reward for the second arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the time to reward for the first arm may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the chance of which is very small). But the time to reward for the second arm definitely decreases. The rank of both arms may stay the same or change from a certain rank (the first arm is optimal at the beginning) when the environment changes.

3. Case 9: $t_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50)$;
   $t_2, t'_1, t'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101)$
   The time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 100 once when the environment changes; the time to reward for the second arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the time to reward for the second arm may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the chance of which is very small). But the time to reward for the first arm definitely increases. The rank of both arms may also stay the same or change from a certain rank (the first arm is optimal at the beginning) when the environment changes.

4. Case 10: $t_1, t'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50)$;
   $t_2, t'_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101)$
   The time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 100 once when the environment changes; the time to reward for the second arm
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is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the time to reward for the first arm increases and the time to reward for the second arm decreases. The rank of both arms changes from a certain rank to another certain rank when the environment changes.

As figure 5.12 shows, TP/TPWG learning recovers from environmental changes at least twice as fast as T learning in all experimental scenarios. The difference between TP learning and TPWG learning is relatively small compared with their difference with T learning.

![Figure 5.12](image)

Figure 5.12: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes after the time to reward changes; the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change. (a.) Case 7; (b.) Case 8; (c.) Case 9; (d.) Case 10.

We then use Case 7 as a test bed to experiment on T learning and TP/TPWG learning with different initial learning rate ($\alpha_0$). The results are shown in 5.13. It takes the learning agent fewer time steps to recover from environmental changes with a bigger initial learning rate, though the improvement over a smaller learning rate becomes smaller and smaller with the increase in the learning rate.
Figure 5.13: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes with different initial learning rates; the time to reward for both arms is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 100 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes; the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change. (a.) T learning ($\alpha = 0.1$); (b.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 1.2$; (c.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 1.6$; (d.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.0$; (e.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.4$; (f.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.8$. 
5.4.3 When the amount of reward for actions may be different and may also change

As discussed above, when the amount of reward for actions is not the same and may also change, learning the time to reward alone cannot make sensible decisions, detect changes in the amount of reward, or decide when to give up the current action. Therefore, in this subsection, we use V, VP and VPWG learning instead.

We first compare the training process of the three algorithms. The following two cases are considered.

1. Case 1: \(t_1 = 6, r_1 = 6, t_2 = 10, r_2 = 10\)
   The second action is optimal in terms of the discounted reward, but the difference between two actions is relatively small.

2. Case 2: \(t_1 = 6, r_1 = 100, t_2 = 10, r_2 = 10\)
   The first action is optimal in terms of the discounted reward, and the difference between two actions is relatively large.

In Case 1, as figure 5.14 shows, VP/VPWG learning learns much faster than V learning in terms of both the learning process and the learning of Q values due to a greater learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is the usual case at the beginning of learning.

Because the difference in Q values between the two actions is relatively small, giving up has not occurred after learning and therefore there is little difference between the three algorithms after learning. When the difference in the Q value between the two actions becomes greater, however, giving up takes effect. As figure 5.15 shows, VP learning performs better than V/VPWG learning after the learning converges in terms of the discounted reward received thanks to giving up when the difference in the Q value between actions is large.

Then, we compare their performance in terms of recovering from environmental changes. We consider the following two scenarios.

1. Case 3: \(t_1, t_2, t'_1, t'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)\);
   \(q_1, q_2, q'_1, q'_2 \sim \text{RealNumberUniform}(0, 100)\)
   The time to reward for both arms is independently drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution from 0 to 100 inclusive once at the beginning and once when the environment changes, the value of discounted reward for both arms is independently drawn from a real number continuous
Figure 5.14: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; Case 1. (a.) discounted reward received by V learning; (b.) the learning of Q values by V learning; (c.) discounted reward received by VPWG learning; (d.) the learning of Q values by VPWG learning; (e.) discounted reward received by VP learning; (f.) the learning of Q values by VP learning.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; Case 2. (a.) discounted reward received by V learning; (b.) discounted reward received by VPWG learning; (c.) discounted reward received by VP learning.

uniform distribution from 0 to 100 exclusive once at the beginning and once when the environment changes, and the amount of reward is deduced from them. The reason why we generate the discounted reward rather than the amount of reward for experiments is that the discounted reward decides the optimal action and we use the last change of the optimal action to measure the recovery time.

2. Case 4: \( t_1 = 6, r_1 = 10, t_2 = 10, r_2 = 100; t_1', r_1' = 100 > r_1, t_2', r_2' = t_2, r_2' = r_2 \)

The amount of reward for the first action increases and the first action becomes the optimal action in the new environment in place of the second one.

The first experiment tests their average performance. As figure 5.16 shows, both VP learning and VPWG learning recover from environmental changes more than twice as quickly as V learning. It is worth noting that VPWG learning performs even better than VP learning. In this experiment, the amount of reward for actions before and after the environment changes is generated randomly, so in some scenarios the amount of reward for the suboptimal action may increase
and the suboptimal action may become the optimal one. VP learning assumes that the amount of reward for suboptimal actions stays the same and therefore may still give up the suboptimal action even though it may have become the optimal one. If VP learning gives up the suboptimal action before receiving any reward, it cannot discover that the amount of reward for the suboptimal action has changed and the suboptimal action has become the optimal one. Even though with probability \( \frac{\epsilon}{2} \), VP learning does not give up and therefore can discover the change in the amount of reward for the suboptimal action eventually, it would take VP learning much longer to find the change and to discover that the suboptimal action has become the optimal one than V/VPWG learning. To demonstrate this, we specifically design such a scenario, viz. Case 4. The results are shown in figure 5.17. VP learning with standard parameter settings performs the least effectively. With the increase in \( \epsilon_3 \) (the probability of exploring the amount of reward, viz. not giving up, increases), the performance of VP learning is improved. VPWG learning performs best.

![Figure 5.16: Time steps needed to recover from environmental changes after both the time to reward and the amount of reward change; Case 3.](image-url)
5.5. **STOCHASTIC ENVIRONMENTS**

5.5.1 **Introduction**

In this section, we compare the performance of algorithms in terms of the learning speed, the recovery speed from environmental changes, and the agent’s performance after the learning converges in stochastic environments where the amount of reward and the time to reward for each arm are stochastic and their distributions may also change over time. Stochastic environments make the problem more complex. Even if the distribution does not change over time, the actual time to reward or the actual amount of reward may still be different in different episodes.

We first consider cases where the two arms have the same deterministic amount of reward that does not change over time. The time to reward, however, is stochastic and its distribution may also change over time. Then we move on to more general and complex scenarios, viz. both the amount of reward and the time to reward for arms are stochastic, and both of their distributions may change over time.
5.5.2 When the amount of reward for actions is the same and does not change

In this subsection, we carry out a set of experiments similar to those in subsection 5.4.2. The difference is that the actual time to reward here is drawn from a Poisson distribution rather than being deterministic. Unlike deterministic environments, even though the mean of the actual time to reward is the same in different episodes of one experiment, the actual time to reward in each episode may be quite different.

We first compare the training process of the three algorithms. The following two cases are considered. It is worth noting that the two arms have the same amount of a single reward ($r_1 = r_2 = r_1' = r_2' = 1$).

1. Case 1: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10), \text{mean}(t_1) < \text{mean}(t_2)$

   The mean of the time to reward for the first action is less than that for the second action, so the first action is optimal on average. The difference in the mean of the time to reward between the two actions is relatively small. It is worth pointing out, however, that these conclusions only apply to the average case. In some episodes, the situations can be quite different. For example, the actual time to reward for the first action in some episodes can be more than that for the second action and the difference in the actual time to reward between the two actions in some episodes can be very large.

2. Case 2: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(100), \text{mean}(t_1) << \text{mean}(t_2)$

   This is similar to Case 1: the first action is optimal on average. However, the difference in the mean of the time to reward between the two actions is quite large.

The results are similar to those in the deterministic experiments. In Case 1, as figure 5.18 shows, TP/TPWG learning learns the estimated time to reward ($T$) faster than T learning due to a greater learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is the usual case at the beginning of learning. The difference among the three algorithms after learning is still very small. When the difference in the time to reward between the two actions increases, however, giving up takes effect for the same reason in the deterministic experiments. In Case 2, as figure 5.19 shows, TP learning performs much better than T/TPWG learning after the learning converges in terms of the time steps taken to get one reward.
thanks to giving up when the difference in the time to reward between actions is great. In addition, as in the deterministic experiments, we also measure how many time steps taken for the behaviour of the learning agent to become correct and stable for the environment. The results are shown in figure 5.20 and they are quite similar to those in the deterministic experiments. In the first scenario (the mean of the actual time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 10), TP/TPWG learning learns faster than T learning due to a faster learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is usually the case at the beginning of learning. In the second scenario (the mean of the actual time to reward for the two arms is respectively 6 and 100), however, there is little difference among the three algorithms. This is because the difference in the time to reward between actions is quite large. For all three algorithms, the learning agent only needs one or two episodes to make the estimated optimal action correct and stable for the environment. Similar to the results for the deterministic experiments, though it takes all three algorithms almost the same time steps to converge in the second case, the agent’s performance after the learning converges is quite different between T/TPWG learning and TP learning as discussed above.

As mentioned in the description of the algorithms, TP/TPWG learning decreases the learning rate in order for the estimated mean to converge to the true mean when environmental changes have not been detected. Furthermore, when the mean of the time to reward for two arms is very close, algorithms which do not decrease the learning rate may struggle to find the optimal action in stochastic environments. Thus, we experiment on the algorithms using two scenarios where the actual mean of the time to reward for the two arms is very close.

1. Case 3: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(14), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(16), \text{mean}(t_1) < \text{mean}(t_2) \)

   In this scenario, the time to reward for the two arms is drawn respectively from Poisson(14) and from Poisson(16). The mean of the time to reward for the two arms is quite close.

2. Case 4: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(15), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(16), \text{mean}(t_1) < \text{mean}(t_2) \)

   In this scenario, the time to reward for the two arms is drawn respectively from Poisson(15) and from Poisson(16). The mean of the time to reward for the two arms is even closer.

As figure 5.21 shows, the estimated time to reward (\( T \)) by T learning fluctuates and therefore T learning struggles to find the optimal action in both scenarios.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; the time to reward for the two arms is drawn from Poisson(6) and Poisson(10); the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by T learning; (b.) the learning of the time to reward by T learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TPWG learning; (d.) the learning of the time to reward by TPWG learning; (e.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TP learning; (f.) the learning of the time to reward by TP learning.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the three algorithms during training, the time to reward for the two arms is drawn from Poisson(6) and Poisson(100); the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by T learning; (b.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TPWG learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by TP learning.

Figure 5.20: Comparison of the three algorithms during training in terms of time steps taken for the behaviour of the learning agent to become correct and stable for the environment; the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1.
The estimation estimated time to reward ($T$) by TP/TPWG learning, on the other hand, converges to their actual value and therefore TP/TPWG learning is able to find the optimal action in both scenarios.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of the three algorithms during training in a typical run when the actual mean of the time to reward for two arms is very close; the time to reward for the two arms is drawn from Poisson(14) and Poisson(16) for (a.), (b.) and (c.); the time to reward for the two arms is drawn from Poisson(15) and Poisson(16) for (d.), (e.) and (f.); the amount of reward for the two arms is both 1. (a.) and (d.): the learning of $T$ by T learning in a typical run; (b.) and (e.): the learning of $T$ by TPWG learning in a typical run; (c.) and (f.): the learning of $T$ by TP learning in a typical run.

Then, we compare their performance in terms of recovering from environmental changes. We first experiment on the algorithms using the following typical scenarios similar to the scenarios in the deterministic environments. Unlike the deterministic environments, however, the rank of actions in each episode is still uncertain even though the rank of actions on average is certain. Initially, the two arms have the same amount of a single reward ($r_1 = r_2 = 1$). The time to reward for actions is drawn from Poisson distributions with mean equal to respectively 6 and 10 time steps after being pushed ($t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), t_2 \sim$
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Poisson(10), mean(t_1) < mean(t_2)). After 1000 episodes, the mean of the time to reward for the two actions changes, though it is still drawn from a Poisson distribution. Furthermore, the amount stays the same (r'_1 = r'_2 = 1).

1. Case 5: mean(t'_1) = mean(t_1), t'_2 \sim Poisson(2); mean(t'_2) < mean(t_2), mean(t'_2) < mean(t'_1)

The new time to reward for the first action is drawn from the same distribution. The new time to reward for the second action is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a smaller mean: the suboptimal action (the second action) becomes optimal on average in the new environment. It is worth noting, however, that it is possible that the actual time to reward for the first arm is still less than that for the second arm in some episodes after the environmental change thanks to the stochastic environment.

2. Case 6: t'_1 \sim Poisson(14), mean(t'_2) = mean(t_2); mean(t'_1) > mean(t_1), mean(t'_2) < mean(t'_1)

The new time to reward for the first action is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a higher mean: the previous optimal action (the first action) becomes suboptimal on average in the new environment. The new time to reward for the second action is drawn from the same distribution.

3. Case 7: t'_1 \sim Poisson(14), t'_2 \sim Poisson(18); mean(t'_1) > mean(t_1), mean(t'_2) > mean(t_2), mean(t'_1) < mean(t'_2)

The mean of the new time to reward for both actions increases. In the new environment, the first arm is still the optimal one on average. Similar to the case in the deterministic experiments, even though the rank of the mean of the actual time to reward for the two actions has not changed, the rank of the estimated mean of the time to reward by the learning agent will change over time. At the beginning, the estimated mean of the time to reward for the first action is smaller, so it is chosen more often and its estimated mean of the time to reward therefore increases more quickly and eventually becomes bigger than that for the second one. Then, the second action is chosen more often, so its estimated mean of the time to reward increases quicker and eventually becomes more than that for the first one. The process will go on until the estimated mean of the time to reward for at least one action converges.
4. Case 8: \( t_1' \sim \text{Poisson}(18), t_2' \sim \text{Poisson}(14); \) mean\((t_1') > \) mean\((t_1)\), mean\((t_2') > \) mean\((t_2)\), mean\((t_2') < \) mean\((t_1')\)

Like the last case, the mean of the time to reward for both actions increases. Unlike the last case, however, the second arm, the previous suboptimal arm, becomes optimal on average in the new environment.

As before, the criterion used here to evaluate the performance of recovering from environmental changes is to see how long it takes before the estimated optimal action becomes correct for the new environment and becomes stable after the environment changes. As figure 5.22 shows, it takes TP/TPWG learning fewer time steps than T learning to recover from environmental changes in all scenarios similar to the results for deterministic environments. The smallest difference (around half) in the time steps taken to recover from environmental changes between TP/TPWG learning and T learning happens in Case 6. The difference in the other three cases is much greater. Similar to the results for deterministic environments, TP learning and TPWG learning perform almost the same in terms of the speed in recovering from environmental changes for similar reasons. It is also worth noting that it takes all three algorithms more time to recover from environmental changes than in deterministic environments.

Figure 5.22: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes after the time to reward changes from Poisson(6) and Poisson(10); the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change.

In order to get the average performance of the algorithms, we also generate
the mean of the Poisson distributions, from which the time to reward for arms is drawn at every episode, randomly from an integer number discrete uniform distribution once at the first episode and once at the 1001th episode similar to what we have done in deterministic experiments. The amount of reward for both arms is 1 all the time.

1. Case 9: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1), \lambda_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100); t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2), \lambda_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100); t'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_1), \lambda'_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100); t'_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_2), \lambda'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100) \)

The mean of the Poisson distributions used to generate the time to reward for the two arms is drawn both from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 100 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the mean of the time to reward for both arms may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the chance of which is very small). The rank of both arms on average may also stay the same or change when the environment changes.

2. Case 10: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1), \lambda_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50); t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2), \lambda_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101); t'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_1), \lambda'_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50); t'_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_2), \lambda'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50) \)

The mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes; the mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the second arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the mean of the time to reward for the first arm may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the chance of which is very small). The mean of the time to reward for the second arm certainly decreases. The rank of both arms on average changes from a certain rank to an uncertain rank when the environment changes.

3. Case 11: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1), \lambda_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50); t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2), \lambda_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101) \)
The mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once when the environment changes; the mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the second arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the mean of the time to reward for the first arm certainly increases and the mean of the time to reward for the second arm may become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the chance of which is very small). The rank of both arms on average changes from a certain rank to an uncertain rank when the environment changes.

4. Case 12: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1)$, $\lambda_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50)$; $t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2)$, $\lambda_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101)$; $t'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_1)$, $\lambda'_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(51, 101)$; $t'_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_2)$, $\lambda'_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 50)$

The mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the first arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once when the environment changes; the mean of the Poisson distribution used to generate the time to reward for the second arm is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 51 to 101 once at the beginning and from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 50 once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the mean of the time to reward for the first arm certainly increases and the mean of the time to reward for the second arm certainly decreases. The rank of both arms on average changes from a certain rank to another certain rank when the environment changes.

As figure 5.23 shows, similar to the conclusions for deterministic environments, TP/TPWG learning recovers from environmental changes faster than T learning.
in all experimental scenarios. However, it is worth noting that the results of the three algorithms are very close in Case 9 and all are worse than those in deterministic environments. Similar to the results for deterministic environments, TP learning and TPWG learning perform almost the same in terms of the speed in recovering from environmental changes for similar reasons.

Figure 5.23: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes after the time to reward changes; the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change; (a.) Case 9; (b.) Case 10; (c.) Case 11; (d.) Case 12

We then use Case 9 as a test bed to experiment on T learning and TP/TPWG learning with different initial learning rates ($\alpha_0$). The results are shown in 5.24. Unlike the counterpart experiment in deterministic environments, the time steps taken to recover from environmental changes by TP/TPWG learning do not monotonically decrease when the initial learning rate increases. This is because in stochastic environments a faster learning rate may cause the learning to become unstable.

5.5.3 When the amount of reward for actions may be different and may also change

We first compare the training process of the three algorithms. The following two cases are considered.
Figure 5.24: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes with different initial learning rates; the mean of the Poisson distributions used to generate the time to reward for the two arms is drawn both from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 100 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes; the amount of reward for both arms (1) does not change. (a.) T learning ($\alpha = 0.1$); (b.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 1.2$; (c.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 1.6$; (d.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.0$; (e.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.4$; (f.) TP/TPWG learning with $\alpha_0 = 2.8$. 
1. Case 1: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), r_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10), r_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10)$
   The second action is optimal on average in terms of the discounted reward, but the difference between the two actions on average is relatively small.

2. Case 2: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), r_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(100), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10), r_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10)$
   The first action is optimal on average in terms of the discounted reward, and the difference between the two actions on average is relatively big.

In Case 1, as figure 5.25 shows, VP/VPWG learning learns Q values faster than V learning due to a bigger learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is usually the case at the beginning of learning. Because the difference in Q values between the two actions is relatively small, giving up has not occurred and therefore there is little difference between the three algorithms after learning.

When the difference in the Q value between the two actions increases, however, giving up takes effect. As figure 5.26 shows, VP learning performs better than V/VPWG learning after the learning converges in terms of the discounted reward received thanks to giving up when the difference in the Q value between actions is big. On average, the discounted reward obtained through VP learning in one episode after learning is a little more than, and also less noisy than, that obtained through V/VPWG learning. Compared with the deterministic case, the result is considerably noisier and the difference among the three algorithms is also less apparent.

Next, we compare their performance in terms of recovering from environmental changes. We experiment on the algorithms using the following two scenarios:

1. Case 3: $t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1), \lambda_1 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2), \lambda_2 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $t_1' \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1'), \lambda_1' \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $t_2' \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2'), \lambda_2' \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $q_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_3), \lambda_3 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $q_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_4), \lambda_4 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $q_1' \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_3'), \lambda_3' \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$;
   $q_2' \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_4'), \lambda_4' \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(0, 100)$

   The means of the Poisson distributions used to generate the time to reward and the discounted reward for the two arms are independently drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution from 0 to 100 inclusive.
Figure 5.25: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; Case 1. (a.) discounted reward received by V learning; (b.) the learning of Q values by V learning; (c.) discounted reward received by VPWG learning; (d.) the learning of Q values by VPWG learning; (e.) discounted reward received by VP learning; (f.) the learning of Q values by VP learning.

Figure 5.26: Comparison of the three algorithms during training; Case 2. (a.) discounted reward received V learning; (b.) discounted reward received VPWG learning; (c.) discounted reward received VP learning.
once at the beginning and once when the environment changes, and the amount of reward is deduced from them. The reason why we generate the discounted reward rather than the amount of reward for experiments is that the discounted reward decides the optimal action and we use the last change of the optimal action to measure the recovery time.

2. Case 4: \( t_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(6), r_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(10), t_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(10), r_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(100); \text{mean}(t'_1) = \text{mean}(t_1), r'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(100), \text{mean}(r'_1) > \text{mean}(r_1), \text{mean}(t'_2) = \text{mean}(t_2), \text{mean}(r'_2) = \text{mean}(r_2) \)

The first experiment tests their average performance. Similar to the results for the deterministic experiment, as figure 5.27 shows, both VP learning and VPWG learning recover from environmental changes more than twice as fast as V learning. It is worth noting that, similar to the results for the deterministic experiments, VPWG learning performs even better than VP learning for similar reasons. In some scenarios the amount of reward for the suboptimal action increases and the suboptimal action may become the optimal one. Due to giving up, it would take VP learning longer to find the change. To demonstrate this, we especially designed such a scenario, viz. Case 4. The result is shown in figure 5.28. VP learning with standard parameter settings performs worst of them. With the increase in \( \epsilon_3 \) (the probability of exploring the amount of reward, viz. not giving up, increases), the performance of VP learning improves. VPWG learning performs best.

5.6 Conclusions and discussion

This chapter introduced the time delayed n-armed bandit problem, a simple problem with only one state but \( n \) actions, investigated possible implementations of learning and perceiving the time to reward, and designed simple algorithms specifically for this kind of reinforcement learning problems with only one state. The problem was then used as a test bed to compare the standard time/value
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Figure 5.27: Time steps needed to recover from environmental changes after both the time to reward and the amount of reward change; Case 3.

Figure 5.28: Time steps needed to recover from environmental changes; Case 4. (a.) V learning; (b.) VP learning, $\epsilon_3 = 0.1$; (c.) VP learning, $\epsilon_3 = 0.5$; (d.) VP learning, $\epsilon_3 = 1$; (e.) VPWG learning.
estimation reinforcement learning algorithms with time/value perception algorithms. We have considered both deterministic environments and stochastic environments. In both kinds of environments, we initially considered only the cases where the two arms have the same amount of reward but different time to reward, then the cases where the two arms have different amounts of reward and different time to reward. In all cases, we compared the performance of these learning algorithms in terms of the learning speed, the recovery speed from environmental changes, and the agent’s performance after the learning converges. The experimental results show that the idea of time perception or value perception has significantly improved the performance of the learning agent in terms of the learning speed (for both TP/VP and TPWG/VPWG learning), the recovery speed from environmental changes (for both TP/VP and TPWG/VPWG learning) and the agent’s performance after the learning converges (for TP/VP learning only) in most of the experimental cases.

In the following subsections, we will discuss what policy the algorithms introduced in this chapter learn, alternative models, and two modified problems, viz. when the reward may never come and when there is an energy/time limit.

5.6.1 On-policy or off-policy

For T/TPWG and V/VPWG learning, they are on-policy learners, viz. they use the same policy to update their estimation and make decisions (evaluate/improve the same policy while following it). For both TP and VP learning, however, they are not on-policy learners. For actions which are not given up, their time to reward or values are learned on-policy. For actions which are given up, their time to reward or values are learned off-policy. This is because their estimated time to reward or values are not updated when they are given up. In other words, the policy used to make decisions contains giving up whereas the policy used to update their estimation ignores giving up. It is worth pointing out, however, that both TP and VP learning can be modified to on-policy learners by updating the estimation of a given-up action with the actual time to reward spent in this action and other actions before a reward is received. For example, suppose the learning agent gives $a_1$ up $t_1$ time steps after $a_1$ is chosen. After giving up, suppose the learning agent chooses $a_2$ and then receives a reward $t_2$ after $a_2$ is chosen. In off-policy TP learning, the estimated time to reward for $a_1$ is not updated and only the estimated time to reward for $a_2$ is updated in this episode. In on-policy
TP learning, however, the estimated time to reward for \( a_1 \) is also updated with \( t_1 + t_2 \).

It is worth noting the following two points about on-policy TP or VP learning. Firstly, the estimated values of given-up actions are dependent on those of the non-given-up actions through which a reward is received. For the previous example, the estimated time to reward for \( a_1 \) is dependent on the actual time to reward for \( a_2 \). If the time to reward for \( a_2 \) changes, the estimated time to reward for both \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) would become incorrect. In addition, we cannot demand that the time to reward for actions should be correctly learned before giving them up for on-policy TP or VP learning (unlike off-policy TP or VP learning). Otherwise, it may cause instability. For the previous example, suppose that the time to reward for \( a_1 \) has been correctly learned. When the learning agent gives up \( a_1 \), the estimated time to reward for \( a_1 \) is updated with \( t_1 + t_2 \) which may be different from the original time to reward without giving up and therefore it is very likely that the estimated time to reward for \( a_1 \) would become incorrect. If so, the learning agent is not allowed to give up \( a_1 \) and another cycle of switching between giving up and not giving up begins.

### 5.6.2 Alternative models

When the difference in the time to reward for actions is quite large, TP learning improves the performance of the learning agent by giving up the current action when it discovers that the action is still worse than the optimal action. Some may argue that the improvement can also be made by allowing the learning agent to make decisions whether or not to give up at every time step. This makes the problem more complex. In fact, this has transformed a one-state problem into a multiple-states problem as shown in figure 5.29 for a 2-armed bandit problem. The learning agent always starts in \( s_1 \). From \( s_1 \), if it chooses the first arm/action (\( a_1 \)), it will enter \( s_2 \); on the other hand, if it chooses the second arm/action \( a_2 \), it will enter \( s_3 \). In both \( s_2 \) and \( s_3 \), it can choose to wait (\( a_1 \)) and stays in the state, or can choose to give up (\( a_2 \)), and then goes back to \( s_1 \) and remakes decisions.

When we use the standard Q learning on the new scenario where \( t_1 = 6, t_2 = 10, r_1 = r_2 = 1 \) and the parameters are as usual (\( \alpha = 0.1, \epsilon = 0.1, \gamma = 0.9 \)), it does not work very well as shown in figure 5.30. Firstly, it takes a long time to get the first reward. This is because, whether in \( s_2 \) or \( s_3 \), the learning agent has an equal chance to give up and to wait at every time step initially thanks to the
equal initial Q values of the two actions. If the learning agent chooses the first action in $s_1$ and enters $s_2$, it has only the probability $0.5^5$ to receive a reward without giving up and has the probability $1 - 0.5^5$ to give up before receiving a reward. If the learning agent chooses the second action and enters $s_3$, it has even less probability to receive a reward without giving up. One way to solve this problem is to give the learning agent a small penalty when it gives up. This, however, would disadvantage giving up and make giving up less likely to happen even when it should happen afterwards. Another way is to set the initial Q value of the first action (wait) in both $s_2$ and $s_3$ bigger than that of the second action (give up). This, however, would disadvantage giving up and make it hard for the learning agent to learn the true Q value of the second action (give up). Secondly, the learning is unstable. This is because it cannot differentiate one state at a different time step. The Q values of one state at a different time step should be different. Take $s_3$ as an example, at the first time step, it may be better to give up to $s_1$ and then choose the first action; but at the 9th time step, it is better not to give up. It is worth pointing out that, when the time to reward for the two arms increases, both problems will become more serious.

One way to solve the problems is to augment the states with time steps. Previously, Q is associated with $(s, a)$ pairs but now it is associated with $(s, t, a)$
triplets. The result is shown in figure 5.31. Firstly, it still shares the problem of taking a long time to get the first reward with the Q learning without time augmentation. Secondly, after learning, though it is much better than the Q learning without time augmentation, it is still worse than TP and even T/TPWG learning shown in figure 5.8. This is mainly due to non-greedy decision making. Take \( s_2 \) as an example, at every time step, the learning agent waits there with probability 0.95 (viz. \( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \)) after learning. But before the learning agent receives a reward, the probability of giving up is \( 1 - 0.95^5 = 0.23 \). Therefore, the learning agent may give up several times before actually receiving a reward even when the optimal action is chosen in \( s_2 \) most of the time. Furthermore, it is not hard to predict that the result would become even worse if the time to reward for the two arms is longer because the probability of giving up increases when the time to reward increases. As mentioned previously, non-greedy decision making, however, is necessary in nonstationary environments. It is also worth noting that, when the learning agent chooses the second action in \( s_1 \) and enters \( s_3 \), the learning agent is more likely to give up at the first couple of time steps and less likely to give up at the last couple of time steps due to the rank of Q values of the two actions in \( s_3 \). This is a desirable behaviour in stationary environments. In nonstationary environments, however, this prevents the learning agent from detecting changes in the environment. For instance, when the time to reward for the second arm has decreased and become even less than that for the first arm, it would be difficult for the learning agent to detect, since the learning agent usually gives up the second arm before receiving the new reward for the second arm. In contrast, our algorithms always wait at least the estimated time to reward for the first arm if the second arm is chosen. Therefore, they can quickly detect the change if the second arm has become better than the first arm.

5.6.3 When the reward may never come

In the time delayed n-armed bandit problem discussed previously, the time to reward may become shorter or longer than previously, but the reward will eventually come. In some cases, however, the reward may never come or is so delayed that it is not worth waiting when the reward does not appear around the expected time. For example, in a foraging scenario, it may be due to the exhaustion of a foraging site (the environment has changed abruptly). Or, the destination of the learning agent is somewhere in the south, but it goes north. In these cases,
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Figure 5.30: The learning process of Q learning during training in the new experimental setting where the learning agent is able to make a decision of whether or not to give up at every time step. (a.) the learning process; (b.) the zoomed-in version of (a.).

Figure 5.31: The learning process of Q learning with time augmentation during training in the new experimental setting where the learning agent is able to make a decision whether or not to give up at every time step. (a.) the learning process; (b.) the zoomed-in version of (a.).
the learning agent neither needs to compare with other actions nor needs to consider the amount of reward to decide when it should give up the current action. Suppose that the time to reward for \( a \) has been correctly learned. When the reward does not come within \( T(a) + k\sqrt{\text{var}(a)} \), the reward may never come and therefore the learning agent would give up \( a \). It is worth noting, however, that the learning agent would never know whether or not the reward will appear in the near future unless it continues waiting and the ‘future’ arrives.

As mentioned previously, animal experiments also show that animals have the ability to learn the time to reward and would give up if the reward does not appear for some time. For instance, the experiment by Brunner et al.\(^{26}\) on starlings showed that the rate of their pecking (active search of foods) peaked when the time was close to the time of the reward; the starlings stopped pecking about 1.5 times the inter-prey interval if they had not received any reward, and abandoned the current patch and flew to other patches 13s later.

### 5.6.4 When the energy budget is limited

In the previous experiments, there is no time/energy limit and the learning agent can wait after taking one action as long as it wishes. Unfortunately, however, this is not usually the case in the real-world. Firstly, every learning agent, whether biological or artificial, has a lifetime. The reward that comes after its lifetime means little, if not nothing, to it. Secondly, there are usually even tighter time/energy restrictions on them. For instance, predators cannot wait for prey without eating any for too long, or they will die from hunger. Likewise, a battery-powered robot cannot go without recharging for too long, or it will run out of battery. In this subsection, we consider cases where the learning agent has an energy budget at the beginning of every episode. After taking one action, its energy will elapse over time. We also assume that the learning agent knows how much energy it has at the beginning of every episode. This assumption is the usual case in the real-world, though the learning agent may have only rough/noisy knowledge of its energy instead of complete knowledge. Predators know how hungry they are and how long they can bear without eating any food. A battery-powered robot can also measure how much power is left in its battery.

The reward can be energy or an abstract value. If it is energy, a natural goal of the learning agent is to maximise the energy gained minus the energy lost. If it is an abstract value, a natural goal of the learning agent is to maximise the
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discounted value obtained within the energy limit. In some real-world problems, the learning agent is required to come back to the starting point/charging point before it runs out of energy. If the reward is an abstract value, it is quite straightforward. The learning agent can only use half of its energy limit to explore and has to leave another half to go back if the penalty for not being able to return outweights the potential reward, which is normally the case. This is because the learning agent is definitely unable to return once it consumes more than half of its energy, assuming that it costs the learning agent the same amount of energy to go somewhere and come back. If the reward is energy, however, it becomes more complicated. The learning agent may be able to use all its energy budget for exploration and then uses the obtained reward energy to go back. But this is risky because the learning agent may not be able to get the reward energy before running out of energy. Furthermore, even if the learning agent can get the reward energy, the quantity of the reward energy may not be enough to support it on the return journey. The optimal policy depends on both the credit structure and the experimental settings. For simplicity, we only consider cases where the reward is an abstract value.

For the simplicity of analysis, we only consider the case of a 2-armed bandit problem here. We first consider cases where both the amount of and the time to reward are deterministic. The first arm has a reward of \( r_1 \) units occurred \( t_1 \) time steps after being pushed and the second one has a reward of \( r_2 \) units occurred \( t_2 \) time steps after being pushed. It is apparent that the learning agent should choose the first action if \( r_1 > r_2 \) and \( t_1 \leq t_2 \) and the second action if \( r_1 < r_2 \) and \( t_1 \geq t_2 \) regardless of the energy limit. Otherwise, the optimal policy may depend on the energy limit. In addition, if the energy is enough for the learning agent to get a reward for any action, the problem is equivalent to that without energy limit: the learning agent just chooses the optimal one. On the other hand, if the energy is not enough for the learning agent to get a reward in any action, there is no difference in choosing any of these actions, either. Furthermore, if the energy budget is enough for the optimal action, the problem also becomes similar to, though not exactly the same as, not having an energy limit: the learning agent just chooses the optimal one. Therefore, we only consider cases where the action, whose time to reward is shorter, has a smaller amount of reward and the energy budget is enough for the suboptimal action to get a reward but not enough for the optimal action. Even in this case, if
the energy budget is deterministic, the learning agent with the standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm, can still find the optimal action with the energy budget and therefore can behave optimally. This is the beauty of classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms.

For the above reasons, we consider a case which has a stochastic energy budget and satisfies the above conditions. Specifically, the experimental scenario is as follows. The first arm has a reward of 1 unit occurred 5 time steps after being pushed and the second one has a reward of 2 units occurred 10 time steps after being pushed. The energy of the learning agent is subject to a uniform distribution from 5 to 15 inclusive at the beginning of every episode and will decrease by 1 unit after each time step. Each episode ends either when a reward is received or when the agent’s energy is exhausted. The experiment is run 100 times to reduce the influence of random noise. We experiment on three algorithms. The first algorithm is called V1 learning, a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm which does not update its Q value when a reward is not received before the time limit. The second algorithm is called V2 learning, a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm, which updates its Q value with 0 when a reward is not received before the time limit. The last algorithm is called VTP learning which combines V1 and TP/TPWG learning. It chooses the best possible action whose reward is predicted to be able to reach with the energy budget, viz. the estimated time to reward is less than the time/energy limit.

Suppose first that the learning agent has no time/energy limit at the beginning of learning (the first 1000 episodes) so that it can fully learn the environment. It is worth noting that we will remove this restriction later. The assumption seems not realistic at first glance. But it is also usually the case in the real world. When a child lion is under the training of its mother, it is not limited by its energy since it can get extra energy from its mother.

As figure 5.32 shows, V1 learning still considers the second arm as the optimal action and therefore chooses it most of the time. Without the time/energy limit, the second action is the optimal one. With the time/energy limit, however, the second action is even worse than the first one on average. V2 learning correctly identifies the first arm as the optimal action and therefore chooses it most of the time. VTP learning, however, chooses the second one when the learning agent has enough energy to reach its reward and the first one otherwise. Therefore, the learning agent with VTP learning can behave optimally whether it has enough
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energy or not. From figure 5.32 we can also see VTP learning performs best among the three.

Figure 5.32: The comparison of the three algorithms in terms of the value of the discounted reward received. (a.) the value of the discounted reward received in the Xth episode; (b.) the value of the discounted reward received in the \([1+100(X-1)]\)th episode. V1: a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm which does not update its Q value when the reward is not received before the time limit; V2: a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm which updates its Q value with 0 when the reward is not received before its energy is exhausted; VTP: Learn the time to reward which chooses the best possible action whose reward is predicted to be able to be reached with the energy.

The problem has become much easier with the above assumption that the learning agent has no time/energy limit at the beginning of learning. But it may not be true in some cases and therefore here we try to remove the assumption. There should be little difference for V1 and V2 learning because they do not learn the time to reward. For VTP learning which learns the time to reward, there may be some difficulties in learning the true time to reward for the second arm due to the energy limit. Therefore, we modify VTP learning in order that it first chooses the first arm exclusively, and only updates its Q value and the time to reward when a reward is received. When the time information for the first arm is correctly learned, it then chooses the second arm exclusively and learns its Q value.
and the time to reward as stated above. It is worth noting that, when the reward does not come for many episodes in a row after a certain action is chosen, the reward for the action is marked unreachable and we also consider that the time information has been correctly learned. The process goes on until it learns the time to reward for all arms correctly. Then, it will choose the optimal one when the learning agent has enough energy to reach its reward, otherwise the second optimal one when the learning agent has enough energy to reach its reward, and so on. In case the environment changes, it should also explore suboptimal actions with a small probability, if the actions have no chance of being taken otherwise.

We do experiments on the three algorithms in the same scenario but with the assumption removed. As figure 5.33 shows, the result is similar to the above result as shown in figure 5.32.

![Figure 5.33](image)

Figure 5.33: The comparison of the three algorithms in terms of the value of the discounted reward received. V1: a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm which does not update its Q value when the reward is not received before the time limit; V2: a standard value estimation reinforcement learning algorithm which updates its Q value with 0 when the reward is not received before its energy is exhausted; VTP: Learn the time to reward which chooses the best possible action whose reward is predicted to be able to be reached with the energy.

If the amount of and the time to reward are stochastic but the time/energy limit is deterministic, V2 learning, which updates its Q value with 0 when the reward is not received before its energy is exhausted, is still optimal. When
the time limit/energy budget is also stochastic, however, the problem becomes more complex. The optimal policy may depend on the distributions of both the time/energy limit and the time to reward. As a simple example, assume that $r_1$, $r_2$ and $t_1$ are deterministic, $r_1 < r_2$, and only $t_2$ is stochastic. Also assume that the optimal target is to maximise the undiscounted rewards. Then the learning agent needs to learn the $r_2$ percentile point of $t_2$ denoted as $t_{2p}$. If the learning agent has the time limit more than $t_{2p}$ or less than $t_1$, it chooses the second action; otherwise, it chooses the first action. This policy is optimal if $r_1$, $r_2$, $t_1$ and $t_{2p}$ have been learned correctly.

It is also possible that after the learning agent gets a reward from one arm, the learning agent still has enough energy left to try another episode or even more. In essence, one episode in this scenario is equivalent to a concatenation of several episodes in the above scenario. So, we will not consider this scenario specifically.

In this subsection, we have shown that learning the time to reward can improve the performance of the learning agent when the energy/time budget is limited. Animal experiments [18] also show that animals make different decisions on where to forage depending on their energy budget at that time.
Chapter 6

Route finder problem

In this chapter, the route finder problem is first introduced. The algorithms introduced in the last chapter are then extended to work with multiple states. Next, the settings of experiments are discussed and the results of experiments on these algorithms are presented. The last section concludes this chapter and discusses related questions.

6.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, we studied the time delayed n-armed bandit problem which has only one state. In this chapter, we study a problem with multiple states, viz. the route finder problem, which naturally extends the time delayed n-armed bandit problem. In the time delayed n-armed bandit problem, the learning agent makes a decision, takes the decision/action and then waits for a reward. In the route finder problem, however, after making one decision the learning agent may need to make another or even more decisions before receiving a reward.

As figure 6.1 illustrates, at every junction, the learning agent makes a decision on which path to choose, just like which arm to choose in the time delayed n-armed bandit problem. The length of each path varies similar to the time to reward for each arm in the time delayed n-armed bandit problem, so it can also be modelled as a semi-MDP by only modelling junctions as states in order to speed up learning and planning. In addition, similar to the time delayed n-armed bandit problem, we also treat the temporally extended actions or state transitions as temporal abstractions of an underlying MDP. Therefore, the agent has the option to change the course of the temporally extended actions or state
transitions, in particular, to give up the current route at every time step before reaching its destination, go back to any junctions that it has previous visited, and then remake its choice. There is, however, one difference from the time delayed \(n\)-armed bandit problem when the agent gives up the current action: the agent has to consider the extra cost caused by giving up because it needs to walk back to the junction to which it gives up. In other words, there is a cost to give up the current action and also a cost to follow it. Both must be considered in order to decide whether or not it is worthwhile to give up.

![Figure 6.1: Illustration of a route finder problem](image)

In fact, we can consider that the route finder problem is composed by a sequence of time delayed \(n\)-armed bandit problems. At every junction, the learning agent makes a decision on one time delayed \(n\)-armed bandit problem.

In this problem, only junction states, denoted as \(J\), are high abstraction of states and have options. Since a normal action can also be considered as a special case of an option because an option lasts one or more time steps whereas a normal action lasts exactly one time step, we only consider options in these junction states. An option, denoted as \(o\), begins from one junction state and ends at a neighbouring junction state or the destination state. Non junction states except the destination state, denoted as \(N\), are considered as part of options.
In each junction state, denoted as $s^J (s^J \in J)$, the agent chooses one from all options available in $s^J$ based on its normal policy $\pi : J, O \rightarrow [0, 1]$ where $O$ is a set of all options. After the agent selects one option, it follows another policy $\pi_o : N, A \rightarrow [0, 1]$ where $A$ is a set of all actions available in the states $N$ (viz. follows or gives up the current path), until the option terminates, viz. when the agent reaches one junction state again or the destination state. If it is not the destination state, the agent chooses one from all options available in the state based on its normal policy $\pi$ similar to the above and another iteration begins. On the other hand, if it is the destination state, the agent receives a reward, denoted as $r$, and the current episode ends.

Suppose that the agent is in a junction state $s^J \in J$ (viz. outside options) at the $i^{th}$ time step. Then, the value of taking option $o$ in $s^J$ under policy $\pi$ in terms of the discounted return can be defined as

$$Q^\pi(s^J, o) = E\left(\sum_{k=i+1}^{n} \gamma^{k-i-1} r_k\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where $n$ is the time step when the agent arrives at its destination, $\gamma (0 \leq \gamma \leq 1)$ is a parameter called the discount factor, and $r_k$ is the reward received at the $k^{th}$ time step. In this problem, only when the agent reaches its destination will it receive a reward $r$. Therefore, the above equation can be further simplified as

$$Q^\pi(s^J, o) = E(\gamma^{n-i-1} r)$$. \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

On the other hand, if the agent is in a non junction state $s^N \in N$ (viz. inside an option) at the $i^{th}$ time step, the value function for $s^N$ under policy $\pi_o$ in terms of the discounted return can be defined as

$$V^{\pi_o}(s^N) = E\left(\sum_{k=i+1}^{n} \gamma^{k-i-1} r_k\right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

Similarly, the above equation can also be further simplified as

$$V^{\pi_o}(s^N) = E(\gamma^{n-i-1} r)$$. \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

Instead of its maximising the discounted return, another natural goal of the agent is to walk from the starting point to the end point in the shortest time, viz.
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to minimise the expected time to reward, which is used in this thesis.

Suppose that the agent is in a junction state \( s^J \in J \) (viz. outside options) at the \( i \)th time step and it takes the agent \( t_{s^J,o} \) to reach its destination after an option \( o \) is taken in the state. Then, the value of taking option \( o \) in \( s^J \) under policy \( \pi \) with this criterion can be defined as

\[
Q^\pi(s^J, o) = E(t_{s^J,o}).
\] (6.5)

On the other hand, if the agent is in a non junction state \( s^N \in N \) (viz. inside an option) at the \( i \)th time step and it takes the agent \( t_{s^N} \) to reach its destination from the state, the value function for \( s^N \) under policy \( \pi_o \) with this criterion can be defined as

\[
V^{\pi_o}(s^N) = E(t_{s^N}) \quad \text{(6.6)}
\]

At first glance, this problem seems like the single-source shortest-path problem \([169]\) in a weighted graph with nonnegative weights, which can effectively be solved by Dijkstra’s algorithm \([170]\). But the algorithm assumes that all vertexes and routes are known, and their weights/lengths are deterministic and stationary. In the problem we discuss here, however, the learning agent does not know the routes in advance and needs to explore them first. Furthermore, the length of paths may be stochastic and may also change over time. Therefore, a reinforcement learning algorithm is suitable for this problem.

Similar to the time delayed n-armed bandit problem, when the environment changes, it may be better to increase the learning rate in order to learn the change quickly and to increase the exploration rate (e.g. \( \epsilon \) for \( \epsilon \)-greedy) in order to increase the chance that suboptimal actions are visited if any suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment. When the environment does not change, on the other hand, it may be better to decrease the learning rate in order for the estimated value to converge to its true value and to decrease the exploration rate in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. Likewise, when the lengths of routes vary greatly, the learning agent may benefit from giving up the current route in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration if it has already found that the current route is still worse than the optimal one. However, the analysis becomes much more complex because this problem has more than one state. Even if the length of every route is deterministic, the estimated value of every state-action
pair is stochastic because the learning agent may make different decisions at the same junction due to the non-greedy decision making. Furthermore, some states far away from the starting point are seldom visited and their estimated values may be incorrect all the time. Using this more complex problem, we would like to find out if the idea of learning and perceiving the time to reward, which works very well in the relatively simple time delayed n-armed bandit problem, can still work well in more complex problems.

Here, we only consider cases where there is only one destination (reward). In addition, we further assume that the walking speed of the learning agent is the same everywhere, so we can still learn the time to reward instead of the length of routes. With these conditions, T learning and TP/TPWG learning introduced in the last chapter, if extended to multiple states, are sufficient to solve this problem.

6.2 Algorithms

In this section, we introduce a Monte Carlo method to learn the time to reward and another Monte Carlo method to learn and perceive the time to reward. The notation used to describe algorithms is summarised in table 6.1.

From the experimental results of the last chapter, we know that there is little difference between TP and TPWG learning or between VP and VPWG learning in terms of the learning speed and the recovery speed from environmental changes. TP or VP performs better than TPWG/VPWG learning in terms of the agent’s performance after the learning converges only when the difference in the time to reward for actions or in the values of actions is great. Thus, we only extend TP learning to work with multiple states in this chapter.

Table 6.1: Summary of notation used to describe algorithms for the route finder problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>set of possible states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>any state $\in S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_c$</td>
<td>the current state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_1$</td>
<td>the initial state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_g$</td>
<td>the state to which it should give up; 0 (no state) if it should not give up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A(s)$</td>
<td>set of possible actions in state $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>any action in one state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A(s)\setminus a$</td>
<td>set of actions except action $a$ in the state $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_c$</td>
<td>the current action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a^*(s)$</td>
<td>the optimal action in $s$ in terms of the agent’s criterion of optimality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_g$</td>
<td>the action the agent will choose after giving up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>learning rate, $0 &lt; \alpha \leq 1$, a scalar with fixed value for MCT learning and a function of state-action pairs for MCTP learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_0, \delta, \eta$</td>
<td>parameters used to calculate $\alpha$ for MCTP learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2(s, a)$</td>
<td>learning rate specifically used to learn the variance of the time to reward for $(s, a)$, $0 &lt; \alpha_2 \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{2\text{max}}, \alpha_{2\text{min}}$</td>
<td>the maximum/minimum of $\alpha_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>random parameter to explore suboptimal actions, $0 \leq \epsilon \leq 1$, a scalar with a fixed value for MCT learning and a function of states for MCTP learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{\text{max}},\epsilon_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>the maximum/minimum of $\epsilon$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>parameter used to calculate $\epsilon$ for MCTP learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_2$</td>
<td>random parameter to decide whether to explore the current action longer than usual; with probability $\frac{\phi}{2}$, explore the current action longer than usual, $0 \leq \epsilon_2 \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trackList</td>
<td>a list storing all state-action pairs visited in the current episode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t(s, a)$</td>
<td>discrete time step elapsed since state-action pair $(s, a)$ is visited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
$T(s,a)$ & estimated mean of the time to reward for state-action pair $(s,a)$ \\
\hline
$T_{\text{var}}(s,a)$ & estimated variance of the time to reward for state-action pair $(s,a)$ \\
\hline
$k$ & the size of the expectation window ranging from $T(s,a) - k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s,a)}$ to $T(s,a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s,a)}$ \\
\hline
$\text{count\_correct}(s,a)$ & the number of times/episodes in a row that the actual time to reward for state-action pair $(s,a)$ is correctly estimated; whether or not they are correctly estimated is judged by algorithms. \\
\hline
$\text{threshold}(s,a)$ & the time step after which the agent should give up $(s,a)$ \\
\hline
$\text{action\_forCmp}(s,a)$ & the action which the agent uses to compare with $a$ in $s$; 0 (viz. no action) if no action is eligible \\
\hline
$\text{flag\_correctEst}(s,a)$ & a Boolean storing the information about whether or not the time to reward for state-action pair $(s,a)$ is correctly estimated judged by algorithms \\
\hline
$\text{flag\_correctCmp}(s,a)$ & a Boolean storing the information about whether or not $a$ can be used to compare with other actions in $s$ judged by algorithms \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

### 6.2.1 Monte Carlo methods

The time estimation algorithm introduced in the last chapter is designed to work with only one state. The Monte Carlo method to be introduced in this subsection is a natural extension of the algorithm in order to work with multiple states. Like the time estimation algorithm, it also learns the estimated time to reward from experiences or samples and then updates the estimated time only at the end of an episode. Furthermore, the estimated time is also used to make decisions. But unlike the time estimation algorithm, the estimated time to reward in the Monte Carlo method is associated with state-action pairs rather than just actions because there may be more than one state in every episode. For the same reason, a track list is used to record all state-action pairs visited during one episode and a timer for each state-action pair in the track list is used to record how far/long the learning agent has gone since the visit to that particular state-action pair. After an episode ends, the timer information is used to update the estimated time to
reward for all of the state-action pairs in the track list incrementally.

The final algorithm of the Monte Carlo method for this problem is shown in algorithm 9. Please refer to table 6.1 for the meaning of notation used in the algorithm. Originally, the track list is empty. When a junction is encountered, the learning agent uses a non-greedy policy to choose one action from all actions available in this state with respect to their estimated time to reward. Then the state and the chosen action pair is added to the track list if it has not yet been in the list. Next, the learning agent moves forward one step along the chosen action/path and the timer of all state-action pairs in the track list is increased by one time step. The process will repeat until the learning agent arrives at the destination, signalling the end of an episode. At the end of one episode, the estimated time to reward for all state-action pairs in the track list is updated with their timer information (their actual time to reward) incrementally. It is worth noting that this algorithm is not our original contribution but a standard Monte Carlo algorithm to learn the time to reward.

Algorithm 9 A Monte Carlo method to learn the time to reward (MCT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: $T$, $s_1$; Outputs: $T$; Parameters: $\alpha$, $\epsilon$; Internal variables: $t$, trackList</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for all episode do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_c = s_1$, trackList = [], $t = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if the learning agent arrives at a junction ($s_c$) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose $a_c$ from all possible actions in $s$ using a non-greedy policy derived from $T(s_c,:)$ (e.g., $\epsilon$-greedy, minimum $T$ priority); then take action $a_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $(s_c, a_c)$ is not already in trackList then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add $(s_c, a_c)$ to trackList</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The learning agent moves forward one step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For all $(s, a)$ in trackList, $t(s, a) \leftarrow t(s, a) + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>until the learning agent arrives at its destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For all $(s, a)$ in trackList, $T(s, a) \leftarrow T(s, a) + \alpha {t(s, a) - T(s, a)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2.2 Monte Carlo methods with time perception

Just like algorithm 9 extending the time estimation algorithm, the algorithm to be discussed in this section extends the algorithm of learning and perceiving the
time to reward in last chapter in order to work with multiple states. As shown in algorithm 10, it uses Monte Carlo methods to learn both the mean and variance of the time to reward, and then uses the learned time information to detect environmental changes and decide when to give up the current state-action pair. As shown in algorithm 11, if an environmental change is detected twice in a row, the learning rate is increased in order to learn the change quickly and the exploration rate (e.g. \( \epsilon \) for \( \epsilon \)-greedy) is increased in order to increase the chance that suboptimal actions are visited if one suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment; otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated mean of the time to reward to converge to its true mean and the exploration rate is also decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. As shown in algorithm 12 if the learning agent has found that the current action is still worse than the optimal one, it gives up the action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration.

Algorithm 10 is similar to algorithm 9 except that it also learns the variance of the time to reward and then uses the time information (both the mean and variance) to detect environmental changes and to decide when to give up the current action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. Algorithm 11 and algorithm 12 are also very similar to their counterpart algorithms 3 and 4 in the last chapter except that they augment all parameters and values with states since this problem has multiple states.

Specifically, when the actual time to reward \( t(s, a) \) of the state-action pair \((s, a)\) is outside \( T(s, a) \pm k \sqrt{T\_var(s, a)} \) where \( T(s, a) \) and \( T\_var(s, a) \) are the sample mean and variance of the time to reward for the state-action pair \((s, a)\), we consider that the time to reward for the state-action pair \((s, a)\) has changed. If this happens twice in a row, a bigger learning rate is used to update \( T(s, a) \) in order to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated value to converge to the true value. When the actual time to reward \( t(s, a) \) of the state-action pair \((s, a)\) is less than \( T(s, a) - k \sqrt{T\_var(s, a)} \), we consider that the time to reward for the state-action pair \((s, a)\) has become shorter. If so and also \( a \) is one suboptimal action in \( s \) and \( t(s, a) < T(s, a^*) \), which means that \( a \) may have become the optimal action in \( s \) in the new environment, \( \epsilon(s) \) will be increased so that \( a \) can be explored more often. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value.
in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions.

At every time step, the learning agent also checks whether it should give up the current action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. It is worth pointing out that if the time to reward for all state-action pairs has been correctly learned, the learning agent can not only detect when it should give up the current action but also find to which state it should give up by comparing the elapsed time since the visit to one action in one state with its estimated time to reward and with the estimated time to reward for other actions in the state. It checks all state-action pairs in the track list from the last to the first. One reason why it checks from the last to the first is that the cost of giving up to a latter visited state is smaller than giving up to an earlier visited state. Another reason is that the chance of giving up to a latter visited state is usually greater than that of giving up to an earlier visited state. Normally, the closer to the reward the less there is variation in the values of the state-action pair. For each state-action pair \((s, a)\), it first checks if there exists any action \((a' \in A(s) \setminus a)\) in the state \((s)\) that has the correct estimated time to reward for comparison (viz. \(\text{flag\_correctCmp}(s, a') = \text{TRUE}\)). If there is none, it will not give up the current action. On the other hand, if there is any, it finds the action \((a'')\) which has the shortest estimated time to reward among all these actions. It will not give up unless the estimated time to reward for the state-action pair \((s, a)\) is more than triple the estimated time to reward for the compared state-action pair \((s, a'')\). If this condition is satisfied, most of the time, the learning agent only explores \((s, a)\) for \(T(s, a'')\) when \((s, a)\) is chosen; But at times, it explores the pair for \(3T(s, a'')\) just in case the time to reward for \((s, a)\) has become less than \(3T(s, a'')\). When \(T(s, a) < 3T(s, a'')\), the learning agent is expected to get a reward in less than \(3T(s, a'')\) if it does not give up and in \(3T(s, a'')\) if it gives up after \(a\) is chosen in \(s\). Therefore, it is better not to give up in this case.

### 6.3 Experimental settings

Each experiment, except the experiments with random data, is run 100 times to reduce the influence of random noise. When we experiment on the algorithms with random data, we generate 100 random cases and each case is only run once. In addition, these cases are generated in advance and then used for all algorithms to make the experimental comparison fair.
Algorithm 10 A Monte Carlo method to learn and perceive the time to reward (MCTP)

Inputs: $T, T_{\text{var}}, s_1$; Outputs: $T, T_{\text{var}}$

Parameters: $k, \epsilon_{\text{min}}$; Internal variables: $s_c, a_c, a_g, \epsilon$ (initial value: $\epsilon_{\min}$), $\text{count}_{\text{correct}}$ (initial value: 0), $\text{threshold}$ (initial value: $\infty$), $\text{action}_{\text{forCmp}}$ (initial value: 0), $\text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}$ (initial value: FALSE), $\text{flag}_{\text{correctCmp}}$ (initial value: FALSE)

for all episode do
    Initialise $\text{trackList} = [], t(s,a) = 0$ for all $(s,a)$ pairs, $a_g = 0, s_c = s_1$
    repeat
        if the learning agent arrives at a junction $(s_c)$ then
            if $a_g \neq 0$ then
                $a_c = a_g, a_g = 0$
            else
                Choose $a_c$ from all possible actions in $s_c$ using a non-greedy policy derived from $T(s_c,:)$ ($\epsilon$-greedy, minimum $T$ priority)
            end if
            if $(s_c, a_c)$ is not already in $\text{trackList}$ then
                add $(s_c, a_c)$ to $\text{trackList}$,
                use algorithm 12 to calculate $\text{threshold}(s_c, a_c)$
            end if
        end if
    For all $(s,a)$ in $\text{trackList}$ do
        $t(s,a) \leftarrow t(s,a) + 1$
    end for
    for all $(s,a)$ in $\text{trackList}$ do
        if $t(s,a) > T(s,a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s,a)}$ then
            $\text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}(s,a) = \text{flag}_{\text{correctCmp}}(s,a) = \text{FALSE}$
            Use algorithm 12 to recalculate the threshold of the actions ($a' \in A(s)\setminus\{a\}$) where $\text{action}_{\text{forCmp}}(s,a') = a$
        end if
    end for
    for all $(s,a)$ in $\text{trackList}$ from the end to the beginning do
        if $\text{flag}_{\text{correctEst}}(s,a) = \text{TRUE AND } t(s,a) > \text{threshold}(s,a)$ then
            $s_c = s, a_g = \text{action}_{\text{forCmp}}(s,a)$ \{Give up to s and then choose $a_g$\}
            Reset $t$ of the state-action pairs in $\text{trackList}$ ranging from $(s,a)$ to the last pair, and remove these pairs from $\text{trackList}$; for state-action pairs in $\text{trackList}$ before $(s,a)$, increase their timer by $t(s,a)$
            break
        end if
    end for
    until the learning agent arrives at its destination
    Use algorithm 11 to update the model
end for
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Algorithm 11 Update the model used by algorithm 10

Inputs: $T$, $T_{\text{var}}$, $t$, $\epsilon$, $\text{count\_correct}$, trackList

Outputs: $\text{flag\_correctEst}$, $\text{flag\_correct_cmp}$, $T$, $T_{\text{var}}$, $\epsilon$, $\text{count\_correct}$

Parameters: $\alpha_0$, $\alpha_{2\text{max}}$, $\alpha_{2\text{min}}$, $\epsilon_{\text{max}}$, $\epsilon_{\text{min}}$, $\phi$, $k$, $\delta$, $\eta$.

Internal variables: $\alpha$, $\alpha_2$, $a^*(s)$, $T_{\text{old}}$

for all $(s, a)$ in trackList do

$\text{flag\_correctcmp}(s, a) = \begin{cases} \text{TRUE} & t(s, a) \leq T(s, a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s, a)} \\ \text{FALSE} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

if $T(s, a) - k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s, a)} \leq t(s, a) \leq T(s, a) + k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s, a)}$ then

$\text{flag\_correctEst}(s, a) = \text{TRUE}$,

$\alpha_2(s, a) = \alpha_{2\text{max}}$,

$\text{count\_correct}(s, a) \leftarrow \text{count\_correct}(s, a) + 1$

end if

else

$\text{flag\_correctEst}(s, a) = \text{FALSE}$,

$\alpha_2(s, a) = \alpha_{2\text{min}}$

if this happens twice in a row then

$\text{count\_correct}(s, a) = 0$

end if

end if

$\alpha(s, a) = \frac{\alpha_0}{\text{(count\_correct}(s, a)+1+\delta)^\eta}$

if a is not the optimal action then

if $t(s, a) < T(s, a) - k\sqrt{T_{\text{var}}(s, a)}$ AND $t(s, a) < T(s, a^*)$ then

$\epsilon(s) = \epsilon(s) + \phi [\epsilon_{\text{max}} - \epsilon(s)]$

else

$\epsilon(s) = \epsilon(s) + \phi [\epsilon_{\text{min}} - \epsilon(s)]$

end if

end if

{Update the estimation}

$T_{\text{old}}(s, a) = T(s, a)$;

$T(s, a) \leftarrow T(s, a) + \alpha(s, a) [t(s, a) - T(s, a)]$

$T_{\text{var}}(s, a) \leftarrow T_{\text{var}}(s, a) + \alpha_2(s, a) \{[t(s, a) - T_{\text{old}}(s, a)] [t(s, a) - T(s, a)] - T_{\text{var}}(s, a)\}$

end for
Algorithm 12 Calculate when it should give up used by algorithm 10

Inputs: \( T, \ flag\_correct\_Cmp, (s,a), A(s) \)

Outputs: \( \text{threshold}, \ action\_\_for\_Cmp \)

Parameters: \( \epsilon_2; \) Internal variables: \( a', A', a'' \)

if \( \exists a' \in A(s) \setminus a \) satisfying \( \text{flag\_correct\_Cmp}(s,a') = TRUE \) then

use \( A' \) to represent the set of all \( a', a'' = \arg\min_{a' \in A'} [T(s,a')] \)

\[ action\_\_for\_Cmp(s,a) = a'' \]

if \( T(s,a) \leq 3T(s,a'') \) then

\[ \text{threshold}(s,a) = \infty \]

else

\[ \text{threshold}(s,a) = \begin{cases} T(a'') & \text{with probability } 1 - \epsilon_2/2 \\ 3T(a'') & \text{with probability } \epsilon_2/2 \end{cases} \]

end if

else

\[ action\_\_for\_Cmp(s,a) = 0, \text{threshold}(s,a) = \infty \]

end if

Like previous experiments, we consider that the learning has converged if the behaviour of the learning agent does not change afterwards and we consider that the learning has recovered from environmental changes if the learning agent can behave correctly in the new environment. However, there are two things worth considering. Firstly, because there is more than one state in this problem, some state-action pairs are seldom visited in some cases. For instance, as figure 6.1 illustrates, if the first action in all states is the optimal action, in one episode, the chance that the second action in \( s_1 \) is taken is \( \epsilon/2 \), the chance that the second action in \( s_2 \) is taken is \( \epsilon^2/4 \), the chance that the second action in \( s_3 \) is taken is \( \epsilon^3/8 \) and so on. It would take a long time if we require the behaviour of the learning agent in every state to be correct. Secondly, the optimal behaviour of the learning agent also depends on its policy. In this problem, for instance, the optimal path for a greedy learner is just the shortest path whereas the optimal path for a non-greedy learner is not necessarily the shortest path. For example, in the cliff-walking task [2], the optimal behaviour for a non-greedy learner is not to follow the shortest path which is close to the cliff but to follow a longer path which is far away from the cliff. For the same reason, the optimal path for a non-greedy learner with giving up may also be different. Therefore, we consider that the learning has recovered from environmental changes if the optimal route decided by its estimated values is the correct one with respect to its policy and does not change afterwards.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4$</td>
<td>the length of paths shown in figure 6.1 before the environment changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x'_1, x'_2, x'_3, x'_4, y'_1, y'_2, y'_3, y'_4$</td>
<td>the length of the above paths after the environment changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Summary of notation used to describe experimental scenarios for the route finder problem

In order to make the experiments tractable, we use a route finder problem with 4 junctions and 2 actions in each junction as figure 6.1 shows. The settings of parameters used in the following experiments are as follows where applicable.

$\alpha = 0.1, \alpha_0 = 1.2, \alpha_{2\min} = 0.002, \alpha_{2\max} = 0.01, \epsilon = 0.1, \epsilon_{\min} = 0.1, \epsilon_{\max} = 1, \epsilon_2 = 0.1, \phi = 0.1, \gamma = 0.9, k = 3, \delta = 3, \eta = 1$. Initialise $T(s, a) = 0$, $T_{\var}(s, a) = 0$, $action_{\ for\ Cmp}(s, a) = 0$, $threshold(s, a) = \infty$, $flag_{\ correct\ Est}(s, a) = FALSE$, $flag_{\ correct\ Cmp}(s, a) = FALSE$, $count_{\ correct}(s, a) = 0$ for all $(s, a)$ pairs.

6.4 Experimental results

In this section, we compare the performance of the Monte Carlo method to learn the time to reward with that of the Monte Carlo method to learn and perceive the time to reward in terms of the learning speed, the recovery speed from environmental changes, and the agent’s performance after the learning converges in both deterministic environments and stochastic environments. Deterministic environments are considered in section 6.4.1 and stochastic environments are considered in section 6.4.2.

In order to facilitate the description of the experimental scenarios, we introduce more notation as shown in table 6.2.

6.4.1 Deterministic environments

In this subsection, we carry out experiments in environments where the length of every path is deterministic but may change over time. We first compare the training process of the two algorithms.

1. Case 1: $x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 10$

   The length of all paths is equal. This, however, does not mean that each
route is equal due to the topology of the graph. The shortest route in this case is \((s_1, a_1)\) and its length is 10.

2. Case 2: \(x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 100, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 10\)
   The shortest route is \((s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow (s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)\) and its length is 40. The difference in the time to reward between actions in one state is relatively great.

3. Case 3: \(x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 10, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 100\)
   In this case, \((s_1, a_1)\) is the shortest route and its length is 10. The difference in the time to reward between actions in one state is relatively great.

4. Case 4: \(x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 100, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 2\)
   The shortest route is \((s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow (s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)\) and its length is 8. This case is similar to Case 2, but the difference in the time to reward between actions in one state is even greater.

5. Case 5: \(x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 2, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 100\)
   \((s_1, a_1)\) is the shortest route and its length is 2. This case is similar to Case 3, but the difference in the time to reward between actions in one state is even greater.

6. Case 6: \(x_1 = 40, x_2 = 30, x_3 = 20, x_4 = 10, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 10\)
   In this scenario, there is no difference in the time to reward between actions in all states.

In Case 1, as figure 6.2 shows, MCTP learning learns faster than MCT learning in terms of both the time steps taken to get one reward and the learning of T values due to an increased learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is usually the case at the beginning of learning. Because the difference in the time to reward between actions in all states is relatively small, giving up only occurs when the learning agent chooses the second action in all first three states. The chance that this situation happens is very small because the second actions in the first three states are all suboptimal actions. Therefore giving up seldom occurs in this scenario. This explains why the two algorithms behave similarly after the learning converges. When the difference in length between routes increases, however, giving up takes effect. As figure 6.3 for Case 2 and figure 6.4 for Case 3 show, it takes MCTP learning fewer time steps to reach its
destination than MCT learning after the learning converges in both scenarios. It is worth noting that, in figure 6.3, it takes MCTP learning more time to converge in this scenario. This is because at the beginning of the learning, the learning agent is more likely to go through suboptimal paths in this scenario, which causes incorrect estimation of $T(1,2)$, $T(2,2)$ and even $T(3,2)$. Because MCTP learning has a faster learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, its estimation of $T(1,2)$, $T(2,2)$, $T(3,2)$ is further away from their true value and therefore it takes longer to correct the mistake. Comparing figure 6.3 (b.) and (d.), we can see that for MCTP learning, $T(1,2)$, $T(2,2)$ and $T(3,2)$ increase more quickly at the beginning and therefore need more time to drop back afterwards than those for MCT learning.

To further compare the performance of the two algorithms in terms of the time steps taken to reach the destination after the learning converges, we calculate the average time steps to get one reward by the two algorithms in the last 100 episodes in the above six scenarios. The results are shown in figure 6.5. In Case 6, giving up does not occur and therefore there is no difference between the two algorithms. In Case 1, giving up seldom occurs as discussed above and therefore MCTP learning is only marginally better than MCT learning. In Case 2 and Case 3, the difference in length between paths increases, giving up occurs more often and therefore MCTP learning is apparently better than MCT learning. In Case 4 and Case 5, the difference in the length between paths becomes even greater, giving up can save more time and therefore MCTP learning is much better than MCT learning.

We also do an interesting experiment using a scenario similar to the cliff-walking task [2].

1. Case 7: $x_1 = 16, x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 100, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 2$

Like the cliff-walking task, the shortest route in this scenario is not necessarily the optimal route for a non-greedy learning agent because a non-greedy learning agent may easily enter a much worse situation if it follows the shortest route. But unlike the cliff-walking task, the learning agent in this scenario can still reach its destination and also has opportunities to go back even if it enters such a situation.

We experiment on standard Q learning, MCT learning and MCTP learning in this scenario. The settings for MCT learning and MCTP learning are the same as for previous experiments. For Q learning, the state representation is the same.
Figure 6.2: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) same with (a.), but only shows the first 100 episodes; (c.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (d.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (e.) same with (d.) but only shows the first 100 episodes (f.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; Case 2. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (d.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning.
Figure 6.4: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; Case 3. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (d.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the two algorithms in terms of the average time steps to get one reward in the last 100 episodes. (a.) Case 6; (b.) Case 1; (c.) Case 2; (d.) Case 3; (e.) Case 4; (f.) Case 5.
and the parameters are as usual ($\alpha = 0.1, \epsilon = 0.1, \gamma = 0.9$). As figure 6.6 shows, Q learning performs the worst of the three. This is because Q learning, as an off-policy learner, chooses to follow the shortest route most of the time and, due to its non-greedy decision making, it is very likely that it may deviate from the shortest route and enter one path with length 100 before it reaches its destination. MCT learning performs better than Q learning. As an on-policy learner, MCT learning chooses the first action in the first state most of time and avoids the risky shortest route. MCTP learning performs the best of the three. Like Q learning, it also chooses to follow the shortest route most of time. But unlike Q learning, it would give up to the previous junction if it has found that the current path is still worse than the optimal one after it enters a path with length 100 and would therefore avoid being trapped in suboptimal paths for too long.

Next, we compare their performance in terms of the recovery speed from an environmental change. In this problem, there is more than one state. As mentioned previously, it would take a very long time to learn the values of all state-action pairs correctly. For limited episodes, the degree to which the learning agent has
learned may be different for different learning algorithms, which would in turn affect their performance in terms of the recovery speed from an environmental change. It is not hard to imagine that the better the learning agent learns the old environment the longer it may take the learning agent to unlearn the old environment and then learn the new environment. Therefore, in addition to using the same algorithm for both training and recovery, we also use a common algorithm, e.g. MCT learning, to learn the old environment first and then use the two algorithms to recover from the environmental change so that we can eliminate the influence of the training on the performance of recovery from an environmental change. We consider the following three scenarios.

1. Case 8: \( x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 100, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 10, x'_1 = x'_2 = x'_3 = x'_4 = 10, y'_1 = y'_2 = y'_3 = y'_4 = 100 \)

   At the beginning, the shortest route is \((s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow (s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)\). In this environment, the optimal action in the last state is the second action. The optimal action in the first three states, however, depends on the policy of the learning agent. If the learning agent chooses the second action most of time in all states, the second action in the first three states is also the optimal action. Otherwise, the first action in the first three states is the optimal action because \(x_1 < y_1 + x_2; x_2 < y_2 + x_3; x_3 < y_3 + x_4\). When the environment changes, \((s_1, a_1)\) becomes the new shortest route. In the new environment, the first action in all states is the optimal action.

2. Case 9: \( x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = 10, y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 100, x'_1 = x'_2 = x'_3 = x'_4 = 100, y'_1 = y'_2 = y'_3 = y'_4 = 10 \)

   This case is just the opposite to the first case. If an algorithm can cope well with the environmental change in the first case, it does not mean that it is good at handling environmental changes because it may be its special features that enable it to recover from that particular kind of environmental change very quickly. If so, however, it should perform particularly badly if a contrary environmental change occurs. This scenario tests if this is the case.

3. Case 10: \( x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4, x'_1, x'_2, x'_3, x'_4, y'_1, y'_2, y'_3, y'_4 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(1, 101) \)

   The length of each path is drawn from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 1 to 101 once at the beginning and once when
the environment changes. In this scenario, the length of each path can be
different and can become shorter, longer or stay the same (even though the
chance of which is very small) when the environment changes. The shortest
route or optimal route (these two paths can be different depending on the
policy of the agent) may also stay the same or change when the environment
changes. This scenario is used to test the average performance of the two
algorithms.

As figure 6.7 shows, when the same algorithm is used for both training and
recovery, MCTP learning recovers from the environmental change slightly quicker
than MCT learning in Case 8, apparently quicker than MCT learning in both Case
9 and Case 10. When MCT learning is used for training in both experiments,
however, MCTP learning recovers from the environmental change much quicker
than MCT learning in all the three cases.

![Figure 6.7: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes. (a.) Case 8; (b.) Case 9; (c.) Case 10.](image)
6.4.2 Stochastic environments

In this subsection, we do sets of experiments similar to those in the last subsection but in stochastic environments where the length of every path is stochastic instead of deterministic. We first compare the training process of the two algorithms.

1. Case 1: $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1$

   The mean of the length of all paths is equal. This, however, does not mean that each route is equal due to the topology of the graph or that the length of all paths in one episode is the same due to the stochastic environment. The shortest route in this case is $(s_1, a_1)$ on average and its length is 11 on average.

2. Case 2: $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1; y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1$

   The shortest route on average is $(s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow (s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)$ and its length on average is 44.

3. Case 3: $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1; y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1$

   In this case, $(s_1, a_1)$ is the shortest route on average and its length is 11 on average. The difference in the mean of the time to reward between actions in one state is relatively great.

4. Case 4: $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1; y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(2) + 1$

   The shortest route is $(s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow (s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)$ on average and its length is 12 on average. This case is similar to Case 2, but the difference in the mean of the time to reward between actions in one state is even greater.

5. Case 5: $x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(2) + 1; y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1$

   $(s_1, a_1)$ is the shortest route on average and its length is 3 on average. This case is similar to Case 3, but the difference in the mean of the time to reward between actions in one state is even greater on average.

6. Case 6: $x_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(40) + 1, x_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(30) + 1, x_3 \sim \text{Poisson}(20) + 1, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1; y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1$

   In this scenario, there is almost no difference in the mean of the time to reward between actions in all states on average. However, the actual time to reward for actions in one state can be quite different in one episode.
In Case 1, as figure 6.8 shows, similar to the results for the deterministic environment, MCTP learning learns faster than MCT learning in terms of both the time steps taken to get the xth reward and the learning of T values due to a greater learning rate when the estimated value is not correct, which is usually the case at the beginning of learning. For the same reason discussed in the last subsection, giving up seldom occurs in this scenario and therefore the two algorithms behave similarly after learning converges. When the difference in length between paths increases, however, giving up takes effect. As figure 6.9 for Case 2 and 6.10 for Case 3 show, similar to the results for the deterministic environment, it takes MCTP learning fewer time steps to reach its destination than MCT learning after the learning converges in both scenarios. It is worth noting that, in figure 6.9, similar to the results for the deterministic environment, it takes MCTP learning more time to converge in this scenario for the same reason discussed in the last subsection.

To further compare the performance of the two algorithms in terms of the time steps taken to reach the destination after the learning converges, we calculate the average time steps to get one reward by the two algorithms in the last 100 episodes in the above six scenarios. The results are shown in figure 6.11. In Case 6, giving up does not occur because the estimated time to reward for the two actions in each state is almost the same, though the actual time to reward for the two actions in each state can be quite different due to the stochastic environment unlike the deterministic scenario in the last subsection. Therefore there is almost no difference between the two algorithms. In Case 1, giving up seldom occurs as discussed above and therefore MCTP learning is only marginally better than MCT learning. In Case 2 and Case 3, the difference in the mean of the length between paths increases, giving up occurs more often and therefore MCTP learning is apparently better than MCT learning. In the last two scenarios, the difference in the mean of the length between paths becomes even greater, giving up can save more time and therefore MCTP learning performs much better than MCT learning.

We also do an experiment using a scenario similar to the cliff-walking task as what we have done for deterministic environments.

1. Case 7: $x_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(16) + 1; x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1;
   y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(2) + 1$
Figure 6.8: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; Case 1. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) same with (a.), but only shows the first 100 episodes; (c.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (d.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (e.) same with (d.), but only shows the first 100 episodes; (f.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; Case 2. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (d.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning.
Figure 6.10: Comparison of the two algorithms during training; Case 3. (a.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCT learning; (b.) the learning of T values by MCT learning; (c.) time steps taken to get the Xth reward by MCTP learning; (d.) the learning of T values by MCTP learning.
Figure 6.11: Comparison of the two algorithms in terms of the average time steps to get one reward in the last 100 episodes. (a.) Case 6; (b.) Case 1; (c.) Case 2; (d.) Case 3; (e.) Case 4; (f.) Case 5.
Similar to the last subsection, we experiment on Q learning, MCT learning and MCTP learning using this scenario with the same settings. As figure 6.12 shows, the results are similar to those in deterministic environments. Q learning performs the worst of the three, MCT learning second and MCTP learning the best for the same reason discussed in the last subsection.

\[ x_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(16) + 1; \quad x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1; \quad y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(2) + 1 \]

Next, we compare their performance in terms of the recovery speed from an environmental change. For the same reason discussed in the last subsection, in addition to using the same algorithm for both training and recovery, we also use a common algorithm, e.g. MCT learning, to learn the old environment first and then use the two algorithms to recover from an environmental change so that we can eliminate the influence of the training on their performance in terms of the recovery speed from an environmental change. We consider the following three scenarios.

1. Case 8: \( x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1, y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1, x'_1, x'_2, x'_3, x'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1, y'_1, y'_2, y'_3, y'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1 \)

At the beginning, the shortest route on average is \((s_1, a_2) \rightarrow (s_2, a_2) \rightarrow \)
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\((s_3, a_2) \rightarrow (s_4, a_2)\). In this environment, the optimal action on average in the last state is the second action. The optimal action on average in the first three states, however, depends on the policy of the learning agent. If the learning agent chooses the second action most of time in all states, the second action in the first three states is also the optimal action on average. Otherwise, the first action in the first three states is the optimal action on average because \(x_1 < y_1 + x_2, x_2 < y_2 + x_3, \) and \(x_3 < y_3 + x_4\) on average. When the environment changes, \((s_1, a_1)\) becomes the new shortest route on average. In the new environment, the first action in all states is the optimal action on average. It is worth noting that this analysis is based only on the average case. In every episode, the actual length of each path may be quite different from its expected value. For example, in one episode, \(x_1\) may be greater than \(y_1\). In another episode, however, \(x_1\) may be even smaller than \(y_1\).

2. Case 9: \(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1, y_1, y_2, y_3, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1, x'_1, x'_2, x'_3, x'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(100) + 1, y'_1, y'_2, y'_3, y'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(10) + 1\)

This case is just the opposite to the first case. Similar to the last subsection, this scenario is used to see if it is some special features of the algorithms that enable them to recover from that particular kind of environmental change very quickly.

3. Case 10: \(x_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_1) + 1, x_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_2) + 1, x_3 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_3) + 1, x_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_4) + 1, y_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_5) + 1, y_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_6) + 1, y_3 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_7) + 1, y_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_8) + 1, x'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_1) + 1, x'_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_2) + 1, x'_3 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_3) + 1, x'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_4) + 1, y'_1 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_5) + 1, y'_2 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_6) + 1, y'_3 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_7) + 1, y'_4 \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda'_8) + 1\)

\(\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_8, \lambda'_1, \ldots, \lambda'_8 \sim \text{IntegerDiscreteUniform}(1, 101)\)

The length of each path is drawn from Poisson distributions with different means, which are themselves generated from an integer number discrete uniform distribution ranging from 1 to 101 once at the beginning and once when the environment changes. In this scenario, the mean of the length of each path can all be different and can become shorter, longer or stay the
same (even though the chance of which is very small) when the environment changes. The shortest route or optimal route (these two paths can be different depending on the policy of the agent) on average can also stay the same or change when the environment changes.

As figure 6.13 shows, similar to the results for the deterministic environment, when the same algorithm is used for both training and recovery, MCTP learning recovers from the environmental change slightly quicker than MCT learning in Case 8, apparently quicker than MCT learning in both Case 9 and Case 10. When MCT learning is used for training in both experiments, MCTP learning recovers from the environmental change much quicker than MCT learning in all three cases.

![Figure 6.13: Time steps taken to recover from environmental changes. (a.) Case 8; (b.) Case 9; (c.) Case 10.](image)

### 6.5 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter, we first introduced the route finder problem, a problem with multiple states which naturally extends the time delayed n-armed bandit problem
discussed in the last chapter. We then extended the algorithms introduced in the last chapter to work with multiple states, viz. a Monte Carlo method to learn the time to reward and a Monte Carlo method to learn and perceive the time to reward. The problem is used as a test bed to compare these two algorithms. We have considered both deterministic environments and stochastic environments. In all cases, we compared the performance of these learning algorithms in terms of the learning speed and recovery speed from environmental changes, and the agent’s performance after the learning converges. In all experimental scenarios, MCTP learning learns more quickly, but it does not necessarily mean that it also converges more quickly, unlike the results for the time delayed n-armed bandit problem. In regard to the recovery speed from environmental changes, when the same algorithm is used for both training and recovery, MCTP learning is better in all the cases but the difference in some cases is not great. When MCT learning is used for training in both experiments, however, MCTP learning recovers from environmental changes much quicker than MCT learning in all the test cases. After the learning converges, MCTP learning also improves the performance of the learning agent if the difference in the time to reward for actions in one state is great.

In the following subsections, we will discuss what kind of policy the algorithms learn and consider an alternative state representation where all points discretised by time steps on the route are represented as states and alternative models where the learning agent also makes decisions in non-junction states.

### 6.5.1 On-policy or off-policy

Like T and V learning, as introduced in the last chapter, MCT learning is also a type of on-policy learning. Like TP and VP learning, MCTP learning is also an on-policy learner when giving up has not occurred and an off-policy learner when giving up has occurred. For state-action pairs which are not given up, their time to reward is learned on-policy. For the state-action pairs which are given up, their time to reward is learned off-policy. This is because their estimated time to reward is not updated when they are given up. In other words, the policy used to make decisions contains giving up whereas the policy used to update their estimation ignores giving up. Similar to TP and VP learning, MCTP learning can also be modified to on-policy learner by updating the estimation of the given-up state-action pairs with the actual time which takes the learning agent to get a
reward since the visit to this state-action pair whether it was given up or not. Specifically, after giving up, no state-action pairs will be removed from trackList and the estimated time to reward for all state-action pairs in trackList will be updated when a reward is received. It is worth pointing out that, however, the same problems with on-policy TP or VP learning also apply to on-policy MCTP learning.

6.5.2 State representation

In the experiments, instead of considering all points discretised by time steps on the route as states, we only represent the junctions as states since there is no decision making anywhere between two neighbouring junctions. This has dramatically reduced the state space with the same effect for both MCT and MCTP learning. For Q learning, the learning would be much slower if all time steps were represented as states. This is because the estimation of Q value is based on a bootstrap method and it takes longer to bootstrap a reward to previous states if there are more states between them when eligibility traces are not used.

6.5.3 Alternative models

When the time to reward for actions varies substantially in their values, MCTP learning improves the performance of the learning agent by giving up suboptimal actions in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. Some may argue that we can achieve the same goal with MCT learning by augmenting the semi-MDP with time (viz. augmenting junction states with non-junction states) and allowing the learning agent to go back in non-junction states. At a junction state, the learning agent has two routes to choose. At a non-junction state, the learning agent also has two choices: to go ahead or to go back. With a greedy policy, it may work. But with a non-greedy policy, the learning agent may spend a long time going forwards and backwards in one route.

In order to test this hypothesis, we experiment on MCT learning with the choice to go back in the first deterministic scenario $x_1 = x_2 = x_3 = x_4 = y_1 = y_2 = y_3 = y_4 = 10$. The result is shown in figure 6.14 and the new algorithm does not work very well. Firstly, it takes a long time to get the first reward. This is because, at the beginning, the learning agent has equal chance to go forwards and
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backwards. The learning agent has gone forwards and backwards many times before reaching its destination. Secondly, the learning is very slow. This is because there are too many state-action pairs in the problem representation. Finally, after the learning converges, it still takes much longer to reach the destination than it should. This is mainly due to non-greedy decision making. At every time step, even if the optimal action is to go forwards, the learning agent has the probability $0.05 \ (\text{viz. } 1 - \frac{\epsilon}{2})$ to go backwards. Within 10 time steps, the learning agent has the probability $1 - 0.95^{10} = 0.4$ to go backwards at least once. Therefore, it takes the learning agent much longer to reach the destination than it should, even after the learning converges. Furthermore, it is not hard to predict that the result would become even worse if the length of the paths were even longer, because the probability of giving up increases when the length of the paths increases.

![Figure 6.14: Time steps needed to get the Xth reward in a new experimental setting where junction states are augmented with non-junction states and the learning agent is allowed to go back in non-junction states. (a.) MCT learning with going both forwards and backwards allowed; (b.) the zoomed-in version of (a.).]
Since augmenting the semi-MDP with time has not improved the performance of the learning agent, the following two models that we will consider do not augment the semi-MDP with time, viz. the state space only contains junction states, the same as before. Q learning with standard parameters \((\alpha = 0.1, \epsilon = 0.1, \gamma = 0.9)\) is used in the experiments. In the first model, the agent also has two choices like the previous model: to go forwards or backwards when it is in the middle of a route/path, viz. between two junctions. Because non-junction states are not in the state space represented by the agent, the values of these non-junction state-action pairs are not available. Thus, the agent has to choose between going forwards and going backwards equally in non-junction states. As figure 6.15 shows, the result is even worse than that of last model. It takes longer time to get the first reward than the last model and, after the learning converges, it takes even much longer time to get a reward than the last model.

![Figure 6.15: Time steps needed to get the Xth reward in a new experimental setting where the semi-MDP has not been augmented with time and the learning agent may go backwards as well as forwards in non-junction states.](image)

In the other model, when the agent is in the middle of a route/path, it has two different choices: to go ahead one step or to give up the current route/path and then go back to the last junction and remake its decision. For the same
reason in the last model, the agent has to choose between giving up and going forwards equally in non-junction states. As figure 6.16 shows, the result is even worse than that of the last model. It takes even much longer time both to get the first reward and, after the learning converges, to get a reward than both of the last two models. From figure 6.16, we can see that the Q value of (1,1) is unstable. When the agent receives a reward after taking the first action in the first state, $Q(1,1)$ increases. When the agent gives up after taking the first action in the first state, however, $Q(1,1)$ decreases. Therefore, the agent keeps learning and unlearning $Q(1,1)$.

Figure 6.16: Experimental results in a new experimental setting where the semi-MDP has not been augmented with time and the learning agent may give up to the last junction state as well as go forwards in non-junction states. (a.) time steps needed to get the Xth reward; (b.) the learning of T values by Q learning.
6.5.4 Why Monte Carlo methods

As mentioned in section 3.3, the estimated mean is non-stationary during the learning period for bootstrap methods in an environment with multiple states unless a full dynamic programming backup is used. The non-stationary nature of the estimated mean will lead to a biased estimation of the variance in the value function \cite{68}, which in turn affects the performance of methods relying on unbiased statistics \cite{69}. For this reason, we have proposed a Monte Carlo method with time perception, a non-bootstrap method, to solve the route finder problem instead of a bootstrap method, e.g. Q learning.
Chapter 7

Summary and conclusions

This concluding chapter summarises the motivation, fundamental ideas, justification for key decisions, and the main results and contributions of the research in section 7.1 (using non-technical language and omitting equations). The limitations of the research are pointed out in section 7.2 and ideas for future work are discussed in section 7.3.

7.1 Summary of the research

This PhD research is part of an ongoing research programme. The main motivation for this ongoing research shall now be outlined.

Classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms do not perform very well in dynamic environments. On the other hand, the reinforcement learning of animals is quite flexible: they can adapt to dynamic environments very quickly and deal with noisy inputs very effectively. Anyone who has ever learned to ride a bicycle or drive a car knows how fast humans can learn a new complex task. Similarly, dogs can perform new and very complex tasks, such as rescuing buried people during earthquakes and guiding blind people, after some training. One feature that may contribute to animals’ good performance in dynamic environments is that they learn and perceive the time to reward which can be used to detect changes in the environment and decide when it should give up the current action in order to avoid longer than necessary exploration. When a change is detected, animals can respond specifically to and recover from it quickly. Motivated by this feature of animal learning, the ongoing research aims to build a biologically plausible neuron model that is capable of implementing reinforcement
learning and of perceiving the time and above all capable of adapting to dynamic environments quickly.

As part of the ongoing research, this PhD research has first explored the possibilities of using biologically plausible neuron models to implement reinforcement learning. Currently, reinforcement learning is mainly implemented by abstract models. For animals, however, neurons are the only computing units. Therefore, the reinforcement learning of animals must be implemented by neurons. Furthermore, neurons communicate by means of a sequence of short electrical pulses, the so-called spikes or action potentials in the biological neural system. Spiking neuron models emphasise that the timing of these spikes carries information and can be used for computation, which is potentially more powerful and can contain more information than traditional firing rate models. For reinforcement learning, timing is also very important. Rewards received immediately are considered more important than those received after a long time. Rewards received after a state-action pair are usually credited to the state-action pair, whereas rewards received before a state-action pair are usually not credited to the state-action pair. In addition, the dynamics of spiking neurons may be well suited to model reinforcement learning in dynamic environments. We have successfully used spiking neurons to implement various phenomena of classical conditioning, the simplest form of animal reinforcement learning in dynamic environments, and also pointed out a possible implementation of instrumental conditioning and general reinforcement learning using similar models.

Instead of implementing the approach of time perception with low-level biological models first and then testing whether or not it works, we decided to first study the details of time perception and test its effectiveness by using abstract reinforcement learning models and a perfect clock. Implementing it with low-level biological models would have caused the result to be implementation dependent. If it does not work, it is hard to determine whether the problem is because of the biological implementation or because of the principle (the approach itself). Besides, for the approach itself, there are still many questions to answer, many problems to address, and many details to investigate. These questions are much easier to address with abstract models than with low-level biological models.

Regarding detecting changes in the environment, what should be learned in order to detect changes in the environment? Is learning only the mean of the time to reward sufficient? When the amount of reward may also change, it is obvious
that the learned time information cannot detect changes in the amount. In this case, what should the learning agent learn to detect both changes in the time to reward and changes in the amount of reward? On the other hand, even if the amount of reward does not change, learning the mean of the time to reward alone cannot detect changes in the time to reward immediately (in one trial) when the environment is stochastic. In this case, are there any ways to detect changes in the time to reward immediately? Furthermore, after a change in the environment is detected, what should the learning agent do in order to recover from the change quickly? Regarding giving up a suboptimal action to avoid longer than necessary exploration, how can the agent decide whether or not to give up the current action? If it decides to give up the action, what state should it give up to? After giving up, what action should the agent choose?

With regard to detecting changes in the environment, we found that learning the mean of the time to reward alone is not enough. When the amount of reward does not change, the estimated mean of the time to reward cannot detect changes in the time to reward immediately (in one trial) when the environment is stochastic. It needs many trials to detect changes in a stochastic environment because it has to compare the mean of the values in recent several trials with the mean of the values in several trials before recent several trials. On the other hand, although we can use the estimated distribution of the time to reward to detect changes in the time to reward immediately (in one trial) even when the environment is stochastic, learning the distribution of a random variable is a non-trivial task in its own right. Based on Chebyshev's inequality and Cantelli's inequality, we decided to learn the variance of the time to reward as well and then to use it together with the estimated mean of the time to reward to detect changes in the time to reward. When the amount of reward may also change, another problem arises: learning the time to reward cannot detect changes in the amount of reward. Admittedly, the agent can learn both the mean and the variance of the time to reward to detect changes in the mean of the time to reward, and can learn both the mean and the variance of the amount of reward to detect changes in the amount of reward. This method, however, separates changes in the time to reward from changes in the amount of reward. From the viewpoint of the learning agent, however, the learning agent will not consider the environment as changed if its optimal target based on which it makes decisions,
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e.g. the discounted reward/return, has not changed, though in reality the environment may have changed, e.g. the time to reward and the amount of reward have both changed in such a way that the discounted reward remains the same. Furthermore, using different criteria to detect environmental changes and make decisions may cause problems because their learning may not be synchronised. Suppose that the agent uses the discounted reward to make decisions and uses the time to reward to detect environmental changes. The learning of the time to reward may have converged, which leads to a decrease in the learning rate. However, the learning of the discounted reward probably has not converged. If so, it would take a long time to learn the true mean of the discounted reward because the learning rate is decreasing. Therefore, in our algorithms, only the mean and the variance of the optimal target are learned and then used to detect environmental changes and to make decisions.

When a change in the environment is detected, the learning rate is increased in order to learn the change quickly. Otherwise, the learning rate is decreased gradually towards 0 in order for the estimated mean to converge to its true mean. If the learning agent has detected that a suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action in the new environment, the exploration rate (e.g. $\epsilon$ for $\epsilon$-greedy) is also increased in order to increase the chance that the suboptimal action is visited. Otherwise, the exploration rate is decreased gradually towards its minimum value in order to reduce the cost of exploring suboptimal actions. The results of our experiments using two real-world problems show that, increasing the learning rate when a change in the environment is detected and increasing the exploration rate when a suboptimal action has improved and can potentially become the optimal action, have effectively improved the learning speed during training and the recovery speed when the environment changes in most of the experimental scenarios. In addition, the experiments show that decreasing the learning rate gradually towards 0, when a change in the environment has not been detected, enables the estimated mean to converge to the true mean even in stochastic environments and also enables the learning agent to find the optimal action when the mean of values (e.g. the time to reward) for actions in one state is very close in stochastic environments.

With regard to giving up a suboptimal action to avoid longer than necessary exploration, we found that the learning agent needs to compare the current action with other actions in order to find whether or not the current action is the optimal
one and when to give up the current action. Optimality is relative rather than absolute. Only when the agent finds that the current action is still worse than the optimal one should it give up this time's exploration of the action. Furthermore, the comparison only makes sense when the actions used to compare with the current action has not been overestimated. Otherwise, the current action can still be the optimal one. Here, we also use the estimated mean and variance to tell whether or not an action has been overestimated. When the amount of reward for actions is the same and does not change, the time to reward alone can be used to decide if an action is optimal, if an action has been overestimated, and when to give up a suboptimal action. When the amount of reward for actions is not the same, even though it does not change, learning time to reward alone is not enough to decide when to give up the current action. Obviously, the greater a reward it is worth waiting longer for. The learning agent may either learn the time to reward and the undiscounted reward or learn the optimal target which implicitly contains the time information (e.g. discounted reward) and the undiscounted reward. In addition, the learning agent should not be allowed to give up the current action until the undiscounted reward has been correctly learned. When the amount of reward for actions may also change, however, even if the undiscounted reward for one action has been correctly learned, the learning agent should also occasionally explore the amount of reward for one action, viz. not giving up the action, just in case the amount of its reward has changed. This is because only after the learning agent receives the reward can it know the amount of the reward. Before it knows the amount of the reward, it cannot get the time after which the current action is still worse than the optimal one, viz. decide when to give up.

When the learning agent has found that the current action in one state is still worse than the optimal one, longer exploration is unnecessary and therefore the learning agent may benefit from giving up this time's exploration of the action. This, however, is not optimal. For simplicity, suppose that the amount of reward for actions is the same and does not change so that we can just use the estimated time to reward for discussion. When the learning agent can go back without any cost and the actual time to reward for the current action in one state is less than twice the estimated time to reward for the reference action in the state, it is better not to give up this action because it can get the reward earlier by staying in the current action than by giving up the action and then choosing the reference action in the state, which would take twice the estimated time to reward for the
reference action on average. Therefore, the learning agent will not give up unless the estimated time to reward for the current action in one state is more than twice the estimated time to reward for the reference action in the state. It is apparent that the check is only useful when the estimated time to reward for the current action has been correctly learned and the estimated time to reward for the reference action in the state has not been underestimated. If these conditions are satisfied, most of the time, the learning agent only explores the current action the estimated time to reward for the reference action in the state; but at times, it explores the current action twice the estimated time to reward for the reference action in the state, just in case the time to reward for the current action has become less than twice the estimated time to reward for the reference action where it is better not to give up the current action. When there is a cost for the learning agent to give up, the threshold should be twice the estimated time to reward for the reference action plus the cost. For example, in the route finder problem, the cost of giving up and returning to a junction is just the same as that of coming here from the junction. So, the threshold for giving up should be triple the estimated time to reward for the reference action or state-action pair. When the amount of reward for actions is not the same we can still calculate the optimal time to give up. The results of our experiments using two real-world problems show that, when the difference in the time to reward or the discounted reward between actions in one state is great, this method of giving up to avoid longer than necessary exploration, has dramatically improved the performance of the learning agent after learning. On the other hand, when the difference in the time to reward or the discounted reward between actions in one state is small, giving up usually does not occur and therefore this method has little, if any, negative influence on the performance of the learning agent after learning. Furthermore, we also demonstrated that, some obvious alternative approaches that may be used to avoid longer than necessary exploration, do not work very well.

In addition, we also conducted experiments on the algorithms using a problem with a time limit or an energy budget. We have used a simple scenario to demonstrate that learning and monitoring the time to reward can improve the learning performance when the time limit or an energy budget of the agent is stochastic.

In summary, this PhD research contributes to the ongoing research by exploring the possibilities of using biologically plausible neuron models to implement
reinforcement learning, by investigating the details of possible implementations of time perception, and by exploring situations where the learned time information can be used to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments. In addition, this PhD research will also contribute to the understanding of animal behaviour and learning, and shed light on how animals use the learned time information to adapt to dynamic environments quickly.

### 7.2 The limitations of the research

We use second order statistics to detect changes in the environment. When the actual value/return of \((s, a)\) is outside \(Q(s, a) \pm k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(s, a)}\) where \(Q(s, a)\) and \(Q_{\text{var}}(s, a)\) is the estimated mean and variance of the value of the state-action pair \((s, a)\) and \(k \geq 0\), we consider that the value of \((s, a)\) has changed. Although this method has the potential to detect changes in the environment with only one trial even in a stochastic environment, it does have some limitations. Firstly, however large the window is except infinity, there is no guarantee that all data from the same distribution are within the window for some distributions, e.g., normal distribution. This means that a false detection of a change is unavoidable. Therefore, the policy used to handle environmental changes needs to accommodate these data, e.g., responding incrementally rather than abruptly. Secondly, when the value changes not very greatly in a stochastic environment, e.g., the new value is still within \(Q(s, a) \pm k \sqrt{Q_{\text{var}}(s, a)}\), this method cannot detect the change. But, if a change in the environment is very small, it may not be necessary to respond specifically to the change since classical value estimation reinforcement learning algorithms may be able to handle the change very well. Thirdly, if the mean does not change but the variance increases, this method may still consider the environment changed. In addition, the detection rule depends on the estimated variance. Unfortunately, however, the estimated variance tends to become bigger than the actual new variance when the environment changes. When the environment changes, two things contribute to the variance, viz., the change in the environment (more precisely, the change in the mean) and the variance of the new environment. The overestimated variance may cause the changed actual value to fall within the estimated mean plus and minus \(k\) standard deviations, even though the learning agent has not recovered from the environmental change, viz., the estimated mean is still incorrect. In order to reduce the influence...
of a change in the environment on the estimation of variance, a smaller learning rate is used to learn the variance when the environment changes. Admittedly, it would be ideal to eliminate the influence of a change in the environment on the estimation of variance completely and only learn the variance of the new environment. Unfortunately, however, it seems impossible because the mean of the new environment is unknown. Lastly, $k$ cannot be too small or too big. A big $k$ can reduce the chance of a false detection of environmental changes but it may increase the chance of failing to detect environmental changes, viz. less sensitive to a change in the environment. On the other hand, a small $k$ can detect even small environmental changes, but it is more likely to make a false detection of environmental changes, viz. too sensitive to a change in the environment.

To apply the giving up strategy (giving up to avoid longer than necessary exploration), the rule of the problem should allow giving up without losing too much. In a chess match, for example, if it is allowed to retract its moves without limitations, the learning agent can give up back to any previous move in one episode. If it is allowed to ask for a draw and then restart the match, the learning agent can give up to the beginning. On the other hand, however, if the learning agent can neither retract its moves nor ask for a draw, the giving up strategy cannot be applied to the problem.

In addition, as mentioned in section 3.3, the estimated mean is non-stationary during the learning period for bootstrap methods in an environment with multiple states unless a full dynamic programming backup is used. The non-stationary nature of the estimated mean will lead to a biased estimation of the variance in the value function [68], which in turn affects the performance of methods relying on unbiased statistics [69].

We have to point out that our method still cannot solve the shortcut problem mentioned in subsection 3.5.3. On the other hand, it will not make things worse because it only gives up the current action when it is still worse than the optimal one and will not give up actions that can potentially be the optimal one. In addition, it can also be incorporated with exploration bonus and other similar methods which are specifically designed to solve this kind of problem.

We have mainly experimented with problems where there is only one reward. In terms of problems with multiple rewards, there are two cases. The first case is that each episode still ends when any of the rewards is received. In fact, we have discussed this case in the time delayed n-armed bandit problem. When the
amount of reward for arms is not exactly the same, the problem belongs to this case and we use VP/VPWG learning to solve the problem. VP/VPWG learning, when extended to multiple state problems, can also be used to solve this case with multiple states. The other one is that each episode does not necessarily end when one reward is received. As discussed in subsection 2.2.5, this case causes the credit structuring problem. Improper reward assignment will lead to slow learning or even undesired behaviours. For example, in a chess game, if the learning agent is given a reward both when it wins and when it achieves a subgoal such as taking a piece from its opponent. It may find a way to maximise its rewards by taking the opponent’s pieces even at the price of losing the game. Nevertheless, the method of detecting and responding to the environmental change should still work in this setting without any modification. For the method of giving up to avoid longer than necessary exploration, however, it will not work in this setting without a significant modification. Finally, though we have only considered problems with discrete time steps, the methods should work for problems with continuous time as well.

7.3 Future work

As mentioned previously, this PhD research is part of ongoing research which aims to build a biologically plausible neuron model that is capable of implementing reinforcement learning and of adapting to dynamic environments quickly. Since we have demonstrated the possibilities of implementing reinforcement learning using biologically plausible neuron models and the possibilities of using the learned time information to improve the performance of the learning agent in dynamic environments, the next big step is to build a biologically plausible neuron model that can do what we have done with the abstract reinforcement learning models.

Firstly, we need to build a biological clock to perceive and measure time. The clock needs to have an enormous dynamic range because a reward may occur in a short time or in a long time. The possible candidates include accumulators and a bank of filters sensitive to a bank of intervals. Secondly, we need a neuron model that can learn the time to reward. Thirdly, we need a neuron model that can also learn the variance of values in addition to the mean of values. Finally, we also need to implement something similar to neuron modulators such as neocortical acetylcholine (ACh) and neocortical norepinephrine (NE) which
can detect whether the actual value is outside its estimated mean plus and minus
twice or triple standard deviations, and accordingly boost or reduce the rate of
learning.

As well as a biological implementation, there are other interesting topics worth
consideration. In each problem, we have only experimented with relatively small-
scale problems. It would be interesting to test the scalability of the algorithms
by experimenting with more complex large scale problems. One good candidate
is a more general and complex route finder problem, which extends the simple
route finder problem introduced in chapter 6. As figure 7.1 shows, the routes are
formed using a 2-D grid. The problem itself is highly scalable and can be scaled
to an nxn grid (where $n$ is any integer no less than 2). In fact, figure 7.1 (a.) is
just the 2-armed bandit problem we introduced in chapter 5. In addition, there
are circles in the graph and therefore the learning agent can go back to a state
in one episode without giving up. Lastly, the position of the destination/reward
can also be changed in addition to the length of paths.

Large scale problems pose some difficulties. We cannot simply use a lookup
table to store the information mapping from state-action pairs to their values
because the table would become too large. Another problem is that many state-
action pairs are seldom visited and some of them may even never have been en-
countered before. Thus, generalisation is needed to avoid storing a great quantity
of data and to predict the values of the states or state-action pairs not experi-
enced previously. Possible candidates for generalisation purpose include neural
networks, fuzzy logic and local memory-based methods. Since our ultimate goal
is to implement our algorithms using biologically plausible neuron models, we
will also attempt to use biologically plausible neuron models to implement gen-
eralisation in the future. Secondly, there may be more than two actions in one
state. Therefore, it is better to use a softmax method to make non-greedy deci-
sion making instead of $\epsilon$-greedy in this case so that only the suboptimal actions
which can potentially become the optimal one get more chance of being explored.

Furthermore, we have not systematically carried out comparative experiments
on different parameter settings. It would be interesting to study the performance
of learning algorithms in different environments with different parameters. Fi-
ally, we have only experimented on non bootstrap methods such as Monte Carlo
methods because the variance can be easily learned in a non bootstrap style. It
Figure 7.1: Illustration of a scalable general route finder problem. The learning agent always starts at $s_1$ and tries to reach the destination in the shortest time. $s$: states, the junctions of routes; $x$, $y$: the length of paths; the states and lengths of paths in (c.) and (d.) have not been marked due to the proliferation of states and paths available. There is only 1 state in (a.), 6 states in (b.), 13 states in (c.) and 22 states in (d.).
would be interesting to integrate learning the mean and variance with bootstrap methods, e.g., Q learning. There are two possibilities in this regard. The first one is still to use Monte Carlo methods to learn the mean and variance of values and then use the eligibility trace to update Q values with appropriate learning rates when a reward is received. The second one is to learn the mean of the value using Q learning and to learn the variance of the Q value using the following learning rule as shown in

$$Q_{-\text{var}}(s,a) \leftarrow Q_{-\text{var}}(s,a) + \alpha_2 \{ [r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q(s',a') - Q_{\text{old}}(s,a)] \
\quad [r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q(s',a') - Q(s,a)] - Q_{-\text{var}}(s,a) \}. \quad (7.1)$$

where $s$ is the current state, $a$ is the action taken in $s$, $s'$ is the next state after taking action $a$, $r$ is the reward received after taking $a$, $\alpha_2$ is the learning rate used to learn the variance, and $\gamma$ is the discount factor, and $Q_{\text{old}}(s,a)$, $Q(s,a)$ and $Q_{-\text{var}}(s,a)$ are respectively the last and the current estimation of the mean of the value of $(s,a)$ and the estimation of the variance of the value of $(s,a)$. After both the mean and variance of Q values are learned, they can then be used to detect environmental changes and then to respond quickly to the change as well as to decide when to give up the current action to avoid longer than necessary exploration just like VP and MCTP learning.

As mentioned in section 3.3, however, the estimated mean is non-stationary during the learning period for bootstrap methods in an environment with multiple states unless a full dynamic programming backup is used. The non-stationary nature of the estimated mean will lead to a biased estimation of the variance in the value function [68], which in turn affects the performance of methods relying on unbiased statistics [69].
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